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Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
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Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, N. Y
Sam’l Benedict. Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
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Incontinent
Urination, with whitish
lor brick-dust
deposit,
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Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Organic Weak-

HOUSE, CONGRESS STREET.
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.Remedy fer all DisenseM
of the Kidney., Bladder
and Unrinary
Organ.,
Female
Complaint.,
and General Debility,
such as painful, dragging sensation in the
Back and Loins, Sup.

ness, Ac.

NEPHRETICUM has
no equal for Lameness
and Weakness peculiar
.to Females.
NEPHRETICUM
is
the best known remedy
Tor Diabetes.

<

Keeping.

NEPHRETICUM,

as

,» Tonic and Stimulant
for aged
persons, i.
Be sure and ask for Dr.

ritbout n rival.
KIDNEY
lULLOCK’S
REMEDY.
IEPHRETICUM. For Sale by all Druei*t*».
Price, only 91*00 per Bottle.
C. 8. ROBERTNON, Proprietor, Boston.
3EO. €. GOODWIN A CO., Gcn’l Agent*.
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Davis,

it is more

spirited,

and means

more.

The extreme unwisdom of Ben Hill was
never more conspicuous than in the
debate

yesterday.

By taunts,

denunciations,

and defiance he made the Virginia S mator
thoroughly angry, and drove him to commit
himself against the Democratic
party more
distinctly and irretrievably than he perhaps
contemplated at this early period of the session. The little Virginian, who
weighs

only

ninety pounds, they say, has a strong aversion to being bullied. His shrill
and.'angry defiance reminds one of the crowing of a bantam rooster. But, though
physical littleness is apt to provoke ridicule from
men of
greater stature, but it may be of slenderer
wit, Senator Malione’e importance as a Senator, or his prowess in debate, has no relation to his weight in pounds or his
height in
inches. It is settled already that he is more
than a match for Hill, who is big
enough tQ
know better than to provoke this
fiery iittle
Senator
Boston is convalescing, but

hasn’t quite
recovered from its attack of Bcnkerism. It
has, however, got back its appetite, and will
sit down to a hearty dinner with Mr.
Schurz.
It will do the dinner justice; if it doesn’t
the

ex-Secretary.

The Grand Trunk line is the road that
Portland may take to fortune. It is well to
remember that trains start on schedule time
ind make no delays for
dilatory
passengers.
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Express Office to you.

«. W. FRESHMAN & BROS.

Advertising Agents,

Wobcestek Spy: Senator Mahone also
has made his declaration of
independence.
If it is less dignified than that of Senator

the Senate.

I ns tract ion in English and Classical Studies.

IS« IV. FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI.

j

this

people, but much of it

Hill of Georgia has gone and done it
He has given Mahono notice to
quit
the Democratic party. Hill is one of the
most useful men the Republicaos have ill

;

I

wires now measure a

again.

laturday

J. W.

telegraph

progress may be due to the
must be owing to the Russian autocrat done to death in
St. Petersburg the other day.
That a man who has done s#much should
come to such a death shows the dislike
of
the Russian people to its government.
They
did not hate the late Czar. They do hate
Autocracy, and so far does their hatred of
that kind of rule go that they refuse to
praise the really great and beneficent work it
has done and kill its innocent representative.
What chance has the new Czar with a people so minded? The best he can hope for is
speedy death and escape from the horror of
assassination which haunted the later
years
of his father’s life. Alexander III. succeeds
to the Autocracy of Russia under even less
favorable circumstances than his predeces"
sor.
The only lesson the late reign can
teach him is that, however well he
may try
to govern, he will be in constant
danger
from the bomb and the knife of the Nihilist.
His lot is not enviable.
His heritage is not
one to be desired.
The conclusion he
reaches may well be the conclusion of
Heine, that the trade of kingship is a very
hard one in these days. But he has been
ap
prenticed to the business, and will feel
bound to pursue it even with the disadvantages under which it is followed in Russia.

of

more
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Plains, Maine.

-aw School,
the Medical School, will hereafter
leheld simultaneously in Cambridge, Exeter N
1., New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago,
■nil San Francisco, on the
Thursday, Friday and
following the last Wednesday in June,
’hey will begin this year on THURSDAY, JUNE
iOth, at 8 A. M.
Candidates may present themselves upon a
part
< f the examinations.
For recent examination papers and further inormation address the Registrar, Harvard Col■EGE, CAMItRIDGE, MASS.
mart
eod2m

Order,

N. PINKHAM, Secretary.

and

June exaninations for admission to Harvard
rHECollege,
the Lawrence Scientiiic
School, tile
and

FTV1E annual meeting of the Portland Turnverein,
X for the election ol officers for the ensuing year,
ami lor the transaction of any other business, will be
held at their hall, corner Congress and
Brown
streets, on Friday evening, March 18, 1881, at 7 Vs
o’clock. A full attendance is desired.
H.

$16, $18

PORTLAND, ME.

WESTON, President,

Cambridge,

Portland Turnvereftn.
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Styles of Men’s Suits,

Harvard University

St.

Unquestionably the most important
nodical discovery since vaccination.
A remedy
rliich assimilates with the mucous membrane and
'onus not only a local, but a constitutional
One package generally suffices.
lure at any stage.
Delivered by Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
16 Dey Street, N. Y., $1.00 complete, Six packages
15.00. Treatise and remarkable statements by the

sold at the uniform

I>rin.
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Catarrh

of

Russian

Meyer’s

Ct'KK.

Wednesday evening, March 16th, at 7.30 o’clock
Per Order
L.A.GRiY,
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Wei De

$5.00

All persons desirous of
obtaining evening instruc1 ion in Book-keeping,
Penmanship, Arithmetic and
.11 other branches of a Business
Education, are relocated to meet at
Portland Hu win
College Rooms, Corner
foasrr.it null C'nweo Streets,

Bookseller and Stationer,
515

now

GIGANTIC

UNDER PREBLE

For

FRANK

$24,

C. D. B. FISK <fc

Books, Gold Pens,
FEMALE COLLEGE.
Pencils, Autograph and
Photograph Albums.
teachers, good accommodations,
EXPERIENCED
low prices.
circulars, address

FANCY CARDS IN SETS.

$10.00

The

hundred and twenty thousand miles. Imports and exports of merchandise have
trebled within the last quarter of a
ceutury.

Chapman, Secretary.

$17.00.

$12, $14 and Sin Suits Cut Down to $10.00.

fYE ARE OBLIGED

-AND-

IN PORTLAND.

and

We are dealing in plain, solid facts; have marked
han $500.00 below their actual cost.

A pleasant home, with thorough instruction in
lass or private.
Spring Term will commence
larch 25.
Address H. Fl KATnv prir.(.inoi

Blank

miles.

THIS IS NOT A SENSATIONAL ADVERTISEMENT.

Jilt AKCHE8.

Soloist, 67 Gray Street.

NORRIDGEWOCK,
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HIE

PENNELL,

Tenor

■

to

$9.00.

WITNESSES ALIKE
1

VOICE, Sl.vomo

sixteen hundred miles tn fifteen

$5.00

I Goats, (I Vests, II Pantaloons Almost GIVEN

HARMONY,
Stockbridge's Music Store.

A. E.

Days :

JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President*

Feb. 9,1881.

LAW,

Fit A NK S. WATERHO USE,
COUM8ELLOR AT LAW,
93 Exchange St

H.

J. P.

Styles of Men’s Suits,

Our Children’s

colorings.
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Which formerly sold at

MUSIC TEACHERS.

Also Ladies’ Sackings, Ulster Cloths,
and Ladies’ Cloths for Suitings in all

A & Histei

PRICE

$22

About 20 Different

191

II

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Geo.

very fine line of Wool-

for Men’s and Boys’ Clothing, consisting of French and American Black
Diagonals and Pin Head Checks, Fancy
Stripes in black for Pantings, Black:
Doeskins and Yacht Cloths. A very fine
assortment FAXCY CASSIMERES for
Spring and Summer Suits.

$14.00

price of $15.00.

BYRON D. VERRJLL,

/

ens

large sizes,”

Street.

LAW,

AT

complish. In his reign he increased fivefold the number of scholars in Russian
schools; and the sum of money expended
for the promotion of education was
eight
times larger in the last year of his
reign
than in his first. During that time the revenue more than doubled without increase of
taxation. The railroads grew in
length from

40 PER CENT.

$6.00

gov-

decade what it took the barons and comof England two hundred years to ac-

$12,608,356.71

Losses

constitutionally

mons

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

J. H.

THOMAS & BIRD,
38

Congress & Elm Sts.

ASSETS.

PRICES:

Grey Lt. Overcoats,

About 15 Different

& STROUT,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

[I

Year,
7.

Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1880

OVERCOATS, Mixed,

FORMER

31% Exchange St

Cor.

MEN’S

Small Lot Men’s
LAW,
93 Exchange St.

STBOUT, GAGE

J

water-borne.

<3iO AA

These Coals formerly sold forSfrom

Exchange St.

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange

I

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

$5,728,622.2

ELY,

which free and

England has not yet been able to do
for the most important and
longest-held of
its possessions—he established the enfranchised peasants as proprietors of the soil
which they tilled, and solved the problem
which is agitating Ireland to-day. More
than this, he established in Russia a commuual system of local self-government that
finds its only parallel in the town
meetings
of New England. He entirely revolutionized
the old Russian system of judicial
procedure, ordained trial by jury, open examination of witnesses in court, and the
prompt
trial of persons accused of offenses against
or
the
State. In fact he did in a
society

YORK,

Total Amount of Premiums for the

ULSTERS,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

1

thing
erned

at
Company will take risks
on
and

soon as

$12.00-

PR TtTP

is but one of the great
reforms of Alexander’s reign. He not only
broke the chains of the serfs. He did a

Exchange Street.

20

THOMAS B. REED,

HEAVY

TTTTT? ATTT’.'R

51% Exchange St

WOOLENS.

MEN’S

LAW,

COUNSELLORS AT LAW.
100

D
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RAY & DYER,

Every Thursday Evening.

PRICE

LAW,

serfdom,

generally recognized,

Tear Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

150 Men’s Dobson Beaver Overcoats

St.

the proper dispensation of justice. No
other government in Europe has made or
could make so enormous strides on the way
to liberalism. The abolition of
so

ty,

their office, New
Vessels, Cargoes
York,
Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

of Our Business
would Warrant It.

HENRY C. PEABODY,

dtd

OUR

progress toward the liberty of the subject,
the amelioration of the hardships of pover-

...

This

Breaking-up

FORMER

COUNSELLOR AT
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Exchange

119% Exchange St.

Assemblies,

INSURE

They Cost Us.

BEHOLD

but the

JAMES O’DONNELL,

f)li

lGth.

Frida) Evenings.

Nothing

LAW,
31% Exchange St.
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Sale of Seats,
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Office Building.
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DOUBLE NEW YORK SUCCESS,

GALLEY SLAVE.

OF NEW

WJLBURF.LUNT,

Post

HARTLEY CAMPBELL’S

of what

AT

conclusion, but his good wishes,
even when they became laws could not
keep
pace with the impatience of his people.

Ulutnal Insurance Co.

Cut, Slash and Slaughter Prices, Regardless

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,

[

Price

LAWRENCE & MARTIN, psex£s Lxic^-i‘a?-r
Snlil in
5 BARCLAY, ST., New York.

UOTl

5)01(1 ln

ar‘

prepaW t0 tlie n™re,t

$1.00

“ortlandby

all Druggists.
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What It Has to Say about the Governor
and the Courts.

irobably devising

Cocoa and Broma.
ESTABLISHED I8I.I.

J DSIAH WEBB S

MILTON, MASS.
dim

For
I [JACKET

Philadelphia.

Schr. Nellie S. .Terrell. Capt. Scull,
r For Freight apply to J. NICKERSON &
SON,
I 31 Commercial St.
marlodllt

are
new

rather quiet now—
ways to defeat them-

lelves.
The

nomination
of
Stanley
Matthews looks like an invitation to a scrimsecond

nage.__
Mahone

tepublicans.
_...I le proud of.
felilO

The Committee of the Maine
Legislature on
the Judiciary to which was referred so much
°f the Governor's address as relates to the

Monday’s scene

in tlie Senate was a memo ..
The expectation which filled th e
galleries and the Senate floor at an early hoi p
with an immense and brilliant audience wt
g
not disappointed. Those who were
preset t
witnessed a spectacle the like ol which the
will hardly see again. The
Democracy mad s
their final struggle to keep their hold on tha t
branch of the legislature. After five hours >
contest they confessed that they were unable
aud yielded to their fate. The solid South is

has cast

his fortunes with the
The new recruit is not one to

The Russian assassination will
give new
William Black’s latest
novel,
‘Sunrise.”

j merest to

»

new

element

of

independence,

and thi

advance guard of a better tempered Democra
cy. Tho day’s debate was opened with
somewhat elaborate statement of the Demo
cratic position on the question of
organizing
the Senate bv Mr. Pondleton, who
reportei
the Democratic caucus action with regard t< 1
the committees.
Senator
Bayard follower
him in a speech which was in form lit
very quintessence of candor and fairness, hon.
ied all over with sweet disposition. Mr. Conk-

ling

then got the floor, aud made a speech entirely characteristic of him, as ingeuions in argument and exasperating in manner as anj
man could conceive of, in which he
contrived
expose all.the weak points of the Dem.ocratic
position, and to insinuate all the quostiouablt
motives their conduct suggested ->s
possible

passing

cessful

pil
ATLANTIC

And with that end in view shall

LOCKE & LOCKE,

I
L

Dramatic Hit of the Nineteenth Century.

I M M EDI AT

LAW,

away, and all Unugs must beA catastrophe like that of 1789
is imminent. A mild ruler will only hasten
the outbreak, a stern one may for a while
suppress it. But the seed sown through
many centuries of misrule and oppression is
ripening to fruit, and the crop will be gathered.
The lot of Alexander II. was cast in a
most unhappy time.
He instituted great
reforms and carried many of them to a suc-

in

CLOTHING

J. LYNCH,

are

Under his administration Russia made great

Exchange Street.

LAW,
199 Middle Street.

FRO] 4

How Ben Hill Was Sat Down On.

of a

while

come new.

CONANT.
febllkltf

dispose of nearly

we must

In return for his efforts he will be
blown to pieces as his father has been.
His
temptation will be to follow .the example of
his grandfather, the Czar Nicholas, who
governed tyrannically, and died peacefully
in bed. Russia is in much the condition
France * as a century ago. The old
things

competition.

Thirty Thousand Dollars’ Worth of

LAW,

34

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MARCH 18th
and 19th and Saturday Matinee,

thing is certain,

LARRABEE,

Portland Theatre.

Frank Cibtis—Lessee and Manaoeb.

Greatest

AT

100

SAUCIER, Pianist,

One

MAN

thing of the past. The advent of Mr. Mahon
in the Senate, however objectionable he
ma r
bo in some particulars, will prove the
oomiuj •

ers.

perfect likenesses,

AT

SETH L. LARRABEE,

by Miss Belle Bartlett, Soprano; Miss
.Margaret Bryant, Contralto; Mrs. Beut, Cornet; at
W. HI. Furbu*h A* Non’* Piano
Room*, on
Thmuday Evrninx, Woreh 17. 1881, at 8
Assisted

Exchange Street.

LAW,
399V2 Congress Street.

I
L

SOIREE.

LAW,

like most ol

throne

use the power which the immemorial custom of liis country li^ intrusted to its rul-

Remember that for grown people cloudy and even
stormy;weather is equally favorable and in many
cases preferable to sunshine.1
Small children
should be brought in early on bright sunny days.
Appointments maybe made by Mail or Telephone.
Respectfully,

We Know HXTot.

AARON B. HOLDEN,

H

marl2dtd

Given by Professor M.

AT

a

induces the belief that sotne day
shot, however clumsily calculated its
range may be, will strike him down.
It will avail him nothing to put to good

rich in detail, and are
fine illustrations of Art as found in Photography,
and in their production I challenge any attempt at

WHAT WE SHALL DO,

LAW,
199 Middle Street.

93

be served at 7 o'clock.

Uelreshmentssolicited.

AW.

P. FRANK,

r
I

on

WEDNESDAY Afternoon and Evening,
MARCH 16.
Admission Free. Supper Tickets 25 cents. Sup-

l«r

AT L

ltussias,

mounts

some

call special attention to my Solar
Enlargements Albumen Paper, which I make
from Life, for the small sum of §10.00|each.
Unlike the Putty effects above} referred to, these Pho-

WHERE WE SHALL GO,

FOGG,
42^ Exchange Street.

SUPPER,

Congress Square Church,

of

LAW.

AT

COUNSELLOR

Samaritan Association
FAIR

LAW,

Exchange Street.

FESSENDEN,

invited.

E. PRAY, Cb. of Lecture Com.
d3t

F.
mar 14

AT

preserve coni

chances

Life

on

172 Middle Street,

Library.

NFRJECT: The ■ndn.irinl lou'rr.l. of
•be Calf, ami how beat to promote them.
are

C
T

Exchange Street.

DRUMMOND,

COUNSELLORS

93

REV. ASA DALTON,
at 7 Vis o’clock, in

jyHie public

DRUMMOND &

—

Mechanics

LAW,

or

not used.

stain-ed
with the blood of his predecessor. lie "begins his reign under the gloomiest auspices.
Henceforth he is a target for Nihilist conspirators to practice on; and the doctrine of

i would also

After building up a most unpopular store, making it what it is toTHE “HUB OF TRADE,” WE ARE NOTIFIED TO VACATE,
and for what reason? not because we do not pay our rent or are bad
tenants, hut simply to make room for a brother of the landlord.
Undoubtedly, by some, this will be pronounced a BUSINESS TRANSACTION, and unquestionably will he of great inducement for other
strangers to come to this city to locate and do business. Be that as it
may we, at least, question the justice of such treatment.
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absolutely
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are

A Heritage of Woe.

figure.

of this State.

Clothing Emporium

LAW,
93 Exchange Street.
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The
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The new Czar of the

All enlargements made
by the Platinotype proand warranted
The
permanent.
will be done by one of Boston’s celebrated
artists, who has devoted a lifetime to liis chosen
profession and allows no work to leave his studio
which is not perfect.
These prices are but little more than half what l
hav e been
charging for the same, but 1 have perfected arrangements whereby I can do the work at
above rates for a few weeks, and I have resolved to
give my patrons the benefit, and at the same time
introduce a series of Crayons of a high order. The
tendency of many of our citizens to waste their
funds for Worthless Mechanical Productions hv
Amateurs. specimens of which may be seen on
every hand, is the principal incentive which induces me to place Legitimate Work at so low a

finishing

WE WENT TO WORK WITH OUR ACCUSTOMED DETERand by judicious advertising, strict integrity and popular
made
our store what it is to-day,
prices,

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
CO UN ELLORS AT L A
W,
30 Exchange Street.

V2 Life Size, $15.00;

cess

of

BUT

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street.

M. C. M. .A.
The 8tb ami last Lecture in the Course
M. C. M. Association will be given next

c.Crayon

Portraits,

Size, $26.00.

MINATION,

W. COOMBS,
COUN8ELLOR

marlO__dGt

as a

478 1-2

correspondingly

tos are

Sale of seats to

ucnTi

Exchange St.

BRADBURY,

Earth.

MACK, Manager.

•J. H.

LAW,
48

40 PERFORMERS 40 BBION
largest

LAW,
Middle Street.

AT

MASTODON

Congress Street

Special Notice:—For a short time only, I have
decided to offer an entire new Cotie of Prices for all
sizes of
Photographic work. Cards, per doz. $3.00
Regular Cabinets per doz., $6.00. Larger Sizes
low. 10x12 Ink Photos., $6.00 to
$8.00—former prices $8.00 to $10.00. This style
of work is adapted more
especially to the enlargement of old
pictures, in which it is only necessary
that the original be a
good likeness in order to insure a iirst-class
result, with drapery, arrangement
ox hair, Ac., modernized to suit the taste.

wondering, pleased people. On the following day all the papers were replete with notices of praise.
Compliments were lavished
on us by the public for our Enterprise and
public spirit. Our store
was pronounced by one and all,
as a marvel of beauty,
and acknowledged to be the most Metropolitan of any Establishment in Eastern New England.
Prior to our leasing the store every occupant had failed, and our numerous friends had misgivings as to our ability to build up a trade, in
a store that had proved so disastrous to our nnmerous predecessors.

Bar

HAVE ELY’S
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Oil the Seventeenth day of March, 1877, amid a grand display of
iireworks and music by the band, we opened our doors to an immense

LAWYERS.
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C. JORDAN,
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indispensable, not necessarily for publicaguaranty of good faith.

cases

We cannot undertake to return

Blow.

a

DEBUT OF THE LITTLE

We do not read anonymous letters and coi amuni
cations. The name and address of the writer are ir
tion but

A BUSINESS SECOND TO

The Judiciary Committee.

Courts, and the constitutional provision for rethe opinion of the Court ou certain
occasions, have had the same under cousidera-

able one.

all

180Vl Middle Street.
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Exchange Street.

The Senate.

with

F. II. FASSETT.
ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, 'J3
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Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate signed by Stanley
Pullen, •
|
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protesting

nothing,

all the time that

and

charged

he insinuat

nothing,

and
had the utmost respect for all their
professions
and the completest faith in their
patriotic purpose. Up to this point the discui don had
been a most courteous and skilful oi.u, characterized by an excessive politeness of mannei
covering the keenest sword-play. Then Ben
Hill came to the front, and at once the contest
assumed a worse phase. The intolerance and

bullying temper

of the Southern Democrat
masked itself no longer, but was revealed in
every sentence and tone and gesture of Hill’s
long and unseemly speech. He set himself to
smoke out Mr. Mahone, but when ho had done
he probably wished he had uot, for Mr. Mahoue came to the front with a spirit and defithat quickly compelled Mr. Hill to shift
his ground and hedge himself about with “ifs”
and “buts” in a way that made him seem
very
ridiculous. Before Hill’s speech there had been
a yea and uay vote on a motion
to go into executive session, and Mahone had voted with
the Republicans, the first decisive indication
of his intentions that he had
given, and it
ceased a great sensation in the crowded chamance

ber, manifesting itself by an outburst of
plause. The Virginia Senator, who held

apthe

balance of power in the contest going on, sat
in the outside row, far around toward the end
of the Republican side. He is a
light man
with a pale, keen countenance,
wiry, gray
hair and long gray beard. No man of all in
the chamber seemed to be less concerned in
what was going on. He was engaged in writing most of the time, occasionally stopping to
chat in a business-like way with some one who
accosted him. When Hill began to speak it
quickly became apparent that his purpose was
to whip in any Democrat that might bo disposed to help the Republicans. Mr. Coukling
had, in his speech of Friday, said that the Republicans had a constitutional majority in the
Senate. This was Hill’s text. He expressed
disbelief of the fact, and stated that there were
present 88 Senators who were elected as Democrats, and one who, although elected as an Independent, had announced his 'purpose to vote
with the Democrats. Mr. Conkling’s statement, he said, could not be true, unless someone elected by Democrats, as a Democrat,
had,
without notifying his constituents or his associates in the Senate, determined to betray his
party. This was the substance of a speech
which lasted more than half an hour, in the
course of which the
speaker, with great violence of temper and language, descanted ou
what he was pleased to term the baseness and
dishonor of such conduct. Invective and taunt
and opprobrium were heaped upon the head of
the imagined person who could do such an act.
Hill all the time asserting that he did not believe there was such a person. During the delivery of this speech Mr. Mahone sat most of
the time on one of the sofas on the Republican
side, chatting with some friends, apparently
paying little attention to what was going on
But as Hill drew to the end of his remarks, he
quietly resumed his seat, and when Hill sat
uuwu no uuuressea me ctiair.
Two or three
others, not noticing that he had risen, had
done so, and claimed the floor, but all
readily
yielded to him. He advanced to the arena in
front of the Senators, and addressing himself
in a defiant manner directly to Hill, informed
him in plain terms that he did not
recognize
his title to speak for the Democratic
party, nor
did he owe
anything of allegiance or
favor to that
kind
of
Democracy, thr
Bourbon Democracy for which alone
spoke. He said he had given that Der^aov
full notice that he caved
nothing for ch0In
would not be bound
by its belie? when he
tueir caucus. He was his own
man and not tLeir
man, and he would take
£are‘°
t,rj8 *<> tubmen who sent him to the
h®
S‘Te bi» support in
wliateve- ®
whatever
way denied to his judgment best,
"8
would “ot
be
instructed in
the
matter
of political
good faith by
a
elected
who,
to
the
con“an',
stitutional convention of his State as a Union
man, voted in favor of secession. Probably
Mahone s speech did not
occupy ten minutes,
but it was so rapid, earnest, defiant and
scornand
the
ful,
man
himself, besides being the
pivot on which the power was turning from
one side of the chamber to the
other, was so
unique in his personality and manner of speakmg that the speech seemed to be much longer.
Hill took the floor again aud made a
sorry exhibition of himself in attempt to reassert his
condemnation; but Mahone was now thoroughly aroused, aud as soon as Hill approached
anything like a personal imputation upon him,
he interrupted him with a
prompt demand to
know his meaning, aud Hill
prudently retreated, Mahone warning him in plain terms
that he would endure nothing of the sort from
him. General Logau took a hand in the conflict and made some sharp points, which
provoked Hill into another speech, iu which be
wandered all around in a vain endeavor to
appear in the character of a champion of invnliness and political good
faith, growing every
moment more violent in his ranting. When
he had concluded, Senator Hoar took the floor
and in an eloquent speech voiced the honest
indignation of both parties in| terms of reproach and rebake that were as well
chosen as well deserved. He character^
.,1
Hills harangue as an insult to all hoimen and a degradation of the
charac,.,'.,. th
Senate. Turning from that, he Welcomed the
advent of Mahone as the
advance courier of
that rising revolt in the South
'irom the ntol
erant party which won
political victories by
and in My eloquence
cbamber. portrayed the
b
®*bnt as significant that
i tbe.re was a class ,n that section who
OJl
JfiJr
°i the graveyards in which
been confined
they had
and turn their faces
h® U10rniDe- Mr- Hoar was
loudly apnotwithstanding the repeated warnw«s against such
demonstrations, during and
sP0«ch' and when lie sat
-C
down Senators
flocked about bis chair to congratulate him. It was an outburst of
genuine
which produced a great effect, and
is highly praised by all who had the
forgood
tune to hear it.
Following this, motions to
adjourn and to go into executive session succeeded each otner, aud were voted down
until
proposed that the whole business
C
should be postponed until
when the
Senate would be full. Thursday,
Mr. Pendleton expressed his disinclination to have the contost
degenerate into an unseemly test of physical
endurance, as it was likely to do, and moved
to adjourn, but withdrew his
motion at the request of Mr. V oorhees, who, after a defence of
the course of the Democrats
up to that morning, expressed his disapprobation of the scenes
of the day, that showed that
the more decent
members of the Democratic
party were
ashamed of the performance of
Hill, declared
that the Republicans were
unquestionably able
to organize the Senate
by a fair vote.audanbe was one who, with the
approbatiou of those around him, would
be willing
to withdraw in order that the
just equilibrip0Wjr “’sb* be maintained and
farther delays avoided.
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quiring

tiou and ask leave to report as follows:
The Governor in his address makes two declarations, that have seemed to the Committee
to require consideration and
report. The
Committee understand the Governor to declare
in effect, that the constitutional provision in
question, in his opinion, is wrong in principle
and dangerous in practice; and to further declare that the opinions thus obtaiued from the
Court have no force as decisions, but are
only
to be taken for what they are worth as
opinions, and to be followed or disregarded at will
by the Executive or Legislature,
The Committee are unable to assent to either
of these propositions.
The provision in question is section 3, article
4, of the constitntion, as follows:
"Section 3. They shall be obliged to give their
opinion upon important questions of law, and upon
solemn occasions, when required by the Governor,
Council, Senate, or House of Representatives.’’
They (the Justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court) shall be obliged to give their opinion
upon important questions of law, and upon solemn occasions when required by the
Governor,
Council, Senate, House of Representatives.
I

if)n a

pute

{“galls
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He came in
yesterday, and
asked: “Well, what shall I
The editor told him he had

taking
write

a

dcsi*.

about?”

better right about
When he left a small scran of manuscript was found on the desk, aud the fellow
had apparently followed
instructions, for ho
wrote:
"The editor has lots of cheek.”—Turnface.

s

rails
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or

difficulty.”

officers, Executive, Legislative
to heed that interpretation, "f.
ttomay be a government o^

???
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j^H^not

Jx^dientmittMthP-‘tJ,0re
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rep°r‘ le*i8“tion
i

Emery

of

u. S. Mortland,

On the part of

Geo. D. Bisrke.

the Senate.
A. A. Stroct,
(
O. G. Hall,
) On the part of
Ephraim Flint,
the House.
]
L. R. King,
j
I concur with the Committee in their conclusion of law, and believe legislation in the

premises inexpedient.

J. B. Hutchinson.

Memorandum.—John C.

Talbot and M. N.
McKusick of the House Committee were absent at the time of the consideration of this re-

port.
The New Czar.
Something about Alexander III.
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It seems improbable that the people in inserting that provision in the fundamental law, in
the very organic law of the State’s
existence,
intended the opinion thus formally asked,
upon important questions and solemn occasions
should have no more force than the opinion of
a neighbor, or the advice of a
friend, to be
adopted if agreeable, or rejected if disagreeable. There would seem to be no occasion for
a constitutional
provision to enable either department to obtain such opinions or advice
from such person as each might have confidence in or from the Attorney
General; if the
formal opinion of the judges, when
formally
asked, was to have no more force than the
opinion of auy lawyer, there could be no good
reason why they should be
constitutionally
commanded to give it. There are able and
honest lawyers at the Bar as well as on the
Bench.
It is not the opinion of the
persons who
chance to be on the bench at the time, that is
contemplated; it is the opinion of the Justices,
as Justices. It is not
neighborly advice nor individual opinion that is called for by the constitution. “They shall be obliged to give their
opinion,” is the language, ft is “opinion",
not “opinions”.
It is the sum of their judgments, the result of not personal, but official
deliberation and action. It is not the voices of
several respectable gentlemen and good lawyers. It is the voice of the Judiciary, a coequal branch of the government, and charged
with the duty of interpreting the laws and
speaking authoritatively by virtue and command of that same constitution by virtue and
command of which the Executive and Legislature speak.
This
is no violation of
the
principle
of
the
equality of the three depart
ments. Ail
official
acts
of
the
Executive, or of the Legislature, done by virtue
and command of the constitution, are to be respected and obeyed. The official acts of the
Judiciary, done by virtue and command of the
constitution are entitled to equal respect if the
equal dignity and authority of the three departments are to be preserved.
it was not the purpose, nor has it been the
effect of this provision to permit any interference by the Court in the matter of administration or legislation, but rather to enable a
learned and honored Court to point out the
path of constitutional duty and power, to the
department asking its aid. It was to secure
harmony of interpretation as to constitutional
law and rights, and prevent unseemly conflicts
between the Executive and Legislature, the
Senate and House, or the Governor and Council. It was to prevent wrongs, instead of leaving them to be committed and then redressed.
By means of this lamp set bv the founders of
our commonwealth,
the Executive and the
Legislative can see the bounds of their power
and dutv -AS Hth.I hu tho nnnnla on.l
croachmeots on the rights of each other or the
rights of the people.
It has served its purpose well. It
came to us
from the Mother State, iu whose
constitution
it has stood for a
century. All Vhrough that
century, in both States, are instances where
some department was in
do.at)t, not as to expedmncy, but as to constitutional right and
asked for lightjfrom *.ne constitutional
mterpreters of the law. When that
light has been
received, Govetnorgi Legislatures, Courts and
people nave, moved peacefully and prosperonsG'“n *“ -ne roads thus made plain.
,,on -.lets of authority and consequent sh ocks
V® commonwealth, have under this constitution been happily avoided in both States,
until that sad Instance in oar own history,
when‘an Executive arrogated to itself the judicial power of declaring to be unconstitutional laws passed solely to give effect to the will
of the people, and then undertook to disobey
those laws and defy that will. The instant
failure of that attempt, aud the peaoeful issue
of that conflict illustrate the wisdom of our
fathers in providing for a speedv eolation of all
snch questions of authority.
While amendments have been made or suggested to many other parts of the constitutions
of the two States of Maine and Massachusetts,
this section has stood unassailed, without suggestion of amendment, until that made in the
address of the present Governor. This long stability amidst change—this long acquiescence—
this not infrequent exercise, through four generations of freemen, attest iu value, and the
high regard in whioh it is held by the people.
The people have never miked iu repeal, nor
have they ever refused to give it full effect.
The people exjiect that each officer is anxious
to perform his constitutional and
legal duty
They realize that conflicts of opinion may
arise among officers as to the limits and extent
of that duty. They have provided an
authoritative interpreter of that duty.
They have
provided for a speedy interpretation before anv
wrong is done. They surely expect all theiV

F»£T.t«l
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the word “opinion” when used in reference to
law or courts had acquired in England and
America, a distinct technical meaning. The
word must here bo used in that sense, in the
above section of the constitution. This rule
of interpretation is universal,
applicable to
constitutions, as well as statutes anu contracts.
This anciently settled meaning of the word
"opinion” through centuries of legal literature,
makes it nearly if not quite synonymous] with
the word “decision.” It is the exposition of
the decision. Webster's Dictionary gives the
following legal definition of the word "opinion:” “in law, the formal decision of a judge,
umpire, councillor or other party, officially
called upon to consider and decide
upon a dis-

Reporter.

A paper does not cost much. That is the
reawhy so many walk into ail office, help
themselves and walk out: To prevent this little steal, it is veritably announced that
a
shrewd editor trained a parrot to watch visitors
to the office.
If one picked up a
paper aud attempted to go off without paying for it, the
bird would sing out, witli
startling clearness
“.stop thief! Stop thief! Hang
that
paper back, or pay for it!” By this means the
editor receives nearly all the
for
his pamoney
son

it?bring
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Alexander Alexandrovitch, wlio has now so
become Czar of all the Kussias, was
born March 10 (February 20, old style), 1845. In
personal appearance he is tall, about six feel in

suddenly

height, deep-chested,

broad-shouldered,

and

seemingly of great strength.

His eyes are
light gray, and bis head is large and of a shape
which phrenologists say indicates a strong will.
His mouth is small, with good teeth; his hair
is auburn and bis complexion very fair. As a
child Alexander’s education was such as might
be expected for a man in his position, that is,
as thorough as was possible in llussia, or, indeed, in the world. He was an apt pupil, and

his

knowledge of both civil and military affairs is considerable. Whether justly or not,
he had the reputation of being a
very obsticapricious, bad-tempered boy, and it was
undoubtedly a great shock to his future subnate,

jects when the unexpected death of his elder
brother placed him next to the throne. They
had always been playfellows and greatly attached to each other, and when but ten and
eleven years old were brought to the death-bed
of the Emperor Nicholas, in 1855, to receive
their grandfather’s blessing and a few words of
advice. In 18011, on November P, he was married to Maria

Dagmar, theu nineteen years old
of Christian IX., King of Denmark,
who, on her rebaptism into the Eastern church
received the name of Mary Fedorovna. That
the marriage was at the special request of the
daughter

dying youth

to whom she was betrothed, is
well known; and though the request seemed
hardly natural, the elder brother probably remembered that she was not without ambition,
and had thought much of the position which
she would some day occupy, and which be
strove to secure for her in tire only possible
way. The pair have four children—the eldest,
Nicholas, a boy of 12; the second, George, about
U, who bears a striking resemblance to the
early pictures of Alexander II and two much

—————*———
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younger ones, Xenia and Michael. The Czarina has accompanied her husband to all parts
of European Russia, and has gained the affection of the people, particularly of tho Poles.
In the winter at the Anitchkov Palace, she
has had an annual Christmas tree, but, it is related, it is not invariably the children of the
nobles who are invited, but a number from tho
most saualid homes in St. Petersburg, recommended by some of tho members of the Society for the Relief of Distress; and these aro always sent away with a good stock of warm
clothing, as well as the customary presents.
By his marriage the new Czar is brother-in-law
ol the Prince of Wales, who married Princess
Maria’s eldest sister Alexandra George and also
of King Christian's second son who was elected
King of the Hellenes in 18GB; and it is plain
that these relationships are now most important.
As to his attitude with regard to politics, contradictory stories have been told. He
has been a diligent attendant at the meetings
of the imperial councils, where ha has long had
a
place. In 1877 he commanded the army of
Biela. but in that capacity he did, or was permitted to do, nothing of note, and was finally
superseded. His dislike of the Germans has
been outspoken, especially since his marriage,
and he
has
not hesitated
to say
that
favoritism to them, to
the
prejudice
of
the
native
has
been
a
element,
just cause of dissatisfaction. Toward the end
of 1879 he came to an open rupture with his
father on the question of their common inheritance of rule over 85.000,000 people. The Czar
then informed the Czarevitch, it was reported,
that during his reign not a single constitutional exneriment ought to be made; and the sou’s
reply was, that his father had no right to compromise the future of the dynasty by denying
reforms which were demanded by many ministers and generals, the administrative Senate
and most of the army. The young man’s study
in the Anitchkov Palace is a small room fitted
up with maps aad globes and well filled bookcases, in which historical works in all languages predominate. That he is a reader is
shown by tho pile of newsyapers whicli he collects at the different stations when on a railway
journey to peruse on the road, and ho has taken
personal interest in the publication of the state
correspondence of Russia. His manner is abrupt and wants nnrdialitv: he is a i-.arelaoR
though not great talker, and as a younger man
was known to
give way to very unbecoming
displays of temper. He has great powers of
endurance, and can tire oat most ordinary people: but field sports and amusements are only
secondary objects with him. In St. Petersburg be has usually worn a uniform, bat when
visiting his wife’s relations he wears a shepherd's plaid end neither gloves nor jewelry.
He is represented to be an excellent family
man, and in Copenhagen, where he and the
Prinoess Dagmar are both favorites, they have
been accustomed to walk about in the most unceremonious manner.
They were always
ready to take their part in any popular entertainment during the long visits' which they
have periodically paid at their father’s court.
METEOROLOGICAL
INDICATIONS
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War Dbp’t, Office Chief Bional 1
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Mar. 1G, i A. M. )
Por New England,
Fair weather, winds mostly warmer southwesterly and lower barometer.

and Strout of Portland, anti] opposed by Folsomo of Oldtown. Tbe bill ithenjpassed to be

AUGUSTA.

engrossed.
The reports of tbe committee

Frye Elected

Wm. P.

United

States Senator.

Loan of the Battle Flags Refused.

State Tax Fixed at 4 1-2 Mills.

[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Augusta, March 15.
The Legislature elected Hon. Wm. P. Frye
today, United States Senator, to fill the vacancy occasioned
by the resignation of Mr.
The Fusion Senator

Dudley

voted for
As soon as Mr.
Frye was elected 3ov. Plaisted promptly telegraphed the fact to Vice President Arthur,
and tomorrow will forward Mr. Frye his certificate of election.
The state tax for the years 1881-2 has been
fixed at $1,063,509.91 for each year. This is at
the rate of 41 mills on the dollar of the state
valuation.
The railroad tax bill was debated in the

Republican

candidate.

Senate and then passed.
On reaching
was tabled.
The House refused to arant. the

the

House it

battle flags to the

soldiers’

at

their

11.

revmion

summer, by a vote of 90 to 37.
Dr. Greene’s anatomical bill wont
through
the House by nearly a unanimous vote,
next

one

reported giving

Augusta Railroad

MAINE.
Sudden Death In Machias.
Machias, March 15.—Mary E., wife of John
F. Lynch, died suddenly this morning.
She
was the daughter of Curtis Lewis of Holyoke,
Mass. Mr. Lynch is a well known lawyer.
Fire in Pittston.
Gardiner, March 15.—A fire in Pittston
this morning destroyed the house owned by
Edward Conner.
Loss S2500. Insured for
S2000. Cause, defective flue.

Shipbuilders

and Shipowners
tion.

Co. four

The resolve appropriating $3,500 for the
State -Agricultural College was defeated in the
House. It was vigorously attacked by farmers, and it may be said that it died in the home
of its friends.
The bill reported by the committee on education to provide for securing better qualified
teachers for the common schools, makes provisions for the appointment of suitable times
and places, at least twice each year, by the su-

perintending school committee or supervisors
of any town and plantation in the
state, at
Which all persons, desiring te teach in the common schools of such towns or
plantations, shall
be examined.
The certificate granted after
such examination shall be valid for two
years.
N o person shall be examined at any other
times than those appointed except upon first
the school committee or supervisor
the sum of $1.50, which shall be accounted for
and paid into the treasury of the town.
Senator Emery of Hancock entertained the
delegation from his county this evening, by a
supper at Hotel North.
The committee on congressional apportionment had a meeting this evening.
Chairman
Bisbee said it had been suggested that a conditional apportionment could be made

repeal

of the Hell Gate

pilotage

law.

Pedestrlanlsm in Bangor.
Bangor, March 15.—The ten hour go-as-youplease race here to-day was closely contested.
Twelve men appeared on the track and did
excellent rnnning, making the race one
of great interest to those interested in pedestrianism. The race closed at 12 o’clock when
the score stood as follows:
some

rrancis.61 miles
Stevens.60 miles 3
Frank Francis.68 miles 16
Caswell.67 miles 21
.-\eweu

The

prizes

were

laps
laps

laps
$00 to first, $45 to second,

$10 to third and $4 to fourth.

SENATE COMMITTEES.
The Democrats Throw Up the Sponge.
Washington, March 15.—At the Democratic Senators caucus this afternoon a general
discussion of yesterday’s
developments
took
Jt
was
place.
decided
to Baccept
the
situation
gracefully
by preparing a list of Democratic Senators for
appointment on committees in ratio ot four
Democrats to five Republicans instead of endeavoring to obtain a majority representation
which is now discovered to be hooeless.
The committee who prepared the list embodied in Mr. Pendleton’s pending resolution
were accordingly
instructed to revise it and
The general sentireport to a future caucus.
ment to-day was averse to
establishing a precedent by the suggested pairing of Democratic
Senators with expected incoming Republicans,
but the Democrats will acquiesce promptly in
Republican control when the absent Senators

arrive.

The committee

on

private land claims,

re-

volutionary claims and engrossed bills which
are usually given to -.he
minority in the
Senate will be assigned by the Democrats to
Messrs. Bayard, Johnson and Davis of West
Virginia as they are the seniors in length of

service.
The Republican Senators in caucus this
morning completed their committee lists with
the exception of the usual vacancies for minority representation to be filled by Democrats.
The only changes to-day in yesterday’s assignment of chairmanship are the transfer of Teller and Kellogg to the
chairmanships of pensions and railroads. respectively and the substitution of Senator Ferry for Frye as chairman of committee on rules.
Mahone remains
in the list as chairman of the committee on
legislature, and is also assigeed to the naval
affairs and postoffice committees.

THE DE LESSEPS CANAL.
Important Treaty Between the United
States and Colombia.
New Yoek, March 15.—A Panama letter to
the World states that a protocol has been entered into on the basis'of the treaty of 1840, to
the effect that such assurances are to be given
by Colombia to the United States as shall put
the De Lesseps Canal enterprise absolutely
under American control.
The United States
are to
have full anthorilv Oi nmiln anS om.
naval stations in such positions as shall practically command both months of the canal if the
canal is constructed.
The same letter states
that great dissatisfaction exists among laboring classes on the isthmus at the low rates paid
for labor by the canal people.

awaiting

Congress.

the action of

Others had suggested

that in the event of the non-action of
Congress
Congressmen could be elected at large. By a
decided vote the committee voted that it is in.
exped ient to make an apportionment at this
session.

SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.

Augusta, March 15.—The

appointed a committee consisting of Guy C.
Goss, John H. Kimball and A. A. 6trout to
draft by-laws and report at an adjourned
meeting. An effort wil 1 be made by the association to bring an influence to bear for the

[Special Dispatch

to the

LATER.

Gen. Upton left to letters, one to his sister
dated the 13th inst., in which he intimated
that something might happen, and one to
Capt. Dyer, unfinished, in which he expressed
the opinion that his revised tactics would be a
failure. Among his army friends the suicide
is attributed to fear that by the failure of his
work on tactics he would lose his reputation.
The Kalloch Trial.
San Francisco, March H.—The defence in
the Kalloch trial closed to-day.
The prisoner
testified that he went to the Chronicle office to
endeavor to arrange with De Young for the
suppression of the pamphlet reflecting on his
father; that De Young first drew a pistol and
the witness tired in self-defence.
The Hog Cholera Stories.
Chicago, March 15.—Interest and annoyance over the bogus statistics promulgated in
Europe respecting infected pork| and trichinosis, increase. The stories recently circulated
will be investigated by Edward Eercc, Consul
General of Belgium to th e United States, who
has come to

Chicago.

Advices from Buenos Ayres, Feb.
15, say
that England has purchased a largo number of
horses for shipment to the Cape of Good

Hope.

Press.]

SENATE.

Augusta, March 15.
The Harpswell bridge bill, which was passed
in the House and refused a
passage in the Senate came back, the House insisting and proa
conference.
posing
The conference committee on the claim of
Eugene Machabd reported that they were unable to agree, and recommended that the Senate adhere to its former vote in refusing the
resolve a passage. The Senate voted to adhere.
Senator Mortland moved to reconsider the
vote by which the bill relating to poor debtors’
examination and the oath of the same was
passed to be engrossed. The Senator from
Knox favored and Senators Bisbee and Emery
opposed. The motion was lost on a yea and
nav vote—12 to 14.
The tax bill, assessed on a basis of 4.V mills,
amounting to 51,063,509.91 for each of the
years 1881 and 1882, was reported and under a
suspension of the rules was passed to be engrossed.

The special assignment, the railroad tax bill,
was called for.
The question was on the adoption of the amendment to exempt the Atlantic
& St. Lawrence railroad and its lessee, the
Grand Trunk, from the operation of the act.
President Locke, (Senator Walker in the chair)
took the floor and supported these amendments
in an able speech, arguing that the charter
granted in 1845 exempted that corporation from
State taxation, and that it would be a violation of good faith on the part of the State to
now impose a tax on the road.
Senator Bisbee
opposed the amendment.
At 12 m. the matter was laid aside to enable
the Senate to proceed to elect a United States
Senator. The vote was by viva voce, and
William P. Frye of Lewiston received 23 and
Richard A. Frye of Bethel 5 votes.
The two
houses will meet in joint convention to-morrow at 12 m. to hear the journals read and to
declare the result.
The railroad tax bill was again resumed and
Senators Beatty, Emery and Dingley opposed
the amendment. Senator Mortland moved an
amendment to the amendment so as to include
the Knox & Lincoln railroad in the exemption
which was lost.
The vote on the original
amendment was then taken by yeas and nays,
and resulted in its rejection—5 to 23.
The
next question was upon the amendment to increase the amount to be returned to the towns
holding stock to lit per cent. Senator Locke
favored and Senator Beatty opposed the
amendment, and on a yea and nay vote it was
rejected—3 to 18. The bill was then passed to
be engrossed.
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.

Bill relating to the examination and oath of
poor debtors: to enable the city of Rockland to
fund its bonded debt; to incorporate the American Bank of Hallowell: to incorporate the
Rockland Granite Bank of Rockland.
Adverse report was made on bill to amend

chap. 60,R. S., relating

to

AFTERNTION

divorce.

SESSION.

Bill
of
to

explanatory of sec. 25, chap. 247, laws
1880, relating to the sale of cider was passed

be engrossed.

Majority report on apportionment of Senators and Representatives was accepted aad resolve in accordance with the same passed.

The resolve proposing
a
constitutional
amendment prohibiting the manufacture and
sale of intoxicating liquors was reconsidered,
amended verbally and again passed, 19 to 6.
Bill was passed to incorporate the Carrabasset Bank of North Anson.
Resolve allowing the removal of the battle
flags was indefinitely postponed—16 to 4.
Bill to amend the charter of the Kennebec
Telegraph and Telephone Company was passed.
Majority report of the Commtttee on the
Commonwealth was adoptee—16 to 5.
Bill extending the time for the constru ction
of the Augusta & Lewiston railroad four years
was

passed.

Bill relating to partition fences was passe d
in concurrence and the forcible entry and detainer bill indefinitely postposed.
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.

Bill relating to inspection of lime; to protect bass in Winuegauce creek iu Phipsburg;
----« •»'-l

Suicide of Major General Upton.
San Feancisco, March 15.— Brevet Major
General Efaierv Upton, U. S. A., was found
dead in his bed at Presidio this morning, having shot himself through the head some time
during the night. Gen. Upton retired at
about his usual hour last night, having
spent
the evening in social converso.
The first intimation of the tragedy was obtained this morning between 8 ana 9 when his orderly found
him. A revolver was in his hand.
The bullet had passed through his mouth and into the
brain. The body was cold and stiff and life
evidently had been extinct several hours. No
papers or anything that might serve to indicate
the cause of the act have been discovered, but
neither the body nor effects in the room have
been touched, bet are awaiting the arrival of
the coroner. The general impression seems to
be that grief at the loss of his wife prompted
the act.

--
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definitely postponing
hunting matches.
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the
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providing
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Bill explanatory of the cider law was passed
to be engrossed.
An act relating to mills and their
repairs
was

indefinitely postponed.

Same action was taken
auctions and auctioneers.

on

bill

relating

to

THE

DEAD CZAR.

road.

Associa-

Maino
Shipbuilders and Shipowners Association met in
the Senate Chamber this evening and organised permanently by the choice of Guy C
Goss as president, and a long list of vice presidents from various parts of the State.
They

EVENING SESSION.

the Lewiston and
years to locate its

paying to

BY TELEGRAPH.

damage by flowage.

A bill was reported to urovido for securing
better qualified teachers for common schools.
Ordered printed.
The bill relating to tbe taxation of railroads
was read three times and
pending its passage
to be engrossed in concurrence was tabled on
motion of Mr. Keegan.
Resolve laying a tax on tbe several counti cs
was amended by fixing tbo tax on
Androscoggin at $28,000. It was then tabled.
Resolve abating tbe Stato tax to the amount
of about $400 assessed upon tbo St. Croix &
Penobscot Railroad Co. for 1880, which was indefinitely postpoued by the Senate, was taken
up and its passage advocated by Mr. MeKusick
of Calais. Mr. Hatch of Bangor,
opposed.
The House refused to concur with the
Senate,
Cl to 30, It then insisted upon its former vote,
giving tbo resolve a passage.
Bill setting off apart of the town of Caribou and annexing it to Connor plantation was
amended and given a passage.
Resolve appropriating $3500 for the Stato
College of Agriculture was taken up and opposed by Mr. Folsom, of Oldtown, and Mr.
Bradstreet, of Bridgton, and favored by Messrs.
Hatch of Bangor, Staples of Parsonsfield,
Ritchio of Winterport, Strout of Portland, and
others. The resolve was indefinitely postponed
by 74 voting in favor and G2 opposed.

only

voting in opposition.

A bill was

Bill to authorize tbe city of UOckland to retire or exchange its bonded indebtedness, and
to issue new bonds for that purpose, was
given
a passage; also bills to incorporate tbe American Bank of Hallo well, tbe Rockland Granite
Bank, Maine Pedagogical Society and relating
to

RENCE RAILROAD.

Blaine.

common-

AFTERNOON SESSION.

SENATE REFUSES TO EXEMPT
THE ATLANTIC & ST. LAW-

the

on

wealth were then taken up and tbe question
was on tbe substitution of tbo minority for tbe
majority report. • The latter was adopted by a
vote of 7!) to 55.

[MtUllV
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Portland; to incorporate tho Wilton Mining
Co.; resolve in favor of the Penobscot Indians;

in favor of the Madawaska Training School;
bill to amend sec. 4, chap. 57, R. S., relating to
railroad accidents; to incorperate the Maine

Pedigogical Society.

HOUSE.

Mr. Hatch from the committee on ways and
reported an act for the assessment of a
state tax for the year 1881, amounting to 81,003,509.91; also bill for the same for 1882,
means

amounting

to

$1,063,509.91.

A bill was presented to amend chap. 179,
Public Laws of 1880, regulating tho fees of inspectors of lime and lime casks, and their deputies.
Passed to be engrossed.
Ought to pass was reported on act additional
to chap. 233 Private and Special Laws of 1880,
incorporating the Kennebec and Franklin
Telephone and Telegraph Co.; act to extend
the time for the location and completion of the
Lewiston and Augusta railroad.
Ritchie (Fusion) of Winterport
presented a
resolve, which was referred to the railroad
committee, asking Congress to enact a general
railroad law.
Tho report of the military committee that
the use of the battle flags in the State House
be granted to the soldiers at their reunion next
summer was rejected by a vote of 90 to 37.
Strout of Portland called up tho bill relating
to the schools of Portland, and
offered an
amendment, Which was adopted, and the bill
passed to be engrossed.
Freeman of Cberryfiold called up the bills to
incorporate tho Wilton Mining Co. and the
Sullivan Waukeag Mining Co., and offered
amendments, which were adopted, and the
bills passed to be engrossed.
Cook of Lewiston called up tho bill for the
promotion of medical science.
The bill was favored by Eaton of Camden,
Staples of Parsonsfield and Hill of ltocklaml,
and opposed by Freeman of Lincolnville.
At this point the speaker announced that the
time had arrived for the election of a U. S.
Senator to succeed James G. Blaine, and the
roll being called the members voted viva voce
upon the names of Wm. P. Frye and Richard
A. Frye as follows:
Wm P. Frye had.82
Richard A, Frye had.£>9
Consideration of the medical bill being resumed, it was favored by Morrill of Augusta

NIHILISTS

JUSTIFYING THE
ASSASSINATION.

The Bombs Manufactured in England.

THE CZAR WARNED OF HIS DANGER.

London,

bo regarded as illustrious and memorable; He
had caused one of the greatest benefits to mankind which had ever been peacefully accomplished when lie liberated over twenty millions
of serfs.
St. Petersburg, March 15.—The remains of
the Czar will lie iu state iu the chapel of the
palace for fifteen days.
Triumphant Nihilist proclamations are being strewn about tho streets.
The Czar’s legs lmd to bo amputated when
the corpse was embalmed.
An imperial proclamation is about to he issued announcing that the historical development of the empire will not bo interrupted
iiy tho change to a new reigu and that none
who deserve it wiil escape punishment.
Sympathizers With tho Czar’s Assassins.
St. Louts, Mart'll 15.—A dodger embellished
with death’s head and cross-bones and coflin,
was freely circulated here today calling a meeting of Children of tlio Goddess of Liberty to
assemble at tho Court house tonight to endorse
The police are
the assassination of tho Czar.
searching for the author of the posters.
New York, March 15.—A largely attended
meeting of tho Socialists was held here tonight. Justus Schwab presided. Resolutions
the world upon
ivero adopted congratulating
tho overthrow of tho feudal autocracy in Russia at St. Petersburg. An address to their
fellow workingmen in Russia, tho Nihilists,
was resolved upou. The address concluded as
follows:
Brothers—We approve your actions; wo approve your methods. Kill, destroy, assassinate,
annihilate even to its very germ your aristocracy. Have for them no feeling of love, for
they are incapable of that noble emotion.

XLVIIth CONGRESS.

serve.

St. Petersburg, March 15.—Russakoff, the
thrower of the first bomb, is a thick set, short
necked and repulsive looking dark man. He
is very stubborn in his refusal to reply to any
questions. He is uninjured. The man who
threw the second -bomb appears to have es-

caped.
Vienna, March 15.—Princess Dolgourouki,
the morganatic wife of the late Czar, has left
St. Petersburg and will not return.
London, March lo.—Very careful and industrious inquiries among foreign refugees in this
capital and at the headquarters of revolution(UJ

Ikoouciduv/uo
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have resulted in the disclosure of several interesting and important facts concerning the assassination of the Czar. It is believed to be
true that the party of assassins consisted of
four persons, a Pole, two Russians and a resident of Berne in Switzerland, whoso nationality is not exactly known. Tho glass bombs
which were used were manufactured, it is said,
at a well known glass maker’s factory in Birmingham, and there are said to be evidences
which can bring home to the parties who furnished tho bombs criminal knowledge of the
purposes for which they were to be used, although another story is that the manufactur
ers, while suspecting that these deadly instruments were to ho usod for some nefarious purpose, carefully avoided questioning too closely
the customers to whom they supplied them.
The dynamite, with which tho bombs were
filled, was procured in London, and the filling
and preparation were effected according to
these stories at Berne. The assassins woro
acting under a well matured plan, dictated in
the first plane by a well known Russian refugee now living in Berne, and carried out by
orders of an association of which lie was the
leading spirit. Abundant funds were furnished the assassins and tiiey had liecn residing in St. Petersburg before the attempt which
resulted so fatally. Tuey pissed themselves
off, one as an English engineer and the o'.li s
as travellers for
pleasure. It now appears
from letters which are alleged to have been icthat
at least two of the a;in
London,
ceived
sassins frequently drove at no great distance
behind the Czar during his daily journeys
through St. Petersburg, and on more than o io
occasion their contemplated murder was prevented from being attempted only by a very
trifling accident. Only one of tho assassins
has been captured. Tho other three, it is
claimed by their friends in London, are quite
safe from arrest or detection, and are either
the German side of the
now in security on
frontier or living in St. Petersburg without the
to them.
Whoa
attaching
slightest suspicion
the question was asked whether tho arie ted
Ids accomplices the reply
man would betray
was a decided and positive negative.
London, March 13.—In the Commons this
afternoon Mr. Gladstone moved t e address to
the Queen expressing the sentiments of the
House relative to the assassination of the Czar.
Sir Stafford Northcato seconded the motion,
echoing Mr. Gladstone's laudation of the late
Czar. 'The address was unanimously adopted,
as was also a resolution of condolence with the
Duchess of Edinburg.
Mr. Gladstone, in moving the address, said
the assassination of a great sovereign would,
under ordinary circumstances, supply a fitting
occasion for expressing the sentiments of the
House, but' the present occasion was exceptional. He dwelt upon the noble self-forgetfulness with which the Czar, after the first attack upon him, lingered to see totlie wounded.
The crime showed the deepest ingratitudo.
There might be cases for criticism and censure
in tho great empire over which the Czar ruled,
hut those were inherited. The sole labor of a
devoted life was to improve his inheritance for
the benefit of his subjects. His reign would
t

and mail:

egraph

Schr A. II. Waite, South Amboy to Now York,
coal 1 00.
Bark Clias. Loring, New York to Savannah, coal
1 00 and lumber 4 25.

following quotations of American
were received to day by cable:
Erie Railway...
The

Senate-Executive Session.
Iu the Senate to-day the desk of Mr. Mahoue
was decorated with a basket of flowers.
The Vice President notified the galleries
that if manifestation such as were made
yesterday w'ere repeated to-day, he would order
the galleries cleared.
Ho also trusted that
those persons entitlod to tho privileges »f the
flnnr WftllM

lint

111

Gmr rooir

it

disorder.
Mr. Voorliees called up the resolution offered
by him yesterday, calling on the Attorney
General for information as to the names of
deputy marshals appointed in Indiana to attend the polls at the election in that State
last October.
On motion of Mr. Edmunds an amendment
was adopted calling for any information in the
possession of the Attorney General bearing
upon the necessity of the employment of such
marshals.
Mr. Pendleton called up his re-organization
resolution when Mr. Cameron of Pennsylvania
interposed a motion to adjourn. Lost, yeas 34,
nays 3(i, Mr. Davis of Illinois voting with the
Democrats and Mahoue with the Republicans.
Mr. Cameron followed up with a motion to
proceed to the consideration of executive
business. Lost, yeas 34, nays 37.
Mr. Ransom offered a resolution
directing
the .committee on commerce to inquire into
the condition of the Potomac river in front of
Washington city, its navigability, &c., and to
report at the next session of the Senate what
stops ought to be taken in regard thoreto.
Laid on the table.
Mr. Pendleton moved to adjourn.
Agreed
to, and the Senate 12.30 adjourned.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
«

—

PorflnSd

Duil) Wholesale market*
Poktiajtd. March 15.
The wholesale market to-day is steady, and with
Hie exception of a decline of 2c on Pratt’s Astral
Oil, prices are unaltered.

following

Tho

lo-day’s quotations
Grain, Provisions. &c.
are

fiour.

of

Grtuo.

Superttno.4 00@4 50 NwH. M. Corn,
Extra Spring..5 25(25 50
oar lot*
XX Spring....6 25@6 50 Oats
Patent
Sacked Bran
Spring
Wheats.8 0028 75
Mids...
Michigan WinCorn, bag lots..
ter best.6
Grade

00@6

Michigan.,..5

2525 50

Low

Flour,

25

S:. Louis Win-

ter fair
6 00@C 25
W Inter good.. 6 25,@0 50
Winter best. ..6 75@7 00
...

Produce.
17218
Chicsens..— 15@1G
Fowl
12@14
Ducks.14
Eggs. 18@19

l'urkeys.

Geese,

Meal,
Oats,
Bran,
Mi-Togs,

11
..

..

Rye.

..

01
48
23 00
@24 00
05

01
60
24
26 00
l 21

F.x Mess. .10

75@ll

Plate.12 75@13

00
00
60

Ex Plate..13
Fresh Beef,
Hind Qu....7@10V4o

25gl3

Fore Qu.5@«y2c
ll@12ya
Jersey.3 75@4 00 PorkNorfolk 2 75@3 00
Backs.. ..22 50@22 75
Onions, {•> bbl.4 50@5 00 Clear.21 60321 75
doss.17 00@17 60
crate—@100
Cmberries. D1 bbl
Hans.
11
@13
Mattie, 4 00@4 50
lari.

OapeCod,7 50@9 001 Tab, Bs.-.-liafeSllS/i
I Tierces, lb
Hogs....7 Via (ft 8
11 y2 311 s/s
Fruit
Pail....
12y2@13
Musc’tl Raisins215@2 30 Kegs
London Layers2 40@2 60
Bonne.
Turkish Prunes.Gya@7c Pea.2
20@2 26
Round

..

Oranges.
Mediums.2 20 a 2 25
P’bx 2 7523 50 Fellow Eyes..2 0J32 15

Palerinos

ValenciaIp’case $7 602;$8
Bauer.
Ex large cases $9@10 00 Creamery.
@32
Lemons.
Gilt Edgo Vermont 31
Messina
.4 O0@4 50 Choice
22@25
Palerinos
4
50
—

00*24

Good. 18320
Store. 17gl8
tlheeee.
Wilmington. I 60@1 70 Id.-.inc. 13@15
Virginia..... 1 50@1 92 Vermont. 13315
Tennessee.. .1 20@1 35 rf. V.Factory
13315
Oi*tana, ^ **ft.
9@10c Skim Cheese_8@10
Walnuts.
14@16c
Applets.
Filbe-tu
i2@14o 1 Baldwin,.1 50@l 75
Pecan.
13214c [Greenings—1 5031 76
Choice eating applcs2 00
Mugar,
GraanlHtod....
@9% Dried Western 4 Vi®5
Extra O.
fa} 9
do Eastern.. 4if "f.
Nuts,
Peanuts—

Pom toe*.

Early Rose,

bush:—
lloultfti..

003/65

Maine Central.65®00
Grand Trunk..55,®
60
Prolilies, Eastern .55/g
Grand Trunk.55®

.5q§

The above prices are for car lots of
Potatoes; small
lots about oc higher.
FREIGHTS—There is a good inquiry for vessels
of all descriptions and considerable
tonnage is chartered to arrive.. We notice the following charters:
Schr S P Hitchcock, Portland to
Cardenas,lumber
and empty hhds at p. t.
Schr Dora S. Prindall, Portland to Havana,shooks
and beads 23c.

Schr Jennie Beazley,Portland to
Caibaricn,shooks
and heads 20c.
Schr Melville, Portland to New York, lumber at
2 50.
Schr Rival, same voyage.
Bark Ethel, Portland to Buenos
Ayres, spruce
lumber 14 50 net.
Bark Minnie Hunter, Portland to
Matanzas, 2000
shooks and heads at 2c, and
empty hhds 76c.
Brig Mattie B. Russell, same voyage.
Sclirs Mary A. Rice and Onward, Portland to New

York,

lumber at current rates.

Schr Darius
2

Eddy, Portland

to New

50.
Ausl. Bark

grain

p. t.

in

drain Jlarlcet.

Portland, March 15.
following quotation of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
The

Commercial street:
--Corn-.
Chicago /—Wheat—.
Mar.
■Time.
Mav.
Apr.
9.30..
100%
42%
9.40..
100%
42%
10.30
100%
42%
11.30...
100%
12.33.
100%
42Va
1.02..
42 Ys
100%
Call.
100%
157

-Oats—,
Mav

33%
33%

..

33%
34

of Unine Central.
Portlan D.March

Sotor, Portland

to

York, lumber

Cork

for orders

April;

York.
10 87 Va@10 <)0 May; 11 00 askc l for Juun.
and Henr, WhitnfiJ, fof
Meats fairly active and shade higher -shoulSid 14th,,schs Jus S pike, Norwood, Now Vork;
8
Wm K Barnes, do.
ders at 5 10: short rib 8 10: short clear 35.
It ‘ceipts —28,000 bbls flour. 21JUQO bush waeaf,
Ar 14th, sell PwMOn, Shute, Port Johnson.
108 6'JU bush corn, #8,000 busu oats. 4800 bush
WOOD’S HOLE-Sid 124b* schs ldella'Torre.Nickrye. 24,000 bvsh bariev.
eraon, Portland; Trade Wind, G»'a*. New York.
VINEYABD-HAVEN—Ar 12th4barq.;c Hattie G
Shipments 21,000 bbls flour, 3S.003 busu wheat,
Me Far tend. McFarland, Perth Amboy for Boston;
110.000 bush corn, 44,000 bush oats, 1400 bush
sens C B
rye, 11,000 bush barley.
Hilliard, Caibarien for do; Carl
At the Afternoon Call of the Board, No 2 Chicago
Lothrop. Uitcbie, Baltimore for do; Emma K SmalSpring Wheat closed at 1 00% for March: 1 00%@ j ley, Covsius, and Frank Norton, Am *8, Perth Am1 00% for April: 1 05%@1 08 for May; 1 08.Juno,
boy for do; Allie Oakes, Rogers, do lor Rockland;
Corn at 38%c bid, 38%c a$ked April; 42Vac May; ! Kate Walker, Herrick, do for Camden; St EIm$,
42%@42 Vic for June. Oats at 2lf%k tr’fl, 29%** Humphrey, Portsmouth for Weymouth; Willie De
asked for April; 34c for May. Pork 15 VO for /prilf
Wolf, Gott. Maryland for Bath; Eliza B Cottin.Cole,
15 85@15 87Vis for May; 18 00 for June.
Lard at
So Aitib<jy for Newburyport; Wm Thomas, Wooster,
10 75 asked March; 10 75 April; 10 87% for May;
llyannis lor No % York..
10 97Va June.
Sailed, brigs Jennie Halbert, and Jos Clark; schs
Charlotte Fisli, Beitha J Fellows. Harmona,-John
St. Louis, March 15. -Flour higher; triple extra
Bird.
Doughv* Haynes, Thayer Kimball, Satilla.
4 25@4 70; family 4 75(25 00; choice to fancy 5 7u
Carl D
C W Lewis, Emma N
@5 75. Wheat opened lower but improved; N«» 2 Oliver Ames,
Sa
alley. C B Paine, Frank Norton.
Ked Fall at 1 02Vi@l 02% cash; 1 Ody-for A| ril:
Ar loth,sch S E Nightingale, Hiiliard, NYork
1 06%@1 05% May; 1 03% June: >.o 3 Ked pall
99%c; No 4 do at 94%c. Con* is higher at 40a for East port.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 12th, sch Maggie Bell, Tor@40y8c for cash, 40c for March; 40% a40%c for
rey. New York for Rockland.
April; 41 y8@41%c for May: 4ll/iu41%e June.
POSTON—A r 14th, barque Henry Warner, Reed,
Oats higher at 33%@34%c for cash; 33%c bid f r
Buenos Ayres; Nicola, Harper, New York for PortApril. Kye is dull at 1 02 bid.
quiei and
land; schs Bertha J Fellows. Clark, South Amboy;
unchanged Pork firm at 15 75. Lard Is higher at
E L Higgins, Mitchell, from Calais; May Day, Flan10 60 asked. 10 40 bid.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 40,0<.'0 bush wleit, ders, Rockland for New York.
Below, brig Joseph Clark, Whitney, from Sagua
53.0(H) bush corn, 4,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush
for Portland.
rye. 4,000 oush barley.
Ar 15th, barque Neptune, Beal, Cienfuegoe; brig
Shipmcnts-l 2,000 bbis tiour, 74 000 bush wheat,
248.000 bush corn, 31,000 brsh oats, 0,000 biuh Wm Mason, Adams, Trinidad.
Cld 15th, sell Ira D Sturgis, Adams, Wiseasset.
barley, 1,000 bush rye.
SALEM—Ar 13th, Echs FTeetwing, Maddox, New'
Detroit. March 15.—Wheat easier; No 1 White
York for Winterport; B L Eaton, Grierson, and S W
at 1 04% fof March; 1 05% for April; 1 08% for
Smith.
Warr, Calais for New York; Vashti It Gates,
May; 1 08% Juue; No 2 White 1 03.
do for do; Brunette, Babbidge, fm Boston for PortMilwaukee, March 15.—Wheat unsettled: No 2
land.
at 99j/2C cash and March; 1 00% April; 1 05% fo;
In port 13tli, schs Grace Cushing. David Torrey,
May.
Fannie Pike, Lyndon, Merrill C llart, S J Lindsey,
New York, March 15.—Cotton easv; Middling
and the arrivals of the 9th.

14.

For Portland, 29 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 82 cars miscellaneous mer

Paine,

Lothrop,

uplands 10%
New Orleans.March 15.—Cotton is quiet: Midc.

dling uplands 10%c.
Savannah, March 16.—Cotton

is

dull; Middling

uplands lOyjC.
Memphis, March 15.—Cotton easv; Middling uplands at 10%c.
Mobile, March 15.—Cotton quiet; Middling up
lands at 10y8c.

chandise

Havana Market.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance— iuuu Dush Cornmeal
W. True & Co.

to

G

Stock market.
The following quotations of stocks were received
yesterday by Woodbury & Moultou (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Ex-

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. March 16.—Sugar tending downward;
Molasses Sugar, regular to good polarization, at 6%
@8% reals gold per arrobe; Muscovado Sugar common to fair 8% @7 reals; Centrifugal Sugars 92 to

Spanish gold at 1.91. Exchange firm; on United
days 5% @0*4 prem; short sight do G% @

States GO

A prem.

change streets:

European AS ark cm.

Opening, Closing.

Boston Land.|11 Vs
Water Power. 12
Aspinwall Land. 8
Flint & Pere Marquette common.. 30%
C. S. & Clev. 7s.104%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 59%
A. T. & S. F.139%
Boston & Maine.1494m
C. S. & Clev. 29%
Eastern. 38
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 91
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 05
0. & L. C. 45

11

11%
8

30Va
104%
59
139ys
149

28%
38
90
65
42

Catalpa.

2%
Branch. 29%
Copper Falls. 12%
Denver & Rio Grande.104
Northern Pacific preferred. 74%
Common. 50%

}2%
29%
12-%

Summit

Brunswick

Antimony Mining Company.

By Telegraph.)
London,March 15.—American securities—United
States bonds, 4s, 117.
Liverpool,March 15—12.30P.M.—Cotton mai feet very dull; Middling uplands at GVsd; Orleans at
G 3-16d; sales 8.000 bales; speculation and export
1000; receipts 28,000 bales; American 17,300; futures firm.}
UvERPOOL.Mareh 15—1.30 P. M.—Flour 8s 6d@

11s; Winter Wheat at 9s@9s 8d; Spring Wheat at
8s 6d@9s 2d; California average at Os&Os 5d;Club
do at 9s 5d@9s lOd; Corn at 6s 6V2d@5s 6V2d;Peas
Gs lOd. Provisions, Ac.,—Pork C8s; Beef 75s; Bacon 42s§43s Gd; Lard at 55s 3d;|Cheeseg at 68s 6d;
Tallow at 35s. at London 39s 3d.

.sGO.

21

bonds inacive. Railroad bonds in moderate demand.
The stock market opened strong and {higher but

ioiiowmg

are

Stock Exchango aggregat-

to-day’s dosing quotations

of

Government securities :
United States C’s, 1881,

reg.102%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.....102%
United States new 5’s, reg .101-%
United States new 5*s, coup.101
United States new 4%’a, reg.111%
United States new 4%’s, coup.1113/8
United States new 4’s,rcg.112%
United States new 4’s, coup.113%
Pacific 6’8 of 95..13 J
The following were the closing quotations of

stocks:

Rock Island.134
Iilinois Central...134
C. B. AjCjuincy.164

Chicago

Chicago

&

Alton.140%

Alton

preferred.140
New York Centra.'.145
Lake Shore.
126%
M i okigan Central.1113/8
Erie. 47%
Erie preferred
88%
<s

SJtnrtA

I’.Auinn

MARRIAQES.
In Kuightville, Feb. 10. by Rev. W. F. Eaton,
Richard U. St.John and Miss Augusta G. Roche,
both of Cape Eilzabetb.
In Rockland, Feb. 28, Fred W. Harlow and Miss
Julia M. Young.
In Rockland, March 7, Cbas. F. Williams and Miss
Eva M. Coombs.
In Vinalbaven, Feb. 2G, Thaddeus C. Creed and
Miss Estelle Herriman.
In Vinalbaven, March 6, Joseph Tyler and Miss
Emma Hopkins.

1G,

Gill, aged
•

Mitchell, Cuba.
Winslow. Morton, for
Hooper; Ada S Wiswell. Wiswell; Meguuticook, Hemingway, and S E
Spring, Rose. unc.
At Montevideo Feb 11, barques Nineveh, Wyman,
and Clara Baton, Lunt, uuc.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Feb Dth, barque J II Ingersell,
Strout. New York; 10th, brig Anita Owen. Beck,
do; 11th, sch Walter L Plummer, St John, NB.
Sid Beb 15, barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, for
Richmond.
In port 18th, brig Annie R Storer, Hutchinson,
unc; and others.
At Bahia Feb 11, sch Mary Lord, Lord, for New
York or Halifax.
At Maracaibo Feb 25, sch Victor Puig, Bernard,
from New York.
Ar at Havana 13tl»

delphia.

iust, aarque Caro, Gay, Phila-

SPOKE*.
Jan 9, oft* Cape Good Hope, ship Hope, Curtis, fni
Iloilo for New York.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

mar lf>

^_

Swan & Barrett,
(CANAI.

Sc. Paul preferred.
122%
New Jersey Central.105%
Union Pacific*..1] 9%
Webern Union Tel. Co .112%
American Union Telegraph. 78%
Del. & Hudson Canal Co.112
Hartford & Erie 7s. 59
Adams Ex. Co.128
Wells. Fargo & Co.118
American Ex. Co. 72%
U. S. Ex. Co. 58
Pits. & Fort Wayne.133%
Pacific Mail StJCo. 578/8
Ohio & Mississippi. 44%
Del. & Lackawanna.127
Atlantic & Pacific. Tel. 47

Canada Southern.1793,4
Land Grants.115
.120
Sinking Funds.
Union Pacific 6s. 113%
Bur. 61 Cedar Rapids.
1. Mountain.
Boston Water Power.

75

64%
12%

Panama.212
Harlem.190
Boston Air
•Ex div.

Line.. 48

I S. “Called” Bonds CASHED or
on favorable terms.

exchanged

vmuorDia

Jimmg

FOR
FROM
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Mch 17
Baltic.New York..Liverpool....Mch 17
Gellert.New York.. Hamburg... Mch 17
Lake Nopigon.Portland....Liverpool....Mch 18
Circassian
.Halifax.Liverpool....Mch 19
City of iSci't..New York..Liverpool.. ..Mch 19
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow —Mch 19
Victoria.New York. .London.Mch 19
Cirabria.New York..Hamburg_Mch 19
Samaria...Boston.Liverpool_Mch 19
France...New York.. Havre. .Mch 20
Colon.NewY ork.. Aspin wall... Mch 21
Sarmatian.Halifax.Liverpool... .Mch 22
Abyssinia.New York..Liverpool... .Mch 22
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool....Mch 23
City of Brussels .New York. .Liverpool... .Mch 24
Toronto. .Portland....Liverpool ...Mch 25
Tarifa.Boston.Liverpool—Mch 2G
Parisian.Halifax.Liverpool.... McL 2G
Accapulco.New York..Aspimvol1... .Mch 30
Lake Winnipeg_Portland
Liverpool. ..Api 1

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 1G.
Sunrises....G.10 I II gli water,(A m)..11.34
Sun sets..G.U7 l Moou rises. 7.20

NEWS.

Coats, Pants,
or’s

pressmen
cqunl
to custom work, at

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 PREBLE ST., opposite Preble House.
Lace* cleansed in a superior manner.
cleansed every day, price 10 ct
eodsntf

JA^VJNKINGr HOUSE
—

NORTH YARMOUTH.
The Republicans of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at town House, on FRIDAY, March 18,
1881, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of nominating town officers to be supported at the spring
Per order of the town committee
election,
North Yarmouth, March 8, 1881.

97 CT. SILKS.
Silks That Sell Well
to

$1.20

to

manufacture,

ggsa

SAMUEL!HANSEN,
Banker

neglected.

Cheese—we quote 13%@14c for choice; 12(5; 13c
fair to gooa;8@llc for common.
r.ggs have been selling at 21@22c p* doz; market
unsettled.
Potatoes—We quote Aroostook Rose at |75@80c:

Government Bonds, First Class’.
&c.,
Securities, Bank Stock,
at
New
Orders
and
sold.
bought

York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.
codtf

Wooiory&Moulton,

OI>CaUi9Ul[J

XUIUUIU,

\IJL

UIUO'IU,

John,

Brig Corrine, (Bi) Koeing, Barbadoes—molasses

to

Churchill & Co.
Sch P L Smith, Heater, New York—coal to Green,
Son & Lynch.
Sch Swallow, Brewster, New York—ooal to Sargent. Dennisen & Co.
Sch Abby Weld, Gardner. Eastport -7,000 boxes
E

to Dana & Co.
O D Witherell, Garfield,

Philadelphia.

$1.87

or

RINES

Buy ami sell llrst-ciass State, city,
Intown and Railroad Bonds.
vestments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited.
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock
Exchanges.
jy27

_eorttt

DEAI.KRS

Watertown.

March 15.—Beef

Cattle—receipts

912 head; market firm for Western Cattle with a
demand; supply from the North light, not
exceeding 200 head; sales of choice 8 00@8 60; extra at 7 00@7 75; first qualty 6 00@6 75; second
quality 6 00@5 75;third quality 4 00.®4 75.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen
pair at $100@$165;
Milch Cows and Calves at $20@$45; Yearlings $7@
moderate

S13; two

$13@$26;three years $20;g$45;
Farrow Cows $105)828; ftancy Cows $50®$60.
years old

Western fat Swine, live. al6%@7y2.~
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 2932 head; market
quiet but improved a little on some flocks; a few
selling % cad vance; sales of Sheep in lots 2 50@
5|00 each; extra at 5 60@6 76; Lambs 6y2@6%.
Veal Calves 3@6s/s.
Chicago Live Stock Market.

(By Telegraph.)
CfliCAOO.March 15—Hogs—Receipts 13,000 head;
shipments 0000 head; very active and 5@10 liigliei;
mixed packing 5 60^6 90; light 5 80@5 95; choice
heavy at G 50; all sold.

v

Government

at
a jua.i no,
western
ana
oupernue
at 3 00@4 10, latter for choice; extra Western
and State at 4 30@4 00; good to choice Western
and State at 5 00@6 76; White Wheat Western
extra at 5 00®0 00; fancy do at (115@7 00; extra Ohio at 4 60@G 76; extra St. Louis at 4 50®
0,75: pateut Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 60
@7 00; choice to double extra at 7 10@8 00, including 000 bbls Citv Mills extra mainly for W I at
5 65; 1400 bbls No 2 at 3 10®3 50: 1100 bbls Superfine 3 60g4 10, latter choice; 1,200 bbls low ex!
tra at 4 25S4 50; 4700 bbls Winter Wheat exttra
at 4 25@8 00; 5400 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 25@
8 00; Southern Hour isunchanged. Bye Flour is
quiet and steady. Corn Meal dull and unchanged;
Yellow Western at 2 00@2 85; Brandywine 3 00.
mu &

State

Wheat-receipts 102,226 bush; exports 160,643
bush; without important change, closing dull with
light export and and moderate speculative business;
sales 1,177,000 hush, incl iding 225,000 bush on
spot; ungraded lied 1 17@1 21%; No 3 do 1 10%;
No 2 Red at I 21% in store, 1 22%®1 23 afloat;
No 1 Red 1 27@l 27%; Mixed Winter at 1 30%;
ungraded While at 1 17%; No 2 do at 117%; No 1
White, 51,000 bush at 1 18%'Bl 18% ; No 2 Red
for March. 104,000 bush at 1 21%®1 22; April.

464.000

bush at 1

120l/a@120%.

21%@1 21%; May, 280,000

at

Bye very strong; quoted 1 01®
1 05. Barley dull aud heavv. Corn is slightly iu
favor
aud
less
buyers
doing; receipts 07,512 bush;
exports 54,558 bush: sales 300,000 bush, including
68.000 ou the scot; ungraded at 66%@69c; No 3
at 56%@66%c; steamer 57%@68c; No 2 at 58%
latter extreme; steamer Yellow at 67%®
8c: White Southern 62c; No 2 for March at fa8%

fJ59%c,

@58%c; April at 67@37%c: May at 56%®55%,
including 8,000 steamer delivery 24th at o7s,ic.
Onta shade stronger, closing dull; recemts 30,202
hush; sales 121,000 bush; No 3 at 43Ye@43% c; do
White at 43%@44c; No 2 at 44@44%c; do wiiite
at 45%@46%c; No l at 44%c; do White at 48%
48%c: Mixed Western at 43,rt44c; White do 45®
47%c: White State at 47c, including 30,000 busn
No 2 for March at 4.1c; 10,000 do April at 44c. Mugnr Arm but quiet; standard A 8%e; crushed 9%;
powdered 9%; granulated 9%@9%. Hlolaaacs is
quiet aud unchanged. Petroleum Arm; united at
85c; erode in bbls 7(aS; refined at 8y2c bid. Tallow is steady: sales of 140,000 lbs at 0%@G%.
Pork—cash dull and weak;options held higher and
very quiet; April at 16 15; May at 16 20@10 36.
Beef is firm. Card is more active aud 16@17%
higher, closing with about 5 of advance lost; sales
450 prime steam on spot at 11 1»®11 12ya; 2000
tes for March at 11 l2ya@ll 15; 8250 for April at
11 05@11 17V2; 16,250 for May 11 12%®11 25;
8000 for June 11 17Va@ll 27%: 2000 year 10 65
@10 60; refined for continent quoted at 11 20®
1125. Butter firm; State 10@36. Cheese un-

Bonds,

CITY AND TOWN UONDS,

Buenos

Ayres—A &

$2.00.

BROS.
sn

Exchange

PORTLAND)

au23

Street

71AINE.
ecxltf

B. BARNES, JR.,
Stocls.

•

Brolter,

50 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Orders for Stocks and Bonds executed
In Portland, Boston, New York and other markets.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.
jg^W ANTED.—Twin Lead, Young
Hecla, Douglass, Favorite, Deer Isle,

Edgemoggin, Gouldsboro, Cherrylleld
and other stocks.
Also European and North American

R. R. Stock and Bonds.
Portland, Me., Jan. 24, 1881.

jan25eodlf

dtf

HAVANA TOBACCO.

WISCASSET, March 9—Ar, seb A II Hulbert,
Crosby, Boston,
March 10—Sid, sch Maggie J Chadwick, Norris,

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

cfcc.

-FOR SALK BY-

FIIED T. MEAHER &
PORTLAND,

CO.,

MAINE.

febl7

gn

Cure Your
BY

sch Karen Happucn, Gun Point.
sch Mary W H upper, Rowley, from

Huddell Sharp, New Yoik.

Ship Oracle, of Bath. Capt Morrison, which arrived at Philadelphia 12th inst from Liverpool, made
the passage to Delaware Breakwater in 1G days.
She is to load for Portland, O.
EROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.
Ar at N«w York 15th, steamer Santiago de Cuba,
from Havana.
Sid fm Antwerp 13th, ship Bullion, Reed, for San

Francisco.
Sid fm Cardiff 15th, ship Invincible, Strickland,
Hong Kong.
Ar at Gibraltar 9th inst, Abby Bacon, Staples,
New York.
Sid fm Liverpoolt 12th inst, ship Andrew Jackson, Bartlett, Baltimore.

Silver

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Wharf, Boston, Mass.

dim

Baltimore.

March 12—Sid, sclis Albert Dailey. Goldlhwaite,
Hampton, Va; Three Sisters, (from Boothbay) for

Jewelry,
Ware,
Clocks,
Opera Classes,
Spectacles,
Eye Classes,

The merit and quality of these Cigars are fully
sustained by numerous and reliable testimonials
and affidavits of Physicians who have tested them.
EMERY mSiMISt, Jr., Patentee, 32 Central

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

March 14—Ar,
St George.
Sid 14th. sch Jos W

No. 32

iHANIJFACTCBED FROM

North Boothbay for

S E Spring.
Sch Orient, White, New York—E Clement & Co.
Sch Hyue.Otis, New York—Kumery. Bnrnie & Co.
Sch M B Oakes, Ingalls, Boston, with part of inward cargo—N Blake.
Sch Helen M, Bray, Mill bridge—N Blake.
Sch Railroad, Webster, Castine—S W Thaxter.
Sch Regulator, Paterson. Castine—N Blake.
Sch Polly & Clarisssa, Ball, Boothbay—Cumberland Bone Co.

Corns!

USING

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Callous,

Watch, Clock, Jewelry and Sliver Ware

Repairing.

IS G UARANTEED.^&Z
Price 25 cents.
For mile by all Drugginh.
it and you will be convinced like thousands
Try
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A»k for Schlotterbeck’a Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
sndif

ETA

LURE

NOTICE TO MARINERS.

Thoroughfare was open
12th|inst and Brown’s Head Light
Fox Island

same

Markets.
iBv TelegraDhJ
New YoRK.March 16—Evening—Flour-Receipts
28,248 bbls; exports 3047 bbls; without decided
change, but tending in buyers favor with very moderate export and Jobbing trade demand, businefs for
export chiefly on low grades; sales 1G.660 bbls;

I1ST

TOREROS
Aiiti-Mvoiis Cigars. Watches,

Cleared.

Brig Belle Prescott, White,

Rockport.
March 13—Ar,

Watertown Cattle Market.

Exchange Sts.,

Cor. Middle &

at 97 cts.

Summer Silks that cost 50 cts.,
and 02 cts., sell well at 37 cts., and
45 cts,
Black Silks that cost $1.22 and
two
weeks
$1.87,
since, sell well
now at 99 cts., and $1.50.
American Silks In Colors and
Black in full assortment.
75 ct. Woolens redneed to 50 cts.
New Line Harris Woolens at
$1.25. These sell everywhere for

for

Maine Central Rose at 70c;Vermont and New York
Rose G5@70c; Prolifics’at 66@75c; ?Jacksons and
Peerless at 60@G5; in fair demand and the market
is well supplied.

Broker,

SPECIALTIES

—

passengers and mdse to D Torrance & Co.
Steamer City of Portland, Thompson, St
NB, via Eastport for Boston.

Sch

Butter—Sales of Western and Northern creameries have been at 28@34c for freshhnade, and 23@
28c lor fair to good; New York and Vermont fall
daires 23(5j2(»c;straight do 18@22c; and inferior at
13@17c!P lb. Western dairy and ladle packed
at 22@25c for choice and at 15@21c for common
and good; choice grades are wanted; other kinds

&

194 Middle Street.

sell well

TUESDAY. March 15.
Arrired.

herring
1 Boston, March 15.
following were to-day’s quotations of Butter,
and
Potatoes:
Cheese, Eggs

—

iskeivst.skwvobk.

Colored Silks that cost from $1.10

POUT OF PORTLAND.

..

The

OF

H. M.PAYSON & GO.,

CAUCUSES.

mar3

niocue.

(By Telegraph.)

IIoMton Produce Market.

sneodtf

j&2

BANK STOCK, AC.
MAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

M /

San Francisco,March 15.—The following’are the
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta.. 13/4 Noonday. 13/4
Alpha. 2% Hale & Norcross.. 3y8
Belcher. 1
1
GrandjPrize
Best & Belcher...... 0% Mexican. 4%
Bullion. 1
Northern Belle.12Vs
California. 1
Ophir. 3y8
OlioUar..
13/4 Overman.
iy8
Eureka Con.25%
Union Con,. 7V&
Crown Point. iy8 Sierra Nevada. 6%
Yellow Jacket. 2%
Exchequer. 1
Gould & Curry. 3% Bodie. (5
Savage.’ 1»A Potosi.R2%
Bulwer. 2
Con. Virginia. 1%

BLVl'K.)

BANK

Dealers In Government, Municipal and Railroad Securities.

...

Northwestern.122%
Nor hwestern preferred.134V2
Milwaukee A St. Paul.111%

StW*

Middle

180

oc23

Vests, and Ladies’ Sncques, Capes
Ulsters, Dolmans dee. cleansed
or dyed, and pressed by tail-

74

15,

New England Smelting Co. Works, at
Boston, Mass.
PORTLAND OFF LCD.4 MILK ST.
141 DEVONSHIRE ST.
BOSTON OFFICE
East

(NEXT DOOR TO 1ZHE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and b'old strictly on commission,
on tavorable terms
and carried as long a* required,
Deposits payable on doand on a moderate margin.

[Notice of funeral hereafter.j

Malcomb I., only
In West Baldwin, March
child of Irving S. and Zilphea E. Chase, aged 4
months G days.
In Jefl'erson, March 3, Thomas Weeks, aged 89
years 11 months.
In Whitefield, Feb. 25, Cyrus Blen, aged 7G years.
In Edgecomb. March 4, Mrs. David Bailey, aged
42 years 7 months.
In Bristol, March 4, Nichols T. Knight, aged 81
years.

^Secretary

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,

jan7

Mr. Daniel

Attends the Stock Board Wednesdays, Thursdays
find Fridays of each week. The only Broker in
Maine who regularly attends the sessions of the
Board.
Krlinble Mining Ntock* Bought nuil Hold.
Daily reports from New York and Boston Stock
Boards and all Mining Centres.
Orders to Buy or Sell Stocks or Bonds promptly

CGH, Feb 2, brig Lucy W Snow',

Boston.
Sid Jan Dtli, barque Archer,
In i»ort Feb 8, barque J S
Boston: Walker Armington,

^

Mining & Slock Kxchaagr

2d, barque S R Bearse,
Oakes, Pensacola; 2d, brig Jennie i’hinuey, Noyes,

Kid Glove*

In this city, March
years 6 mos.

STOCK AND MERCHANDISE BROKER.
Member KomIou

ship Belvidere, Jordan,

per Pair.

DEATHS.

FREDERICK F. HALE,

20, sch Grace Davis, Davis, for

Ar at Nnnaimo 2d lust,
San Francisco.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Feb

cers.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, March 16—Evening.—Money market
easy at 4@G on call, closing at 4; prime mercantile
paper 5@6. Sterling Exchange strong and nominally 1 higher: actual business at 4.80% for long and
4.83 Va for short. Governments steady for 6s and
4%s; 3/g higher for 5s and Vs lower for 4s. State

xiie

New York.
Sid fm Cadiz Feb
Gloucester.
Ar at Algoa Bay,

Notice. Ladies now using cream tartar and
soda in baking will have better results by using
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it in biscuits, cake,
doughnuts, pie crust, etc.
Slade’s English Mustard is sold by all gro-

New York Stock andmoner market.

closed lower unsettled.
The transactions at the
ed 344,884 shares.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Port Victor Jan 10, barque Richard Parsons, Packard, London.
Arat Bremen 12th inst, ship Criterion, Brown,

104

74%
50%
North Castinc Mining Company.2 92%
Bell TeleDbone Company.
94%
Eastern Railroad 4%s. 104%

FINANCIAL.

Jfgw

Bulk

Bnrlcy

COVs

NewY'ork Central.152V2
Pennsylvania Cent ral. f>8 %
Reading... 33%
Illinois Central.140l/jj

Domestic

Provisions.
Mess Beof.. 9 50310 00

Sweet

Jacksons

stocks

London

Kt'ceipfi*

March 15.—There was a constant
succession of callers at the Russian
Embassy
yesterday to express condolence. Among them
were the EmpressJgEugenie, the various ambassadors and foreign ministers at London,
WASHINGTON.
members of the Government, Lord Beaconsfield, Sir Alexander Galt, Cardinal Maiming
and Mr. Russell Lowell.
Purchase of the Mary and Helen.
The news of the assassination was received
Washington, March 15.—The negotiations
by the Russian revolutionary party in London for the purchase by the Navy Department of
at 5 o’clock Sunday afternoon from their friends
the steam whaler Mary and Helen was conin Paris, Geneva and St. Petersburg. It was
cluded this afternoon and Mr. Lewis of New
announced in Social Democratic halls by the
Bedford, her former owner, was paid $100,000.
respective speakers later in the evening, and The vessel has a displacement of 520 tons,
is a
was greeted with loud and continued manifestyear and a half old and rated for 14 years.
ations of approval. It was stated that it was
Cabinet Meeting.
confidently expected that the new Czar would
At today’s cabinet meeting there was a
grant amnesty to all persons lately transported
general expression of sympathy for the imperial
to Siberia, and that he would concede some
family and Russian people. The prompt acform of constitutional government to the peotion of the Senate in adopting appropriate
ple of Russia.
resolutions was commended. Secretary Blaine
In Nihilist circles it is accepted as a fact
cabled thorn to Minister Foster at St. Petersthat tlie assassination is the work of their organization and is not due to private revengo. burg with a request that he transmit a copy to.
the Russian minister of foreign affairs.
In the couise of the next few days the Russian
Services in Memory of the Czar.
Nihilist committee will, it is said, issue a statement of the whole affair,
Services in commemoration of the death of
showing the act as
perpetrated at their instigation, and attemptthe Czar was held this afternoon at the Rusing to justify it. The Nihilists thiuk that the sian embassy. Members of the legation apnames given by the two moil arrested are aspeared in full court dross with the buttons on
sumed, as they are unknown to the revolutiontheir coats covered with black and with black
ists here. The headquarters of the party have
crape upon their collars and sleeves.
The inrecently been removed from London to P.iris- terior of the mansion was heavily draped in
Hartmann, who was concerned in the Moscow black. The front parlor was fitted up as a
att 'nipt, left London last week.
A manifesto
Greek chapel and in the centre was a table
lias been issued which was addressed to the
robed in black velvet with three tapers burnrevolutionists of both worlds, calling upon
Services wore conducted by Father
ing.
them to assemble at an international Socialist
Bjcrring, pastor of the Greek church in New
to
be
held
in Loudon
revolutionary Congress
York, and Father Lopaichin, the assistant
Jan. 14,1882.
priest. The diplomatic corps was fully repreThe Times correspondent at St.
sented with their families.
Petersburg
Secretary Blaine,
says tho garrison was kept ready all night iu | wife and son were also present.
case disturbance should occnr.
A largo number of Cossacks patrolled the streets on Monday. It is n rsistontly stated that Count Meli
EUROPE.
koll had some days previous to the murder unearthed the plot and entreated the Czar not to
expose himself publicly.
Gladstone Meets a Defeat.
The Cologne Gazette’s St. Petersburg disLondon, March 15.—In the House of Compatch says M. Pobedoaossew, the Emperor’s
tutor, a man much revered and of greaf exoe- mons yestesterday, when a division was called
for on Mr. Gladstone’s motion of urgency for
nence, will pronamy, m conjunction with Gen.
Melikoff, play a prominent part in public af- supply, more than 50 members quitted the
faire. At the ceremony of paying
House,
including Conservatives and Liberals.
homage and
signing the oath of allegiance to tho Czar, he Eleven Home Rulers abstained from voting,
and those who voted were divided.
placed the crown upon the Czar's head.
TheAgence Russe says:—“At laid p. m. a Elopement of Count Herbert Bismarck.
salute fired by cannon on the fortress anNew York, March 15.—A Berlin special
nounced the conclusion of tho ceremonies conconfirms the reported elopement of Count Bisnected with the ascension of Alexander III to
rnarcu witu
rrincess jsnzaoetu
ot uarolotti
the throne. The space before the palace was
Bauthen. Both arrived in Messina, Sicily,
covered with people when tho Emperor and
several weeks ago.
The Princess is the wife
Empress passod through tho crowd on their of Prince Charles of Carolotti Bauthen, Count
way to Kozai#Cathedral amidst deafening acSchouarch and Chief of one of the first Prusclamations.
sian aristocratic families, and hereditary memSt. Petersburg, March 15.—The Grand
ber of the upper House.
Duke Vladimir was yesterday appointed to the
The Arms Bill in the Lords.
command of the Imperial Guard and of the
The arms bill had its second reading in the
military district of St. Petersburg.
Lords tonight.
The remains of the Emperor will be removed at 8 o’clock this evening from the CabiMINOR TELEGRAMS.
net adjoining the reception hall to the
chapel
of the palace. All the members of the imIn the absence of Paul Kruger 'the armistice
perial family and the high dignitaries and with the Boers has been extended four days.
officials will be present. The body is, in acThe 14th hussars have arrived at Durban
cordance with the wish of the deceased, clad
from Bombay.
in the uniform of the Proobraschenski
regiBaroness^ Burdett-Coutts is not coming to
ment.
A requiem was chanted at 9 o’clock
America.
last evening. At midnight tho doctors made
an autopsy, which proved that all the internal
The exports of Swiss products to the United
States during 1880 exceeded those of 1870 bv
organs were in a normal condition, thereby
15,000,000 francs.
iefuting recent current reports respecting the
health of the Emperor. The body has been
The suit of Wm. B. Forrest of Boston, who
embalmed.
claims to be a descendant of Edwin Forrest, to
Last week the Czar receized a small box, osprevent the sale of real estate in New York for
tensibly containing pills, with a letter from the benefit of the Actor’s Home, has been deand
when
Dr.
Botkin
abroad,
opened the box cided in favor of the Home.
a slight explosion occurred.
The pills were
John O’Neil, for many years clerk in Reed
found to contain a highly explosive substance,
& Barton’s silver-plating establishment in
and enough to kill three persons if all the conTauton, Mass., shot himself through the head
tents simultaneously exploded.
with a revolver yesterday and died in forty
Vienna, March 15.—The fact of President
minutes. Irregularity in his accounts was tho
Smolka, who is a Pole, not alluding to the ascause.
sassinaiion of the Czar, has raised much comment here.

Cracow, March 15.—The Czas, tho Polish
organ, recommends Polish deputies and Poles
in Russia to maintain a calm and prudent re-

Br Bark ithariel, Portland to Montevideo, lumber
CO.
Bark Star of th<* West, 1191 tons, Portland to
Hirer Platte, lumber 11 00.
Ger. Bark Triton, Portland to Montevideo or
Buenos Ayres, lumber 14 25 net.
Sebr Minnie C. Taylor, New York to Portland
coal 1 CO.
Sebr James O’Donabue, Portland to New York:
lumber 2 50.
Sebr Cromo, Portland to Bermuda, p. t.
Bark Lapanto,Savannah to Bath, lumber 7 00.
The following charters have been reported by tel14

date.

to

navigation
{relighted

MEMORANDA.
Ship Undaunted, Hamilton, which arrived at Adelaide Jan 3d from St John, NB, had rough weather
and jettisoned part of deckload.
Sen Prescott Hazeltine, from New York for Port
Royal, SC, put into Wilmington, NC, 14th inst, in
a leaky condition,
Sch Abbie Oorson, of Philadelphia, with guano,
The crew were taken off
was abandoned 11th inst.
by barque Daring, from Cardenas for Boston, and
afterward transferred to steamer La Gaule,
The cargo of hard pine of seh Loretto Fish, ashore
at Bridgehampton, LI, has been carted to Sag liarbar and will be reshipped to Boston.
DOMESTIC POUTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 10th, ship Prussia, McLoon,
Liverpool.
Cld 14th, ship Belle Morse, Hutchins, Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Ar 10th, schs T A Keene, Perkins,
Greytown; Ada F Whitney, Bartlett, Kingston, .7a.
Ar 11th, barque Clara E McGilvery, Walnut, fm
New York.
Cld 10th, sch Austin D
BRUNSWICK. GA
Knight, Perry, Providence.
SAVANNAH—Sid 10th, barque Columbus, Dcve—

reux, New York.
Ar at Tybee 10th, sch W S

509 Congress St.

was

Farvwcll, Snow, from

Norfolk.
CHARLESTON—Cld 14th, sch C J Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia.

BALTIMORE—Ar 12th, sch Electric Light, Chase,
BOStOD.
Cld 12th, sch Dreadnaught, Griffin, llobokeu.
Ar 14th, sch Clara E Simpson, Talpey, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, sch J D Williams,
Pierce, Boston.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 12th, sch J II Converse, Leighton, Matanzas, for orders; Georgia, Coffin, Cardenas.
Sid 13th, sch Hattie A White, (from Anx Cayes)
for Providence.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, schs Marion P Champliu,
Freeman, Laguna 30 days; Nellie Grant, Jordan,
Jacksonville; Stephen Bennett, Douglass, Savannah; Albert W Smith, Berry, Baltimore; M L Newton, Coalwell, Eastport; Fleet wing. Johnson, do:
L B McNichols, Fanning, CalAis; Kichd W Deuba.u,

Hinckley, Portland; Congress, Willard, do; Charlie
& Willie, Weed, arid Charlie Hanley, Arcy. Rock-

land; Alaska, Hamiiton#do, J 1> Ingraham, Boston;
K It Emerson, George
Nautilus, Tollman, and Ganges. I-cach, from
Haskell.
Somerset.
Providence; Alpine,
Ar 15th, ships Agenor, Thayer, from Iloilo; St
Nicholas, Pendleton, Liverpool; sch Como, Bunker,
Tampico.
Cld 14th. barques Josie Mildred, Ginn, for Sagua;
A C Bean, Young, Amboy; schs Mary J Cook, Cook.
Para; Wm Rice, Pressey, Boothbav.
Sid 14th, barque Abbie Carver, for Hong Kong.
STONINGTON—Sid 13th, sch Tierce, Lord, for

mar!2
sn
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CHARLES GUYOT,

$65

PARIS, FRANCE,
Buys

enjoys the reputation of manufacturing
the best
and most durable Hosiery
known to the world. His trade mark is
the familiar “C. G.,” which is stamped
the toe of each hose.
We have just bought a case of those

on

(PAfwlfi

ll'lliofl liaonillA

L'liirllt

during transportation, and

If

we

are ena-

bled to sell at a little more than half the
nsnal price. Below we quote three special lots:
Xo. 1. Ladies’ Plain Unbleached Cotton, just the right weight Tor present
wear, price 34 cents.
Xo. 2. Ladies’ Lisle Thread, in cardinal, navy sky blue, garnet and unbleached, at §1,00.
Xo. 3. Bents’ full regular made brown
mixed, such as are always sold at 50 cts.
one price, 25 ets.
All who get a pair of these Hose are sure
to appreciate them as a bargain.

New York.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 14th, sch George W Glover,
Morton, New York.
Sid
changed.
14tb, schs Delmont Locke, Homer, and MarI cellus, Remiek, New York.
Freights to Liverpool dull.
WARREN, RI—Ar 12th, Sch Harbinger, Dan
Chicago.March 16—Flour steady and unchauged.
forth. Port Johnson.
Wheat in good demand aud shade higher, No 2 ChiAPPONAUG—Ar 14tb, gch Python, TjKr. from
cago Spring at 1 00%@1 01% for cash; 1 00%@
Weeliawkon.
1 01 for April; 1 05y8 bid for May; No 3 do 89%
WICKFORD—Sid 12th, sclis Alexandria, Falking@94yac; rejected 75@82c. Corn is steady at 38%
@39%c for cash; 38%c April; 421 -c for May; 43c ham. New York; Empress, Combs, do.
NEWPORT—Returned 12th, sch E G Knight,
July. Cats fairly active at 20%@31%e for cash;
20V2c for April; 34c for May. Rye steady and un(and gailed again 13th.)
Sid 13tli, sehs Adriana, Baker, and Jos G Stover,
changed. Barley steady and unchanged. "Pork is a
shade higher at 15 70 ®15 75 cash and for April;
Arey, for New York; Mindora, Mason, and Express,
for do.
15 85@l6 87% for May; 16 00 for June.
Lard is
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 13th, schs Yankee Blade,
active and firm at 10 70 cash; 10 75®10 77Va for

Smith American

a

ORGAN.

ilnnmnn/l

Weber, Kranich & Bach and Wheelock
Pianos equally as cheap. Organs sold
on instalments of 25 cents per
day.

W. 1. FURBU8H & SON,

FARRINGTON

BLOCK,

PORTLAND.

fh2„
feb22

dtf

TAYLOR’S SYSTEM

S. T.

OF

dtf

inarD

I>X1ESS MAKING !

Alpine, Haskell, Somerset;
town;

eodtf

-—-

ST.A_jVO?I]N" Gr.
STAMPED^ GOODS.

Children’s work a specialty. Prices very low.
Appleton** BSIot-k, opp. 51*1 Conjcre**
i>21dlf

NOVELTIJEW BN

DECORATIVE NEEDLE WORK,
KENSINGTON OR

FINE

malvrinU

grenl variety.

M.
octlU

E.

Objects
Just

for Ar* Needle Work, in

Rooms,
Congress St.

FAIRWEATHER
eodtf

Art in

POTTERY, PORCELAINS &C.
Opened.

CYRUS F.

qgfc

DAVIS,

CONGRESS

Stregfr

GEO. P. ROWELL $T“"'

Dress Reform
507 !-2

ASSORTMENT"
of

of

OUTLINE EMBROIDER!
All

St.

UK*. A. I.ORIftG

Advertising Agents,
LEADING NEWSPAPERS,

FOR ALL THE
IO

MPKIJCE

STREET, NEW YORK.
on file at onr
office.

Tbo Prlss may be found

^

——————————
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MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

PRESS.
MORNING,

MARCH 16.

ROBSON AND CRANK.

“Comedy of Errors,” with
Robson and Crano as the two Dromios, drew
not only a crowded but a most brilliant and
fashionable audience to Portland Theatre last

Shaksyeare’s

THE PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox. Wentworth, Hodsdon. A. T. Cleveland
7U Middle St., W. P.
Morris, corner Exchangcand
for* St.; Woiander, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the
cityAuburn. Willard Small & Co.

Augusta, P. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb

Jellersou’s Bookstore.
Reid;:ton. Daniel Dickens.
B. G. Dennison.
•Outwairland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Oaaiarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Eryeburg, H. c. Harmon.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler ft Estes.

•run*wick,

^

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Musical Soiree—Prof. M. Saucier.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dr. Fitzgerald—1.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Kid Gloves—St'adley.
For the Chlld-.en's Ball—M.
G. Palmer.
Dioia St. Liiiversalist Chureli.
For sale.
For reitt—F. J.
Sawyer.
Salesmen wanted.
nautcil,

F .>r sale at

Gorltam.
Notice—Geo. W. Rich.
Permanent cure of Catarrh—Rev. T. P.
Childs.

Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
she man who makes so many wonderful
cures,
will visit Portland, Falmouth
Hotel, Tuesday,
the -2d, for one d»y
only, and will examine all
who may call on him,
free of charge.
mhl(i
dtd
_

Blue, Pink and Lavender Hose, Ladies’
extra long, full,
regular made, for 43 cents at
Fitzgerald's 534 Congress street.
mhlSdtf
Reduction in price of canned goods. The
best goods less than wholesale prices.
mhl5dtf
W. L. Wilson & Co.
Why has

White Rose on a golden
Jyre been adopted as a trade-mark by J. & E.
Atkinson? Because their Toilet Preparations
ihave become so popular that they are extena

sively counterfeited.
All

the

mhlGW&S

Rage.—Now open and

Fitzgerald’s 534 Congress street,
sortment

after tho other, and the curtain fell amidst
an outburst of applause
that insisted on the
appearance of Messrs. Robson and Crane.
The scene also outside the house of Autipholus
of Ephesus was exceedingly funny with tho

one

CITY AND VICINITY.

iuci

since

that scene

quisite foolery, the inimitable gestures of these
rare actors kept the audience convulsed, hut
the height of extravagance and comicality was
reached at tho conclusion of the play when
theyfdiscoVercd each other. A most amusing
scene ended the second act, when guards and
officers, Dr. Pinch, Adriana and Lueiana were
confounded by the appearance of the Dromios,

Vrinailiaven, B. Lane.
Wkldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs ft Rundle*.

—

of the

he considered it one
of the gravest of errors in this Comedy of
Errors for Sliakspearo not to have completed
it.
Prom the first appearance of these admirable creations of the dramatist to the fall
of the curtain the quaint waggery, the ex-

O. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Fall*. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Miliett.
Norway, A. O. Novcs.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappr at the Post Office.
Saco, of 4a. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thornuston, S. Delano.

NEW

edition

play is in
three acts, each of moderate length, preserving
the unities, and, at the same time bringing
out, in the clearest of silhouettes, tho charac-

serting

L-.sbon,

NEW

acting

The

night.

ters of the twin Antipholi, and the Dromios.
One liberty is taken with the text and iliat
where Dromio returns with tho crow, Webb,
one of the greatest of
English Dromios, in-

& Co.
O. Shaw*
M. Burnham.

Bath, of .J.

F.
Biddeford,
•*

offering at
fine asmhlodtf

a

of Motalic Buttons.

house shouting dewrong Dromio in the
fiance to the right Dromio and liis master outside. Mr. Robson has the advantage of Mr.
Crane in this play as Mr. Robson is himself
aDd Mr. Crane his imitator, but this serves to
bring out tho strength, of Mr. Crane’s impersonation all tho more, since tho imitation is
well nigh perfect.
Of the other members of the [company after
praising the rendering of the twin Antipholi
by Messrs. Lipman and Dillon, there is bat
little to say.
Miss Proctor was a pleasing,
It is curious how a grand
pretty Adriana.
duke is generally assumed by some actor who
if
looks as
just from Chatham street or the
Bowery, and how absurd ancient costumes look

in

a

street

whose

houses have Mansard

roofs

aud where modern churches elevate their
The music by the orchestra was excellent.
The evening’s entertainment commenced
with a capital version of “The Cup of Tea,”
played in a bright and spirited manner by
Miss Wakeman, Messrs. Dillon, Marble and
Bur beck.
HAVERLY’S MINSTRELS.

steeples.

To-night

Portland Theatre will again be
crowded with an immense audience auxious
to see Haverly’s great Mastodon Minstrels.
An exchange says:

Notwithstanding

the
tedious
extremely
immense audience greeted the
Mastodons at the opera house last night.
Without going into particulars,wo aref ully warranted in saying that the company is the best
minstrel troupe put on the road by Mr. Haverly, and he has put more good ones on than any
other man in the business. The songs, dances,
sketches, witicisms, instrumental music—in
fact everything—was lirst class. The graceful evolutions of the well disciplined dancing
squad, in glittering spangles, elicited the most
enthusiastic applause from the immense audience, which was composed mainly ot our
most aristocratic citizens.

weather,

an

years’ experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS.
WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
S3 RUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
Stales, and has been used for forty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
tuoir children. It relieves the child from
pain,
<ros dysentery and diarrhoea,
griping in the
>owels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price
Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
nov27SMW&wGmo

Remnants.—Yard

wide Irish

web

from Z3 to 35 cents per
yard at
534 Congress street.

Linen

Fitzgerald’s,
mhlGdtf

wHAT OTHER medicines have failed to do in
Kidney troubles, and similar diseases, Dr.
BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY, “NEPHRETICUM,” accomplishes without fail,
giving comfort instead of pain, and healing
and strengthening in a wonderful manner. It
is one of the blessings of the age, and grows in
lAvor constantly.
Mar. 12. S. & W.
Now open and

offering

at

Fitzgerald’s, 534

Congress street, Corsets, warranted whalebone,
for 37, 45 and 50 cents upwards.
mhl5dtf
Oxford County S. J. Court.
MARCH

T.

1881,

Inhabitants of Rumford

VIRGIN

JUDGE.

inhabitants of Byron.
Action for pauper supplies.
The question involved
in dispute was the settlement of the
Depauper.
fendants claimed it to be in the town of Salem,
Franklin Co., and not in defendants’ town; alter
tour days trial jury returned a verdict for
plaintiffs.
Foster.
Hastings—Hammons.
Sarah S. L. Gray vs. Ansel Dudley.
Action for
1 it cords of wood claimed to have been sold on an
entire contract.
Defense—never purchased the
tho whole amount, only so much as could be
sold;
no acceptance or delivery of more.
Jury disagreed,
-lauding four for plaintiff and eight for defendant.
---

vs.

w .. —.

rugici.

Sarah S. L. Gray vs. Thomas K.
Day. Action for
money hail and received. Plaintiff claims she lot
•left n tact have §89, at various times in 1872 to
look up testimony in a case in
Court, pay witnesses,
Ac., and that he lias not accounted for it. Defense
—that it has been wholly expended, and receipted in
full in 1S74.
Verdict for defendant.
Svasey—Wilson.
Foster.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

John Gulliver and John Murray.
Fined $3 and costs.
Frank McGIiuchy. Intoxication.

Intoxication.
Fined 85 and

costs.
Patrick

Foley.
Catharine Flaherty.

Find! 85 and costs.
Ilogs at large. Fined ?5

Assault.

and costs.

__

day yesterday, although the wind was
rather sharp. Mercury .'Vi0 at sunrise, 42° at
noon, 40° at sunset; wind northeast, east and
Fine

west

Thomas Goodali, Esq., of Springvale has
sent the Maine General Hospital a box of beau“Thomas H. Deehan
as

liquor deputy,

hut

the papers have not been filed.”
It is rumored that the proposed Free Baptist
colony scheme at Old Orchard has been given
up as a good title to the proposed site ^:ould
not be obtained.
At the

monthly meeting of

the

Young

Men’s

^Christian Association held Monday ovening, 12
persons joined and 1G were proposed for mem-

bership.
Steamer
sailed for
cargo

cattle.
Melvin P. Frank has been appointed assignee for W. F. Cameron & Co.
Mrs. Geo. Gwynn has just been paid 52,509
by the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance

Company.
The eDgine I. Washburn, Jr., of the Buckfield railroad, which was sent to Portland for
repairs, has returned, aud will he put upon
the road again. The morning train which was
discontinued after the accident, will probably
resume its regular trios next week.
A special meeting of the visitors of the Associated Charities will he held at the Common
Council room this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Our readers will hear in mind the fair and
parish sapper to be given by the Samaritan
Association in Congress Square church vestry,

Wednesday

afternoon and evening.
S. H. Weeks, M. D., lectures before the Y
M. C. Association Thursday evening, on “The
circulation ot the blood.”
The Grand Officers of the Grand Encampment of Odd Fellows instituted an Encampas

Wilton, Monday evening,

Wilton

Encampment

to

he hailed

No. 31. This

Encamp-

off with 28 members.
The Gospel Mission was filled to overflowing
last evening with a deeply interested audience.
ment starts

Earnest

speeches

mado by Messrs. Winslow, Trcfethen, Murcli, Sawyer, Sterling and
others. Seventeen signatures were added to
the pledge. This evening a service of Bible
study will he held.
The North Congregational church recently
completed and dedicated at St. Johnsbury,
were

Vt is said to be the finest in the state, if not
in New Eugland, and was erected under the
immediate supervision of the Fairbanks Brothers, Horace and Franklin, who gave largely
towards the cost of the church.
Charles Fairbanks, a brother, who resides in France, presented the church and society a very fine organ
in memory of his father.
Personal.
Oliver L. Sanborn, Esq., once quite a prominent business man of Portland, died in Ayer,
Mass., Sunday at the age of 73 years. Mr.
Sanborn was formerly of the old firm of Sanborn & Carter, booksellers, and was at one
lime one of the proprietors of the Argus. Mr.
Sanborn was an energetic man and acquired a
He removed to New
York some fifteen or twenty years ago and
aficrwards to a farm in Ayer, where lie died.
Among the recent graduates from the college of physicians and surgeons at Baltimore
arc 1.. lj.
Dennett, of Buxton, and Eeonard K.
l.idd, of Saco. Mr. Dennett is a graduate of

competency in business.

Harvard class of ’79.

Saturday

the

“Galley Siavo”
combination will appear at Portland Theatre.
The tickets are now ready and we should ad'
vise an early application for seats.
The box
office at the theatre will bo open for the sale of
tickets this morning.
NOTES.

“Olivette” is not coming at present. We
notice in Boston an injunction has been put
on its production by Laureut-Corelli, by the
Court, until the question of the amount duo to
Mr. Norcross is settled.
Mrs. F. J. Stetson will give an entertainment in this city about the 23d inst., consisting of dramatic recitals and music.
Hazel ICirke will be given by one of the
Madison Square companies at New Portland
Theatre, March 23d and 21th.
Signor Campanini is slowly recovering from
the severe cold which has prevented him from
singing for the past 10 days, and he expects to
be able to appear on Thursday evening at the
Brooklyn.Academy in “II Trovatore.”
The stage pictures which are disclosed to
view in “Cindorella at School,” Mr. Daly’s
latest production in the line of native vaudeville, have not been excelled hitherto in harmony of color and ingenuity of design. The
scenery is, as it always is at the New York
Fifth Avenue Theatre tasteful as well as
beautiful, and the dresses of the comely school
girls, which Lannouette prepared after models
selected by Mr. Daly from Kate Greenaway’s
delightful drawings, are bewitching in their
quaintness and coquettishness.
Arrival of the Toronto.
The steamship Toronto, Gibson master, of
the Dominion line, arrivod at this port yester-

day morning. Capt.

Gibson

reports

as

fol-

lows:
Loft Liverpool at 2 p. m March 4th, with
2300 tons of general cargo, 10 cabin and 20
steerage passengers; to D. Torrence & Co.,
agents. During the first six days of the passage had strong head winds and high seas,
when the ship labored heavily and took in
water over all.
Afterwards had moderate,
variable winds until we arrived at Portland at
10a. m..March 15th. The Toronto also brings a
number of pedigree stock from England, in
charge of Mr. \V. O. Burleigh, of the firm of
Messrs. Burleigh & Bodwell, Fairfield Centre.
Maine, consisting of 58 cows and heifers, 7
calves, 100 sheep and 1 pony, and which, notwithstanding the stormy passage, by the care
and attention of Mr. Burleigh and his assistants, were all landed in fine condition.
This
is the second batch that Mr. Burleigh has
from
same
brought
England (in
steamer)
within one year, without losing any, and during this trip, by births on the passage, Mr.
Burleigh lands 170 animals, having only shipped Kill in Liverpool.
To any one interested in pedigree stock they

mals.

Speaking of the importing
England, the Liverpool

of pedigree stock
Courier says:
Some indication of the extent to wh ich English pedigree stock is being utilized on the
other side of the Atlantic may be formed from
the nature of the consignment which will be
taken out to Portland by the steamship Toronto. belonging to the Mississippi and Dominion
Company, which sails from the Mersey today.
The selection has been made by Mr. \V. C.
Burleigh, of the firm of Messrs. Burleigh &
Bodwell, Fairfield Centre, State of Maine,
from well known and established fields and
flocks in this country, and consists of 58 cows
and heifers, 7 calves, 100 sheep and 1 pony.
This firm, only eleven months ago, shipped 57
Herefords and 18 Shropshire sheep, and it is
worthy of mention that on that occasion they
also chose the Toronto for the transit of the
consignment, which was landed in excellent
condition.
from

Quebec, of the Dominion line,

Liverpool yesterday. She took a
valued a't 5139,652, including 175 head of

ment at

aud

will be amply rewarded by paying a visit to
the above named importation of beautiful ani-

Brief Jottings.

tiful bouquets.
The Advertiser says;
will resign his position

Friday

Beal Estate.
transfers were reported yester-

The following
day in this county:

Westbrook—Lot of land and buildings thereon from Isaac Jackson to Frank II.
Boody.
Gray—Lot of land from George A. Morrill
to William S. Douglass.
Brunswick—Lot of land and the buildings
thereon, from Minnie M. Balcome to Isaac S.
Balcome.
Lot of land from John Marriner to Mary P.
Alexander.
R. C. Pennell to Woodbury Pulsifer, one
quarter of three lots of land at Sea Point.
R. C. Pennell to Wiliam 1). Pennell one
quarter ot three lots of land at Sea Point.
II. C. Pennell to George A. Chandler, one
quarter of three lots of land at Sea Point.
Windham—Abby E. Walker to William
Bickford, lot of laud with buildings.
Stephen H. Staples to Henrietta A. Hooper,
two-fiftlis part of the “Hill Pasture,” so called.

May Day.
Bosworth Relief Corps have in rehearsal the
exquisite spectacular, musical and floral drama
entitled “Queen of May and Queen of the
Fairies.” This drama was first, produced at the
convent of the Sisters of Notre Dame, Cincinnati. It has been performed at but oue otlior
school, the St. Slary’s Academy, Baton Rouge,
La. The drama was written by the
principal
of tho academy, Miss M. Victor.
It will be

produced in City Hall April GO and May 2.
Fifty persons are required to produce the

piece.
Golden Circle Minins Co.
At the annual meeting of the Golden Circle

Mining Company, yesterday morning, 5U,GfJ7
were represented.
The reports of the
secretary and treasurer were read and adopted.
shares

Several amendments to the

unanimously.

The

The hall

filled to overflowing. AsaL.
Ames, C. P., made the opening address, in
which was incorporated several interesting statistics. The number of members at the pres-

by-laws
passed
following officers were
weie

elected:

Secretary

and Treasurer—Amos S. King.
Directors—George Gilman, Amos S. King,
Thomas O. Winslow, John M. Mitchell, Chas.
S. Bickford, Elias Chase, Foster E. Swift.

funds is $2700. Only one member has died
since its organization, and the encampment
ranks fourth in the State in membership and
invested funds.
The

the solos by Miss Milliken and Mrs Morrison.
Miss Alice Hatch performed a difficult piano

gravings
and

from

Coomau’s pictures of “Poesy”

“Music” and

lantry.”

Boughton’s “Ago

of Gal-

Portland & Rochester.
The corporators of the new Portland &
Rochester railroad have met and organized
by
the choice of George P. Wescott
president,
and William II. Couant treasurer.

Messrs, it. D. Conaut of Portland, and S. H.

Chandler of New Gloucester, wore elected assistant corporators.
The annual meeting for the election of
officers will be held in October next.

composition. Mr. H. Kotzschaccompanist most acceptably.

solo of her own
mar

acted

as

New Books.
The following new books have been received
at the Public Library the past week:
2935.5—Divine guidance, Gail Hamilton,

(Dodge.)

1523.20— Spring in Massachusetts, Thoreau.
2516.7—Arctic travel, Hayes.
313.12—New nobility, Forney.
*>85.17—Sight, Le Conte.
2329.17—Fly fishing, Stevens.
3527.20— History of English Bible, Moulton.
15.32.2—Demonology and Devil-lore, Conway.
3413.2— Mt. VernonChapster, Me., (Mason’s)

Berry.

3339.20— Heart and its functions.

What is civilization? Mitchell.
2529.4— Brenton Folk, Blackburn.
123.1(i—Wayward partner, Josiah Allen’s
wife (Holley.)
3324.23—Physiology, Foster.
2919.13—Joseph Butler (sketch of) Collins.
3248.5— King’s missive, &c-, (poems) Whittier.
2431.12—Prehistoric Europe, Geiksi.
Reference—Art Journal, new series, Patterson & Co., pub.
Mrs. Foster’s Lecture.
Among the first of the many nbble women
that the National
Christian
Temperance
Union claims as its own is Mrs. J. Ellen Foster of Iowa.
This talented lady has been associated with this temperance union since its
commencement, and by self sacrificing deeds
and eloquent addresses
aided the cause.

she

has powerfully

At the .annual meeting of the N. W. C. T.
U. in Boston last fall Mrs. Foster made so
favorable au ^impression that she was invited
to return in February and lecture in Treineut
Temple. The large audience room could not
contain all who desirod to hoar her, and for
three evenings she spoke to crowded houses.
This week she

is

loeturing

in

Maine, and
next Sunday evening in Congress Square
Portland

people

will have

an

oppor-

The Atrato Mining Company.
wo 'published an extract from a
letter to the Advertiser from Mr. Simonton, of
the Atrato Company.
A letter from Lieut.

N. Dyer (Gr.)
School Committee—C. S. Snow (D.)
Town Agent—C. S. Snown (D.)
Constable and Collector—Benjamin True

(It.)

Biddeford.
the supplementary elections in Wards 1 and 5
yesterday there was again no choice for Ward officers.
Another election will be held todey.

North Berwick.
Moderator—J. H. Hammond.
Clerk—H. S. Kidder.
Selectmen—Stephen Ford, 2d, Charles M. Chase,
Win. B. Littlefield.
Treasurer and Collector—John Johnson.
Supervisor of Schools—Frank O. Johnson.
All elected on the Greenback ticket.

OF

Granoy,
family.

and in the lower story by
another
A messenger was sent to
Steamer 3’s house and the hose carriage run
down and the fire extinguished.
It caught in

Clerk—Z. Lane.

a

Republican

caucus.

Acton.

Moderator—George

mastod and both had black painted funnels.
The disabled steamer, he thought, was one of
the Lake line, belonging to the Canada Shipping Co., and trading during the winter
months between Liverpool and Portland, and
the steamer that was trying to got her in tow
appeared to be one of the Anchor line boats.

Montgomery Guards.
At the election of officers of the Montgomery
Guards held last evoning, Col. J. Marshall
Brown presided. The following were elected:
Captain—T. E. Hartnett.
1st Lieut.—John J. Lappiu.
2d Lieut.—Wm. C. MeCalium.
Capt. Hartnett and Lieut. Lappiu, as first
and second Lieutenants respectively, havo for
a long time shown themselves capable officers.

promotion we believe the Guards have
done a wise thing, and we have no dobbt that
Lieut. McCalluin wili prove a valuable addition to the list of officers the Guards havo posIn their

sessed.
Death of Daniel Gill.
Mr. Daniel Gill, an old and well known

cit-

izen, died at his residence at 1.10 o’clock this
morning, after an illness of two years. His age
71 years and G months. For forty-three
years he was engaged in business as a victualler
on Moulton street.
He was on e of the original members of Maine Lodge, I. O. O. F., a
member of the Aged Brotherhood and a com-

{Limerick.
Moderator—Ira S. Libby.

Clerk—F. W. Libby.
Selectmen—Isaac Dyer,
Nason.

d. \v

entwortn.

Mr. Dalton’s Lecture.
The lecture by Mr. Dalton in the Mechanics
course uus

evening

win uiseuss

stu n

practical

questions as technical education and schools,
the principle of participation in profits and

was

Selectmen—Enoch
F. Lord,
James L. Tripp.
Supervisor—Asa Low.
Treasurer—Charles O. Emery.
Agent—Porter Hobbs.
Auditor—George E. Alien.

once to

his home

Messrs. Richardson, Tyler and Gammon of
Chandler’s Band furnished the music. Little-

field, tho Portland costumer, had been liberally patronized, and as a result the grand march
showed some brilliant, pretty and many comic
costumes. Prominent among the characters
assumed were those of Greek and Indian
maidens, Night, Darkey Boy and Gal, Mexican, Big Indian, Dick Deadeye, Tom Collins,
Harlequin and Sailor Boy. It was rather
for

dancing

and the floor two small for
we
haven’t as yet seen
any who failed to enjoy it.
The old school house, now used for a wardroom and public hall, lias lately been
improved
by having a new floor laid, the city furnishing
one-half tho stock and the Island people the
balance and doing the work. The floor was
“christgned” on Monday evening at the balmasquo and duly appreciated.
Business is rushing at House Island now,
getting the “grand bankers” painted up, and
fitting them out for an early start. Some of
them are to carry the new codfish nets as an

large

a

party, but

Parsonsfleld.
Moderator—J. F. Dearborn.
Clerk—H. Lorin Merrill.

Auditor—Chase Boothby.
Collector—Wlnthrop Tuttle.

Agent—Eben

Such an occurrence is very rare, especially at this season, being some two or three
weeks earlier than usual for these fish to apI pear on our coast.

Expenses:

Saccarappa.

largest audiences
Congregational churclt

ever

Clerks, and
all others

employed
on salary..

themselves admirably, and
deserved and enthusiastic eneach soloist
core. The instrumental selections as rendered
by th e several performers were each in its way
excellently executed, and all were heartily appladed and encored. It was as a whole a very
pleasing and successful entertainment.

ning acquitted

won a

of your valuable paper to express my feelings
in regard to tho management of the Dominion
Line of steamships, and especially of the
“Toronto,” with its gentlemanly and efficient
officers, for the transportation of live stock.
Having had occasion to import within the
past year, two hundred and forty choice breedli„l

i_

without the loss of an animal, except one
twin lamb of a few days old, and actually
landing in America three more animals than
were billed at Liverpool, and all in the most
healthy condition. I think I ought most cheerfully to recommend this line of steamers to all
who wish for safety and general comfort in
the transportation not only of breeding stock,
but of all live animals.
Truly yours,
H. C. Burleigh.
Fairfield, Me., March 15,1881.
Freshet in Norway.
About 10 o’clock Monday the middle dam
between Cummings’ mill and Mason’s block,
on the Pennesseewassee stream at Norway,
gave way to the pressure of ice and high water, and was carried away, lotting a Hood upon
the town. Mason’s block was undermined and
about one-fourth of the structure fell in ruins.
It was a large frame building set on posts, and
The owners are
Messrs. E. S. & C. G. Mason, dealers in hardware, stoves, etc. The basement was occupied
as a carriage repository, and about $1000 worth
of carriages, owned by H. S. Libby, were
ruined. The loss on the building is in the
neighborhood of $1000. It will cost about $1,000 to repair the dam. The dam was built of
timber and earth, and was owned by C. B.
Cummings, manufacturer of shoe stock. The
flood caused much excitement in the village.
was

partly

over

the stream.

STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTT

The Odd Fellows of Lewiston and Auburn
are making arrangements for a grand celebration on the 29th of April, the anniversary of
the introduction of the order into America.
There will be a parade of four Odd Fellows’
Lodges and two Encampments,with Johnson’s
Then there will be
and Glover’s brass bands.
a reception and other exercises at City Hall in
the evening.
CUMBERLAND

COUNTT.

The annual report of New Gloucester shows
that the expenses of the town for the past year
were $10, 427, and there is a balance in the
The schools
hands of the officers of $1542.
have been generally successful.
KENNEBEC COUNTT.

OXFORD COUNTY.

YORK COUNTY.

Alfred has paid off its debt and has 81300 in
its treasury. This year it appropriates 81150
to the support of its common schools and 8250
for its high school.
That slight Tickling in the Throat and disposition to slight Cough may be the precursor
of years of suffering unless you take Dr. Bull’s
Cough Syrup, which never disappoints. Price
25 cents.

cents; large bottles, 50 cents.
Dr. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates all impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid and
inert, by its use become unusually stimulated, and,
in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire system.
10

Price, $1.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best pill
ever given a patient by a physician, and they are
frequently perscribed by them. They give prompt
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
When yau desire a prompt
entirely vegetable.
movement of the bowels, give tne Improved Family
Price 25 cents i»er box.
Cathartic Pills a trial.
Dr. Graves’ remedies are for sale by Druggists.

vertising,
Legal, Real

Photographs

City
Ball, 4th
Hall

A.

mouth.

No.
mar 15

as

March,

are

12

Market

Square.
d3t

marl5

I shall sell THURSDAY, March 17th,
at 10 o’clock A. M., my stock of New anil
Second-hand Carriages and Harnesses.
Also a line lot of Trotting, Driving and
Work Horses.
Terms Cash or good paper.
J. H. SAWYER, l’rop’r.

Expenses..

206,048.93

§7,432,075.27
Net Assets, I)cc. 31,1880, §47,833,028.70

Loans upon Real Estate, lirst lien. .§18,718,385.49
Loans upon Stocks and Bonds.
31,553.28
Premium notes on Policies in force,
3,702,150.82
Cost of Real Estate owned by the

Company. 12,022,944.42
United States Registered
Bonds. 5,004,858.40
Cost of State Bonds.
619,900.00
Cost of City Bonds.
2,583,500.88
Cost of other Bonds.
1,005,875.00
Cost of Bank Stock.
110,194.00
Cost of Railroad Stock.
26,000.00
Cash in bank.
3,286,819.32
Balance due from agents, secured..
01,435.03
Cost of

Male.room

open the

§47,833,028.70

Add
ac

Rents accrued.
of
Market value
stocks and bonds
overcost.
Net
premiums in
course of collec-

among

tomers,

we

many

cus-

terly

38,927.34
-$1,659,000.08

Gross Assets, December 81 ,1880, $49,492,029.38
Liabilities:
Amount

required

to

re-ins ure all out-

standing policies,
net assuming 4
per cent, interest, $45,006,472.00
All other liabilities,
1,135,001.93
-46,141,473.93
by Conn. Standard, 4 per
cent.$3,351,155.45
by N. Y. Standard, 4V2 i>er
cent., about. 6,500,000.00

Surplus

of expense of management to
receipts in 1880.

7.7 per cent.

Policies in force, Dec. 31,1880, 64,343 insuring.$162,105,367.00

JACOB JL. GREEN, President.

A

—

WELL!*, Asa’t Secretary.

10,000 YARDS

Thanking my friends and the public
generally for past favors, I solicit a continuance of the same in my new store,
pledging myself, as heretofore, to sell
the best goods at lowest prices.
Ucw Spring Goods received every day.

Spring Prints &
Shirtings,
at 5, 7 and 8c per yard.

W. E. PLUMMER
Gar. Congress & Brown Sts.
dlw

These are Perfect, Handsome Hoods as
be procHred.
The itc Prints are A WONDER. The
cloth is as good and many of them are as
pretty as any 8c Prints to be found.
Come in the early part of the day if
can

possible.

SPRING 1881. A. B. BUTLER,
247 Middle St.

now

open

NEW

mar3

SPRING

GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE,
MAIN

21

STREET,

AT

We invite inspection of these
goods, assuring onr customers they
will find them correct in style and

THE

reasonable in price.
We arc also receiving

LOW PRICE OF 8c to
usual price 12 l-2c.

every

SHOES.

Spring Hosiery

RUBBERS.

day.

in all the leading styles, at prices
low as can be found in the city.
All goods guaranteed to be as

as

MOMIE
CLOTHS

BANGOR, MAINE.
marlG

At 12 l-2c.

Ult

former

price

492 and 494
marll

B. F. WBITM & Co.

THE FINEST COLLECTION

COR. UNION STREET,

PAPER
ever

a

of

inCum-

situated on the east corner of Congress and India
streets in said Portland, with the church edifice
thereon, bounded as follows: beginning at the stone
monument placed by the city or Portland on the
easterly corner of India street, at its junction with
Congress street, thence running in Ca south-easterly
direction along the side line of India street one
hundred and two feet and thirty-five one-hundredths
of a foot (102.35); thence in a north-easterly
direction eighty-six feet and one-tenth of a foot
(86.1) to land owned by the city of Portland;
thence in a north-westerly direction along said
citv line one hundred and four feet and six-tenths of
a foot (104.6) to Congress street, thence in a southwesterly direction and along the line of Congress
street eighty-four feet (84) to the stone monument
first named, containing eight thousand eight hundred square feet and five tenths of a foot, with all
the privileges and appurtenances thereto belonging,
Portland. March 12,1881.

ROBERT PENNELL
)
SAMUEL H. COLESWORTHY,} Mortgagees.
JOHN H. DENNISON,
)
J. IS. DOW, Auctioneer.
marl6 eod3w

FOR MALE AT GORHAM.
valuable Hay and Milk Farm, situated Vt
mile from Gorham Village on the road leading
to Fort Hill, and lately owned Dy Gorham Norwood.
The farm contains 122 acres, well adapted to hay
or tillage.
There is also a thrifty orchard of 100
apple, pear, plum and cherry trees, bearing mer-

THE

i-unui.»uio Him.

xuo

uuuuiuga

consist, oi a two-sto-

ry house 40x32 ft., one and one-half story ell 70x18
ft., barn 70x40 ft., substantially built and in good
repair. For further particulars enquire of Joseph
Ridlon or John C. Card, Gorham, Me. mhl0eod2w

FOR
DFAIT
Ufl IlLIl li

■

FROM

APRIL

If—Store,

10by85 feet; plate glass front;

centrally located on Main St., Lockport, N. Y.; occupied past 16 years as a jewelry store; well adapted to any branch mercantile
▼ears to good tenant.
F. J.
N. Y.

trade; low renfc term

SAWYER, Lockport,
marlGdGt

_

Salesmen Wanted.
of ability and experience in the Dry Goods
business, to travel in New England.
Apply
by letter, to BOX 1278, Portland, Maine.
March 16th,
1881._marlCd2w
Partner Wanted.
PARTNER with four or live hundred dollars,
in one of the oldest and best paying establishments in tho state.
Address, PARTNER, Press

MEN

A

marlGdlw*

FOR SALE.
FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HORSE, six
A
old, kind, sound and great roadster:
saddle
a

horse.
marlG

Address H. G.

C., this office.

years
a

good

d3t*

an

at 7

l-2cts., the best barwe

ever

offered in

•leached Cottons.
fain

We also have an extra
good bargain to offer in

now

OUR CUSTOMERS.
Those who trade with F. T.
MEAHER & €0., will find a new
design of picture cards, once a

weeks,

for the
in their

next
thirty-two
packages.

F.T. MEAHER & CO.,
,
marlO

DRUGGISTS.

dlw

inspection of both

store and stock.

Maine and Massachusetts Standard,

Surplus,

WHITE PIQUE.

grand good bargain.

Call and
We

see

have

them.

received

“

“

1878,
1879,
1880,

mar

250,950.73
306,213.77

DeWITT,

eod(5m

11

PRBSIDBNT.

INSTITUTE
uow

erecting

a

permanent

our

AT

Spring Plaids

and
Spring Shades in Dress
Goods just received, that
we shall offer at very low

prices.

Becker Bros
Also

eodlm

AT

3 Free St.

—

Portland, 1880.
State Fair, 1870.
33.

a

choice stock of tirst-claM

Samuel Thurston,

1st. PREMIUM
—

Pianos,

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

& Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

mar7

'

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

England Manufacturers and
Mechanics Institute,

New

sep2D

PORTLAND.

Block,

dtl

Fair,1877.

Lamson
GRASSSEEDS
Artist Photographer, Timothy,
Grass,
Grass,
Top,
t

Orchard

Opposite Falmouth Hotel,

PORTLAND,

-

MAINE.

Up One Flight Only.

Examination and comparison of the above solicited.

W.F.STUDLEY

BOUTOV,

Blank forms for APPLICATION I to
EXHIBIT at the flrst Annual Exhibition in the fall of 1881 can now be had
by addressing the

HOSIERY,
and have some choice Styles
to offer at very low prices.
As a special bargain, we
have a very nice, full-fashion Ladies’ Silk Clocked
Dalbriggan nose, at 25 cts.

CALL and SEE

Largest in the United States,

LADIES’ AND MISSES’

253 Middle

“

JOHN E.

Manufacturers and Mechanics

Spring Stock of

New

“

“

Exhibition Building, the

TOWELS
are a

“

NEW ENGLAND
are

Our 10 and 12 1-2 ct.

377,269.53
154,478.27

December 31, 1877,

THE

CHECK NAINSOOKS

Hoj^l.

UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE GO.
OF MAINE.

Street.dtf
Congress
J3_

591

feb24

i Red
N. N. Y. Clover,
Western Clover,
Alsike Clover,

dtf

sep21

to close

wishing

febO

their

MAINE.

PORTLAND;

dtf

Notice.

month of March.

MAINE
PORTLAND,
marlG
cl* f

White Clover.

Kendall & Whitney,

business,
offer their entire Stock at cost,
for cash only, during the

Streety

Bine

Millet,
Hungarian,

Also Flower and Vegetable Seeds. For
sale at the Lowest Market Price, by

H, W. SMOSTON & CO.,

Mutual Fishing In-

open for business,
we insure all State of Maine vessels
engaged in
the cod and mackerel fisheries. For particulars address GEO. W. RICH, Sec’y.
marlGdlm
are

shown In Portland.

Bosworth & Horse,

NOTICE.
books of the Portland
THEsurance
Company
and

HANGINGS

intend giving our special attention to decorating with Wall Papers, and have made the most careful and liberal selections possible in all grades from
the cheapest to the best.
Our now store is admirably adapted to the wants
of the trade, and we cordially invite the public to

duly

of Maine, present owner of
berland,
the equity of redemption, and to all persons having mortgages on or are otherwise interested in
the real estate hereinafter described, that:
By virtue of the power of salo contained in a
certain mortgage deed given by the said India
Street Universalist Society to the undersigned
as trustees, to hold for the purposes therein named,
dated the fifteenth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventyone, and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds, Book 384, page 249, and for
breach of the condition of said mortgage will be
sold at Public Auction, on the premises hereinafter
mentioned and described, on the sixth day of April,
A. D. 1881, at three of the clock p. m.
All the premises described in and conveyed by
said mortgage as follows:—A certain parcel of land

Under Falmouth

We

the India Street

to

Portland, county

Ladies’ and Gents’ Boots made
to order at reasonable prices.

-OF-

MORTGAGEE’S SALE.

parish
corporated
and State

Istf

THURSDAY, Feb. 24.

16c.

India Street Universalist Church.
is

represented.

Congress St.

opmeTtoday,

1 Lot of

hereby given
Universalist Society in Portland,
NOTICE
at

d2tteodtf

DRESS
DRESS GOODS.
CAMBRICS.
BOOTS,

1 Case

fT. FAIRBANKS,

:

—

Consisting of Corsets. Hosiery, Underwear, Kin and Lisle Gloves, Ties, Kuching, Laces, Embroideries, Worsteds,
Trimmings and everything usually found
in a first-class Fancy Goods Store.

JOHN ill. TAYLOR, Secretary.
D. H.

OF

We have purchased aud shall offer
MARCH »d,

Wc have received and have

1 Case Cochcco wide

GREAT SALE
SPRING
CALICOES.

—

mar 12

Surplus

Ratio

WITH

C. W. ALLBS.

FANCY GOODS,

the sale to

None.

tion,

Net deferred ouarand semi-annual premiums_

SIS.,

to

—ow—

shall limit

Not Over Four Pairs to Any
One Customer.

430.133.54

same

18 Bickiog) 81.

r. 0. BAILEY.

Regular aale of Furniture and General Merchandise ©rery Saturday, commencing at 10 o’oloek a. m
oeSdt
Conaignments solicited.

CONGRESS and BROWN

Pair,

our

d3t

F. O. BAILEV A CO.,

CHOICE NEW STOCK

sold before less
than 50 cts.
Also a full line of
Shades and Sizes at
50 cts., equal to any
$1.00 Glove in this
city. Owing to the
low price, and wishing
to distribute the same

dtd

marl 5

CORNER OF

engagement
1
MY minated,

with Lorenzo Taylor having ter.
getting in a stock of

am now

Ship Knees, Oak, Hack, and Keel
Timber, Oak and Hard Wood
Plank, Wedges, Treenails,

H.ONIONION & CO.,
No.
mar

for sale at

BI. BIcKENNEY’S,

F. O. BAILEV A CO., Auctioneers.

HAVING TAKEN THE STORE

decorated for the Inauguration

of

Stripes,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

never

Estate, and
all other

week

The
of the

Per

11,811.75

fees.
Printing, Ad-

Office.

Five hundred dollars reward for a better remedy
for the relief of coughs, colds, sore throit, whooping cough, consumption, bronchitis, etc., than Dr.
It gives
Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar.
immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and occasions
no unpleasant nauseating feelings. Sample bottles

only

98,936.54

Medical Examiners*

assembled

was gathered
in the
there on Monday evening to listen to a concert
given by home talent. It was the eighth and
last entertainment in the Saccarappa lecture
and concert course. The vocalists of the eve-

i„

25 CTS.

Officers,

crued.§1,159,261.12
30,088.68

One of the

REMOVAL

—

to Agents, $310,974.81
of
Salaries

Interest due and

Foss.

dtf

Commissions

ton.

:_:

Policy-holders, §0,413,095.38

SCHEDULE OF ASSETS:

Pitts.
On a test vote the Republicans scored 77, the
Greeubackers 97 and the Democrats 45.

experiment.
During the past week large quantities of
herring have appeared in the bays about Harpswell, and whales, feasting upon them, have
been seen in Fore Bay, several miles above its

to

All Fusion, by 225 to 144.

on

Peakes Island Notes.
There was a large crowd in attendance at
the Peakes’ Island masked ball on Monday
evening, and a most enjoyable time had.

929,894.25

Balance

At the Fryeburg town meeting Hon. G. B.
Barrows, D. R. Hastings, A. F. Lewis, Dr.
Bradley and Col. James Walker, were appointed a committee to collect facts, records
and documents for a history of the town. Any
one having facts or matter for such a work will
communicate with the chairman.

at

Policies.

surrendered

Mosos Jellereon,

Shapleigh.

M.C. PALMER

1

Taxes. 391,207.86

Clerk—E. A. Moulton.
Selectmen—Edmund Goodwin, Amaziah Littlefield, John H. Garvin.
School Committee—John G. Garvin, George W.

OS

AUCTION SAIiS.

We offer a full line
shall
the public,
in all shades and size,
SATURDAY, MARCH 12th„
at the low price of

$027,772.03

Sanford.
Moderator—A. K. I,. Beadell.

Serious Accident.
Yesterday as a Mr. Boothby who drives a
team for Mr. William Deehan was unharnessing a refractory hor.se in a shed on Commercial street, the animal struck him a terrible
blow in the stomach with its hiud feet. Mr
taken
Brackett street.

1,798,054!80

20.

Prof. Mathews of Chicago has presented
Colby University with 370 valuable volumes.
Mr. R. O. Robins, formerly of the Dexter
(jrazette, nas assumeu cnarge 01 tne eauonai
department of the Waterviile Sentinel.

was

to

ers.
and
Lapsed

Treasurer—E. H. SymeB.

mutual insurance: hence tho lecture cannot
fail to interest journeymen as well as master
mechanics, builders and all engaged in industrial pursuits, whether as contractors or
workmen. These lectures are free to all.

Boothby

turned

policy-hold-

Agent—Daniel Dam.
All Republicans except Wentworth, who had a
majority of 5. The Republican majority for Mod*
erator

KID GL0VE8.

matured

endowments, $3,085,140.27
reSurplus

Philip Gilpatrick, Orriu

Treasurer—Joshua Holland.
Collector—S. H. Furlong.
Agent—James Lord.
Auditor—James H. Brown.
All Fusion.
Newfleld.
Moderator—C. E. Pinkham.
G.
Holmes.
Clerk—R.
Selectmen—Ai Q. Mitchell, J. P. Wood, A. K. P.
Davis.
school uomnuuee—t;.

Policy-holders:

Total

was

municant at Casco street church.
He wras a
man upright in all his dealings
and was respected by all who knew him. He leaves two
sons, William L. L. and George, the latter a
member of the police force.

To

Death Claims
ana

Clerk—Alonzo K. Tripp.
Selectmen—Joseph D. Eaton, Joseph D. Wells,
Howard W. Littlefield.
Treasurer—Alonzo K. Tripp.
School Committee—Howard W. Littlefield.
Agent and Auditor—Geo*ge Getchell.
All Republicans elected by 32 majority.

The greatest sacrifice and best bargain
ever
offered in this
city in

SATURDAY, March 10th, at 10 o’clock, a,
m., we shall sell at our Salesroom, the Stock
of .’a Retail Furniture Store, consisting in part of f»
B. W. Chamber Sets, 0 B. W. and Kbony Parlor
Suits in Raw Silk and Haircloth, Parlor Desks,
Sideboard*, Lounges in Hair Cloth, Raw Silk and
Beds, Lounges, Pat. Rockers, Knar and
Folding Chairs, B. \V. Dining Room Chairs.
Marble and Wood Top Tables,
Hair and Wool
Mattresses, elegant Pier and Mantel Mirrors,
Brackets and Towel
Dinner
Backs, Carpets,
and Tea Sots, Toilet Sets, Crockery, Olais and
Silver Plated Ware, &c.

DISBURSED IN 1880.

Goodwin.

Forty-five dollars repaired the injury

with a black funnel, disabled, with another
steamer near. Signals were made by the Jeranos but not answered.
Capt. Carson of the
Jeranos states that both vessels were three

$65,260,303.97

Sanborn.
N* Brackett.

their own personal interest, regardless of the
comfort or welfare of others, when we see
real meritjl think it but right to make it public,
thereby giving “credit where credit is due.’’
Therefore I beg a small space in the columns

A Steamer in Distress.
A despatch to the Associated Press says: The
steamship Jeranos reports that on the Gth instant, 150 miles east of the banks of Newfoundland sho passed a three masted steamer,

Premiums.*6,247,282.90

Agent—Melvin

Auditor—C.
All Republicans, by 15 to 37 majority.
Wells.

$47,110,244.37

Forflnterest & Rents 2,834,132.70
Protit and Loss
08,044.00 8,lo0,0G9.G0

Moderator—Asa F. Horn.

Clerk—Paul Sanborn.
Selectmen—Wm. H. Langley, George L. Prescott,
Samuel H. Garvin.
Supervisor—Samuel Garvin.

Dominion Steamship Line.
Mu. Editor:—In these days when men are
exerting all their energies for the promotion of

to the
house. It was insured with Rollins & Adams
in the Royal for $1,000.

Net Assets, January 1,1880,
Received in 1880.
For

GLOVES

Boots and Slippers of EVERY
DESCRIPTION made to measure,
for Men, Women and Children.

marlG

Treasurer—Z. Lana.

a

sofa and that piece of furniture was burned
and the room somewhat blistered.
How the
fire caught is unknown.
Mr. Graney had no
insurance. His loss will amount to about §25

Company

KID BOOTS
Children.

For Misses and

HARTFORD, CONN.

Selectmen—V. P. Waterhouse, O. S. Keene, A. G.
Thurlow.

All Fusion. The Democratic and Greenback parties united. The largest number of votes thrown
for the Fusion nominees was 121, for Clerk; average number 77. The Republicans liad no ticket and
only votad for one selectman. At that time they
threw 58 votes.

James E.

Insurance

BLACK FRENCH

KID

LIFE

Moderator—David Dunn.

All nominated at

WHITE BOOTS,
WHITE SLIPPERS,

THE

OF

Poland.

.home.

Fire on Tate Street.
fire was discovered in
the front room in the second story of the two
story frame dwelling owned by Elias Chase
situated on Tate street, and
occupied by

PINK BOOTS,

STATEMENT

_

Supervisor—B. M. Furnald.
Town Agent—V. P. Waterhouse.

AT AUCTION.

BLUE BOOTS,

Connecticut Mutual

Republicans.

Selectmen—Robert Merrill, David M. Parsons,
Luther Neal.
School Committee—E. W. Moultou, A. 0. Moul-

Yesterday morning

THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL

Minot.
Moderator—Stillman Shaw.
Clerk and Treasurer—W. B. Bucknam.
Selectmen—Gideon Bearce, P. R. Cobb, N. P.
Supervisor of Schools—T. E. Emeriek.

STOCK OF A

CHILDREN’S BALL Furniture Store

At

Downing.

SALES.

_AUCTION

FOR THE

(Gr.),

Paine to the President of the Atrato Company,
says Mr. Sargent will probably remain awhile
at Carthagena to look after the interests of the
company there, and when sufficiently recovered either rejoin the working party or return
Lieut. Paine writes:
“Everything looks very promising. While
our delay has been tedious, owing to Mr. Sargent’s good management it has been shorter
than we expected, and we have every reason to
congratulate ourselves that we are clear of the
Custom House. Reports from the Atrato are
more than
I have seen large
encouraging.
amounts of gold which have been brought
down from there, and everybody without exception agrees that it is by far the richest portion of the country, and unless some unforeseen accident occurs I cannot but believe that
we shall be very successful.”

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Pownal.

Edwin A. Moulton.
Treasurer and Collector—Bradford

Yesterday

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Moderator—C. S. Snow (D.)
Clerk—Seth Stetson (D.)
Selectmen—Seth D. Stetson (D.), Arthur Noyes

Trafton,

tunity of hearing her.

so

At Stubbs Brothers’, on Temple street,
may
be seen a set of very fine engravings illustrative of the “Senses,” published by
Mietbke,
of Vienna. They have also recoived the en-

carried out in

was

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TOWN ELECTIONS.

All

published programme

every part and elicited much applause. The
select readings by Mrs. Emma Moseley, cornet
solos by Mrs. F. A. Bent and violin solos
by
Miss Bertie O. Webb were heartily encored, as
were also the quartette by M isses Clark and
Pennell and Messrs. Thurston and Shaw and

warm

Art.

was

ent time is 153, of whom the average age is
26 years. Thirty-five Patriarchs have been re'
lieved during the past four years, and 372
weeks' benefits have been paid, which,.at five
dollars per weeks, gives $1800 the total amount
paid for benefits. The par value of invested

church

THE GALLEY SLAVE.

Forty

Falmouth Encampment Anniversary.
Falmouth Encampment, No. 11,1. O. O. F.,
celebrated its fourth anniversary at Odd Fellows’ Hall, in Farrington Block, last evening.

4

14

Deering

TBEIIIONT ST.,
Contracts for Advertisement**
I cities and towrns of tlie United
British Provinces.

anti

am

the manufacture
at my old stand,

prepared for

! Sturdivant’s Wharf,

BOSTON
in al
an

of the

same

310 Commercial

St., foot of Park St.

W. H. S11VIONTON.

Newspapers

lates, Canada

Also Matls and

Spars,

dtf

8. K. MILS,
Advertising A. gent,
O

Ac,

Block.

|

March 4, 1881.
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MEDICAL.

PRESS.

MEDICAL

WOLFE’S

A Pretty Bad Business.

^BBBBdaaiaa

Somethin? Every Mother’s Son Should

[Hartford Courant.]
Without raising the general question why
much that is quietly winked at in the rnanagment of political affairs would not be tolerated
in the conduct of business or in the relations
of society, it may not be impertinent to inquire
why the exercise of charity should be so remorselessly suppressed in the judgments that
are formed and published
concerning public
men and their actions?
In passing into the
sphere of bolides, is it necessary to divest ourselves of all charitable presumptions concerning oar fellow men, and not only to stand on
guard against them in ceaseless suspicious vigi.
lance,|but to be ready at any moment of their
unguardedness, to assail tiieir conduct, put the

possible

construction upon tbeir words
and motives, and make them black and ridicuworst

lous

as

is, lor

tne time

by any

being, possible

means?
It may be that such a method of treatment
is requisite for all men who are in i>olitical

life, that they may be kept from the power of
the temptations that surround them, but one
fails to see why tlio temptations of private business are not equally formidable, and should
not subject the bankers and merchants to the
same law of uncharitable outlawry. It may be
that the purity of our “civil service” demands
that all our civil servants should not only be
made to feel their state of servitude, but
should be treated with the highest possible incivility which a cynical and skeptical suspicion
of them can devise.

As the

newspaper has in
of the public virtue

its hands the guardianship
it becomes necessary for it to pursue this policy of misrepresentation toward all presidents,
members of Congress, cabinet officers and of-

Especially is this necessary on
the part of those unshackled, immaculate and
infallible papers which have all the scorn of
party which a eunuch has of sex, and which
combine the eunuch's liberty of personal presence with the court-jester's freedom of speech.
fice holders.

find almost all our public men
freely annointed with more or less adhesive
which
exhibits them in a pleasprinter’s ink,
ing imperfection, and keeps them from the
dangers of pride.
This office of skeptical criticism has beou
highly exalted by two great masters of literaIn the proom of Faust, Goethe shows
ture.
how delightfully the snob and devil are
blended in the character of Mephistopheles,
who, without reverence for God or faith in
man, can jest and offer to bet with the Deity,
can mock at the suggestion of any man’s sincerity, finds “nothing right on earth, eternally,” and declares
“It’s really kind of such a noble Lord
So humanly to gossip with the Devil.”
The anther of a the ancient poem of Job introduces us to a similar character among the sons
of God whopay their respects at the court of
Heaven. He doesn't belong anywhere in
particular. His business is to prowl around in
everybody’s precincts. He, too, is independent. There’s no nonsense about him.
You
cannot fool him with your pious, hypocritical
Jobs (he spells it jobs). “Does Job serve God
for naught?” Tush! Go to—good Lord 1 Just
give me a chance with this honest fellow, and
I’ll show you what an entire reservoir of
curses is in him, and wha t an ntter hypocrite
he is!
It is the fashion just now to doubt the existence of the devil—a fashion that is exceedingly pleasant and convenient for the devil, too.
Itut when we look abroad and see in what
manner men’s motives are questioned, their
words and actions misinterpreted, we may be
pardoned for doubting the doubt, and being
somewhat surer of the existence of this spirit
than of any other invisible reality in creation.
Its sneers and doubts and mocking accusations
are nowhere more abundant than in the domain of modem political life. It scents a job
in every Job. U a man happens to show a
pretty flawless goodness (such as Mr. Hayes
contrived to exhibit) then its cry is, “It pays to
be good!” “Hemakes money out of his temperperance—some sixty thousand dollars, it is
said."
If under stinging provocations one is finally
tempted to cry out and drop a bitter curse or
two, or u tug leet are caught in some momentary snare from which he painfully extricates
himself, the shrill, dry cackle of infernal
mocking laughter is re-echoed through the
land.
This Satanic spirit of evil insinuation and
false imputation which with infernal assiduity
sows the seeds of distrust and disbelief in human goodness and virtue—how can its existence be disputed? The lord of flies still contrives to cover every bruise of humanity with
his poisonous legions, and to annoy and torment with them every prominent man in society and government.
One of the most notable instances of the
more recent manifestations of this hateful
spirit may perhaps be cited and considered
here with profit. By dint of patient, honest
industry yea, by most exceptional indefatigability in toil and study, a man has gradually
risen from the lowest rank and humblest occupation in life, to stand in the highest position
of honor which this country affords—to stand
among and eveii before princes and kings.
In unusually early life he stands there,
crowned! In what seems to be remarkable
simplicity and modesty too! The wife who
has shared his previous fortunes is by his side.
But still more—aim more unusual—this man’s
mother is with him. With him there in her
old age and with her heart full of all
unspeakable motherly emotions. She has seen other
days with him—hasondured poverty and manifold, immeasurable privation for and with
him. It has pleased God to give her this
crowniug privilege!
Her patient, self-denving devotion lias been the spring of
his entire life and success. She sits there
—most
remarkable
and pathetic figure,
too, to any man who knows what the word
“mother” means—in quiet, humble, unconscious, glad honor, while the boy of her love
speaks to the world some remarkable words.
And mindful of her—yea, mindful of her
above all other kindred, and mindful of her
with a tender mother-worship in which selfconsciousness seems quite lost, this man
simply turns to stoop and kiss the wrinkled face,
and by that kiss to betrry his loyal heart and
make her full cup overflow. One reads of the
incident with a sweet pain at his own heart,
and with a thousand tender, sacred associations starting into life and song within him.
One would prefer to say nothing about such an
act of worship, which Carlyle
might hare
called heroic. It were well to muse somewhat
such a scene. A prayer is not to be
silently onAnd
now what sort of
praised.
description of
this scene are we treated to here and there
by
wise men who have penetrated to the region of
the President’s motives? It was unpremeditated—you think? Ha! ha! Quite melodramatic! Convenient to have that mother on
hand for such an occasion! A shrewd piece of
acting! A most consummate bid for popularity, that! And so on ad nauseam!
It is hard sometimes to tell just where snobbery and deviltry meet and join their forces,

Accordingly

we
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such

meeting must

lUiU

have been

a

me

long

way

tion of this infernal sort of criticism.
men who write it perish in their own

Wit and Wisdom.
Professor Proctor is about to start a
newspaper. He won’t run it three weeks before he
will think a hissing, whirling comet has
skimmed through his purse, leaving nothing
but the most etberial vapor of its tail.—New
Haven Register.
A Good Housewife.
The good housewife, when she is giving her
house its spring renovating, should bear in
mind that the dear inmates of her house are
more precious than many houses, and that
their systems need cleansing by purifying the
blood, regulating the stomach and bowels to
prevent and cure the diseases arising from
spring malaria and miasma, and she must
know that there is nothing that will do it so
perfectly and surely as Hop Bitters, the purest
and best of medicines.—Concord, N. II., Patriot.

Sanford, 162 Broadway,
FOB SALE BY ALL

DBUOGISTS.

ocl3

ters toiling over micb
night work, to resW tore brain nerve and
B waste, use Hop B.
Hop Gitters.
If you are young and fl suffering from any indiscretion or dfcsipa B tion ; if you are married or single, old or ■ young, suffering from
poor health or languish Bing on a bed of sickness, rely on HopE Bitters,
Thousands die anWhoever you are, afffk
whenever you feel ini |l nuallyfrom some
that your system UBjJjJ form of K I d n © y
needs cleansing, ton-^EG> disease that might
ing or stimulating, ^Eil have been prevented
by a timely use of
withouttnfoxicatmy,
take
Hop
HopBItters

I
ijg

How to Secure Health.
It is strange any one will suffer from derangements brought on by impure blood when
8COVILL’S SARSAPARILLA AND STILLINGIA, or BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP
will restore health to the physical organization.
It is a strengthening syrup, pleasant to take,
and the BEST BLOOD PURIFIRER ever
discovered, curing Scrofula, Syphilitic disorders, Weakness of the Kidneys, Erysipelas,
Malaria, NervouB disorders, Debility, Bilious
complaints and Diseases of the Blood, Liver,
Kidneys, Stomach, Skin, etc.

WE

'old

Portland, Feb. 17, 1881.

co-partnership «i ROLLINS & WHITTEN
is this day cissolved by mutual consent.
All
demand* against them will be settled by ROLLINS
A R1 MERY, who are alone authorized to collect

THE

the claims and

demands of the old firm.
F. C. ROLLINS,
W. M. WHITTEN.
Portland, Feb. 17, 1881.
feblSdtf

Catarrh,

of

Ohio.

Troy,

Tou will belB
cured if you use I E

be obtained at the

If you are sim-lB
w e a k andlB
low spirited, trylB!

SoW

&iflt

.

..

Wanted

Immediately.

job printer, capable and willing to work
on either presswork or composition.
Also,
good book compositors. No bummers need aDplv.
Address at once LOCKE BOX, 1028,'
marl 4d3t
Lewiston, Maine.

dlw

to carry on a farm in Deering. None
who cannot give first-class refare not thoroughly acquainted with

apply

and who
their business.

Apply to the subscriber

High

Street. Portland. Me.

ELBR1DGE GERRY.
or John C. Gerry, 157
d&wtf

__

lm

Wanted

Immediately

2 Coat and

Vest and

1

Pants
work-

Maker.
None but good
men need apply at
t S. I'ER.MLD S,
237 Middle St.
mart)

STEPHEN

soon

Julye Myers,
Madam,—About tbe 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was taken with a swelllng'ln my foot which settled into
dry
Gangrene. I was told that 1 had not 24 hours to live.
My wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreading any further andsaved my life. I am 78 years of age, and I owe
the few remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Wm, Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.

Boston. Jan. 26, 1880.

Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Havmg been afflicted
for several years with piles, and having tried numerj
ous remedies without avail, I was persuaded to
try
drawing and healing salve.and am happy to say
s met with complete success.
EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Knapp St., Boston, Mass.

Phillips

&

Co., Wholesale Agents.
dly

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.
It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
should be worn by everyone subject to liheum a t i s m,
Neuralgia,
Nervous Diseases*

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia,Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung and

The
Tork

Thirty Days Notice!!!
PARTY leaving Portland desires to sell house
A and
furniture. Two story house, new, ten
cemented cellar, drain
rooms,
ney, bath

room, hot

ana

Kidney Diseases. Nursing Mothers and Children wear tbe Boston
Battery; its action up-

on the
labile will

mother

and

_A_

A
^55^^
Mothers nowdiscard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Battery, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent by mail everywhere on
Sold by all Druggists. Men
receipt of price, 60c.
and Women Agents wanted in every city and tow n.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery C0..I6 Pemberton
dec 10 d&wly
Square, Room 10, Boston, Mass.

quieting.

$500 Reward!
WE will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure
with West’s Vegetable Liver PiUs, when the directions are strictly complied with.
They are

purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.
Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30
pills, 25 cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware

of counterfeits and imitations. The
genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST h CO., “The Pill
181 & 183 W. Madison St.,
Chicago.
Free trial package sent by mail prepaid on
receipt
of a 3 oent stamp.
sepGdeow&weowly

Makers,”

DR

F. H. KKJVISOA
From 145 Tremont Street
;Boston, will be at U. S.
Hotel, Room 19; MAR.
15. for Four Days Only
Corns, Bunion* and
Bad Nails treated without Pain. Operations cn
“Corns, 26 cents each.

_

feb24

eout*

AS BLLE FLANNELGARMENTS

CITY

Of Inferior Quality of Goods
sold as the ‘'genuine Middlesex,” which are not
made by that mill, The Middlesex Company, in order
to protect their customers and the public,
give notice, that hereafter all Clothiug made from THE
MIDDLESEX STANDARD INDIGO BLUE FLANNELS AND YACHT CLOTHS, (sold by all lead ini/
clothiers), must bear the trade mark ticket, furnished
by tho Selling Agents to all parties ordering the

86 4k 88 Worth St., New York: 37 Franklin 8t., Boston; 214 Chestnut 8t.,

CHARLES
GENERAL
BROKER,

22 Exchange
Street.
Lumber and
General
Merchandise
bought and sold on commission.
Cash advances made on approved prop-

erty.

Stocks and Bonds dealt in.

Ml UL II I
■■ II |
U I
IV llli I! I
oc!8

Portland. Feb. 23d, 1881.

is

Cove,

Gtli to the 20th inclusive.
JACOB McLELLAN,
TIMOTHY B.
C. H. FARLEY,

from March

repairs

Harbor

)

TOLFORD,}

janlloodtfp
Dealers make Money wTtn
W. T. SOULE & CO., 130
La Salle Street, Chicago,
III. Write for particulars.

eodly

now

172

City

of

PID(!T’ PT

A CO

near

will not permit

me to attend to the
at once.
Those

business. I wish
to close it out
meaning business
can call on or address C. H. WILKINS, American

cars.

House

All

nearly

or

F.

marls

and

new

Portland.

qualified voters of Ward Four, are hereby
notified to appear in their ward room, on TUESDAY, the 22d day of March, inst., to give in their
votes for one Common Councilman, resident of said
ward.
Polls will be open at 10 A, M., and close at
4 P. M.
Per order,
marl 5
dtd

DR. R. T. WILDE,
Natural magnetic Physician,
New York and is

home

at

SOUTHWORTH,

Newbury

St.

dim

TO LET.

TWO

To Let.

a

GOOD rent containing six rooms, in centre of
city. Also two on Munjoy hill. Apply to W.
W. CARR, 197 Newbury street.
jan2G dtf

A

To Let.

The Residence of the late
Jason Webb.

be let

Nov. 1st, 1880, the BoardFore and India streets. This
TO
ing house
is
of the best locations in
on

and after
corner

the city for

one

at WINDHAM HILL, ME.,
Portland to BridgPortland, 3^2 miles from deton, 13V2
at
South
pot
Windham, consisting of a good 2V2
story house, ell and woodshed, carriage house, stable 38x45. clapboarded and painted—all in good repair. Also about lo acres of excellent tillage land.
the old stage road from
SITUATED
miles from

and

on

victualing house.

a lodging
occupied by the

Has been

present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full particulars regarding the above
tained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B.

can

be ob-

CURTIS,

Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

oc21 dtf

Good orchard;

excellent neighborhood, church,
schoolhouse and grocery store near by. A very
home
for
a small amount of money.
pleasant

To be Let.

For further information address
W. M. JORDAN,
No. 139 C/Oiuuiercial 8t., Portland, Me.
feb!7eod2m

On and after Oct.

1, 1880, the
occupied by F. O.

premises now
Bailey Ac Co., No.'s 35 A 37 Ex.
change st.
Apply to
HENRY DEERINO,
No. 37 Exchange St.

FOR SALE.

27

THE

W. A. SIMMONS,
Banker and Broker,

108

tenements on High St. Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement. Apply to W. H. SIMONTON, 31G Commercial St.
oct27dtf

CHARLES RICH,
Exchange Street.
dtf
janll

UNITED STATES HOTEL.
He has met with unparalleled success in the
treatment of Chronic and Nervous diseases of every
Farm known as the “Woodbury Farm”
description. Nine-tenths of all the invalids of the
situated in the town of Gorham, county of
country may be either helped or cured, if treated in
Cumberland,
Maine, containing about 100 acres,
with
the
laws
of
nature.
The Dr. never
harmony
suitably divided into mowing, tillage, pasturage
treats a disease by name, as if calling a disease by
and wood, with good farm buildingi thereon, in
name and throwing an enchanted drug at it would
good repair, cut last year twenty tons of Engcharm it away; but he treats with reference to the
lish hay. This farm is situated on both sides of
peculiar organization and pathological condition of
the county road leading from Portland through
liis patient, thus he never malt cm n mistake,
Gorham
three-fourths of a mile from the
nor jeopardizes the lives of his patients
by experi- village, village,
one of the most beautiful
villages in
ments. His uniform success for the last seven years
Maine, with excellent school and church privileges,
in Portland has demonstrated that this is the corwhore
is
«nd
located
the
State
Normal
School, now
rect method of treatment.
If you are physically or
in snccessful operation; three-fourths of a mile
mentally sick, go and see the Doctor, and you will I from the
on
the
Portland
and
Rochester
depot
never regret it
Consultation Free.
Railroad, two and one-half miles from a market at
wv* wen unn yon mu oe nappy.
and
Cumberland
Mills
and
Saccarappa
eight miles
mar9
d.3m
from Portland.
For a farmer, having a family to educate, and
desirous to go into market gardening, or dairy
farming, or stock raising, this is one of the most
desirable properties in the county for the price.
This property must be sold to close and settle an
estate1 Apply to
JOHN C. COBB,

Counselor-at-law, 31V-> Exchange Street,
mar7
land, Me.

dtf

-s_

To Let.

A

PLEASANT and convenient rent at 17 Mechanic St.

mar4d2w*

STOCKS

To

suitable for ladies or
pleasant
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
19
dtf
my

ONE
!

two

Let.

or

rooms

REASONS WHY
all should

use

Bought and Mold on ConiiniMftion.
Latest quotations of Mining and other Stocks
ways

al-

found at office.

E3T* CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
mar7

dim

THE CHEAPEST UNO iBESl
All kinds of Hoofing done in the best
at ihe Lowest Possible Terms.

manner

and

T in Roofs Repaired and Painted,
Leaky Roofs made Tight, and

warranted,

or money
refunded.

T. C.

SLATE and

COOPER,
METAL

ROOFER,

the mills make this the most desirable location in Maine for the
manufacture of Lumber, Paper
or Pulp.
For particulars apply to
fVm. P. Hayden, John D. Andcrsou, Admrs., No. Gorham, Me.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Accountant and Notary Public.
«EO. V. I'OWIAN, Office Wo. 184 Middle
Slpvd. Portland.

AC CROSS STREET.
eodlm*

marl’

writing id be received by the
undersigned, at the Selectmen’s office, until
March
20th, 1881. for a farmer and wile
Saturday,
to take charge of the Alms Houce and Town Farm
None need apply
In Cape Elizabeth for one year.
unless they are thoroughly acquainted with their
business.
THOMAS B. HASKELL,
) Overseers
of the
STEPHEN SCAMMON.
MICHAEL J. PEABbLES, )
Poor.

PROPOSALS

v

J

Cape Elizabeth, March Dth, 1881.

marlO

Heal Estate Agents.
tons C. PROCTER, Wo. 93 Exchange
Street.

Notice.
ill

dim*

dlw&wltlO

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. W. PETTENGILE & CO.’S

Advertising Agency,

10 Mime HI.,
(37 Pnrlt Ron
ROSTOV. |
IVHW YORK
j
Estimates fnrnished gratis for Advertising in
Newspapers in the United States and British ProvI
inces.

Book Binders.
WM. A. qPIWVV, Room tl, Printer,*
Exchange Wo. Ill Exchange Street.
W. II. OIIEER, Sewing Machine Repair"he Rear of 999
er, 4 Marie’.
Cougre.. Htrmy24dly

IMPORTED

WINES &
of nil

LIQUORS

PACKAGES,

—FOR SALE

R. STANLEY &

FALL

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

&

Commencing December 6th, ISSO.
Until farther notice passenger trains
will run as follows:
LEAVING PORTLAND
7.45

n. m.—For all stations
running through to
Suaston, Vt., connecting with B. C. Jt
M. R. R. points, and at St. Johnsburv with Day
Express on Passumpsic It. R. for Newport

and Montreal.
3.45 p. m.—For Enbynn’* and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m—From Fabyan’s and intermediate

BY —

SON, Importers,

1955 FORE ST., PORTLAND ME.
uec31
dtf

Swanton, Vt.,

station?

and all

through line.

HAMILTON. Sup’t.
decAdtf

! every man or woman In every walk of life.
It furnishes an exercise which may, and should be introduced into every house; winch may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strengtl or weakNo one o? a say too
ness, alone or in company.
much! n praise of it, and no one cao afford to do
without it. All who investiga.e thoir aghly, use it,
and consider it invaluable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
General.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in tlie bouse is very great.
mind and ISrain.—It invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
nleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most natural and probably the best means
of inducing souud and refreshing
fVerv«».—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system,
it is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis. if taken in time.
Ijiiuip*, Thront and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no

sleep.

equal.

perftet exercise for
man or woman, furnishing the best form of physical culture and development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
than
the
less
laborious
than
cheaper
saddle;
boating
and inlinitcly better than drugs in a majority of
Exercise.—It is the

most

It rounds and hardens the muschronic diseases.
cles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

EXERCISE ANI) SALESROOMS,
SOI

Mid#«

Street,

Portland.

.T. H. G.llfBERT, PROPRIETOR,
d&wtf

sepl7

J. IV. BATES,
Late of 8. M. Pettengill & Co.

Newspaper Advertising Agent,
»t PARK ROW,

NEW VOKg

PORTLAND,

ME.

This circular is presented by (lie undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and ManuThe Merchant
facturers of Portland.
and Manufacturer will here Hud eonvenientlv classified and indexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by firms w hose facilities, experience and enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the W holesale Markets of the country.
Heed*

Implement*.
AliKICIILTritXI,
KENDALL A WHITNEY, Market Square
A IJItltTT.TlKAI, nnd

luiplr-

Onirr

^4 mriil,. GEO. BLANCHARD A BKO.40 l'"1""
nnd foopernp *loek.
E. S. HAMLEN, 140 Com’l St. A 240 Fore Sc..

BARRELS
Tinker* nu<l lllurk*niilh*.
BOILER
QUINN A CO. Office, 35 UommerrW St
nnd Hhoe*, l.entfarr A- Finding*.
C. J. WALKER A CO., 163 and 166 Middle SC
BOOTH
Hhoe* nnd Tloecnein*.
BOOTH.LOUD, HASKELL
A CO., 136 Middle St
and Hhoe*, (.rather A- Finding*.
BOOTH A. F. COX A SON, Manufacturer!
nnd

ITInnfr*. nnd Jobber*.

Hhoe*,
BOOTH
CHASE, KNIGHT A CO., 62 and 54 Union St
Hhoe*, Lenlher nnd Finding*.
B. B. FARNSWORTH A Co., 133 Middle St
A Hhoe*, llfr,. Ladle,’ A Mine,’
Fine Hhoe*.
SHAW. CODING A GO.

BOOTH,
BOOTH
■

a

nun

X>

snoea, nnnln. nnd Joooi
JOHN P. THOMAS St

"

CO

every Mon-

train and early morning trains for Boston and the
West. Will also connect at Rockland with Sanford
Line of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also each trip to and from Bangor and River Landings. No Freight taken for Bangor.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent, Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING. General Manager.

declGdtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N.B., Halifax, IV. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

tbips~per

week.

On and after Tuesday, Mar. 1st
the steamers Falmouth, Capt. J>
S. Hall, anti City of Portland
will leave
Capt. S. II. Pike,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street,every Monday
and Thursday, at G p. m., for Eastport
and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in(gg’-Freight
formation regarding the same may be bail at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Slate Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HEKfeb28dtf
SEY, President, and Manager.

Paint, Whitcwn.h, Ac.
BRUSH TIERS..
1). WHITE St SONS, 127 Middle St
Tlfe’.,, Paint, Whitewash, &r.,
BRUSH
TRUE BROTHERS, F.ire St.
nml TIfr. of “Houmc Fin*
ish.*' BURROWS BROS.,
BUILDERS
Fore A Croae sts
cor.

Tinker*. Fine Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 1S3 Middle St,
CABINET
and
Paper Hanzinti..
CARPETINGS
MAKRETT, BAILEY St CO.. IDO Si 102 Middle

/TARPETINGN^ail Uphol.tery
\J

Good..

W. T. KILBORN St CO., 24 Free St

A Sleigh TIfr.. * Denier..
PENNELL St CO., Elm St Cumberland

CARRIAGE
MARTIN,
nnd Sleigh TIfr*. A Denier.,
ZEN AS THOMPSON, Jit., 34 to 38 Union St
CARRIAGE
nnd Snildlery Hardware.
CARRIAGE
JAMES BAILEY & CO., 284 Middle S
.Rent*, Fi.h nnd Vegetable*.
CANNED
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
TIanuInrtnrer and lmperter
ERNESTO rONCE.
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle
and
Furniwhing flood*.
J.
T.
CLOTHING LEWIS A CO., 147 Middle St.
Tlnnufnetnrer* A Jobber.
ALLEN Sc CO., 229 Middle and 8 Temple Eta
CLOTHING
Whole.nle, by Cargoor Carload.
RANDALL St MCALLISTER, GO Commercial St
COAL,
tbe Cargo, Carload
Ton.
St SON. 38 Commercial St
COAL, S.byROUNDS
Dealer in Speeial Coal..
COAL.HENRY L. PAINE. 287 Commercial St
White Aah and Cumberland.
D. S. WAKHKN, 182 Commercial S
COAL. Lehigh,
Whole.nle by Carload
Ton.
COAL. CHARLES H O’BRION, 230 Com’l
cor.

or

or

Ron.ter. nnd Spice Grinder..
II. U. NEVENS St CO., 184 St 188 Fore St
Spice., Cream Tartar, Ac
ROLLINS St WHITTEN, 250 Fore S
TIchU A Produce Dealer*.
THOMPSON St HALL, 183 Commercial St
FECTIONARV, Plain A Fancy TiftL, J, PERKINS, 480 Congress St.
STOCK Exporter..
GEO. S. HUNT St CO., Ill Commercial St

COFFEE

COFFEES,
C-.OJIJHSNION
CON
COOPERAGE
China and Glam Ware.
C. E. JOSE St CO., 140 St 142 Middle St
CROCKERY,
I

Gla.. nnd Plated
242 Middle

HAYES
CROCKERY,
DOUGLASS,
St

Ware.
St.

Windows, Blind, and Fixture.,.
A. LEAVITT St SON, 250 Commercial St.

J.
DOORS,
Window., Blind, and Fixture*.
CHAS. S. EARNIIAM St CO.,202 Commercial St
DOORS,
Painter* A TIfr*. Snpplie*
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,134 to 138 Middle St
DRUGGISTS,
Chemical* A Drng’t* Snndrie*.
Maine Steamship Company. DRUGS,
J. W. PERKINS St CO.. 74 St 70 Commercial St
medicine.. Paint, and Oil*.
Semi-Weekly tine to Jiew York.
DRUGS,
PARSONS, BANGS St Co., 117 St 119 Middle St
Paint*, Oil*, Ac.
Steamers Eleanora and Franconia DRUGS, Chemical*,
E. L. STANWOOD St CO., Market at
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
ami Fancy Good.,
Good*,
Woolen*,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
DRV
DEEltlNG, M1LLJLKEN St CO., 188 Middle St.
1. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
Woolen, nnd Fancy Good.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers
fitted up with fine accommodaSTOKER BROS. St CO, 54 Sc 58 Middle St
DRV Good*,
tions for passengers, making this
very convenient
GOODS AND WOOLENS.
and comfortable route for travelers between New
DRV
WOODMAN, TRUE Sc CO.,137 to 141 Middle S
York and Maine. During the
months these
GOODS, WOOLENS, Ac.
ill touch at Vineyard Haven
steamers
their pasA. LITTLE
DRV
00., 230 & 238 .Middle St
sage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 33; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Good., Woolen, and Fancy Good*.
New York forwarded to destination at
Portland
DRV
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN St CO., 159 Middle
For further information apply to
Lace*, Fancy Good*
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
JOHN F. RAND, 98 Croa. St
EJIHROIDERIES,
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Drain Pipe, Garden
WHEELS,
Tickets and State Rooms
be obtained at 22
Border. J.W. STOCKWELL, 1 W. Promeua
EJIERY
Excnange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1,
pasdec5dtf
and Pickled, Dealer* in Sal..
sengers will be taken by this line.
DANA Si CO., 124 Commercial St
FISH, Dry Pickled
and Smoked.
Dre,
Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington 111X11,
GEO.TREFETHEN St CO. GCommercial Whaf
;
Prori.ion. and Staple Grocerie.
STEAMSHIP LINE,
ITS.OCR,
THOMAS, BACON & CO., 88 Commercial St
are

a

summer

w

on

St

or

once.

can

no

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
FALL

ARRANGEMENT.

Ou

and

after Monday, Oct.
Trains
BEAVE
PORTBAND
-“-POR BOSTON at 8.45 a. m„
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,
3.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a.
m.,
12.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.05,
6.00, 8.00. p. m. Portland for Scarborough
Bench, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford and Kttnncbuuk, at 8.45
a, m., 1.00, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. For Wells, North
Berwick, Salmon Falls, Great Falls, DoExeter.
ver, New Market,
Haverhill,
Bawrence, Andover nud Bowell, at 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Bochcster nad Farm,—.__

IS, 1SS0, PnHfitgri'

1

First
JOHN HOPKa S,
WAT. LAWRENCE,

Class

Steamships.

WM. CRANE,

D. H. MILLER.

From Boston direct every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY at 3 P. M.

Ffeiglit forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forw arded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points Sooth and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Ageut, 240 Washington street,
ington, N. H., at 8.45 a. m.. 1.00, 3.30 p. m. I Boston, Mass.
For Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
To all points of North and South Carolina and beManchester and ('out or,I (via Lawrence,} at
via Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air
yond
8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30
Line to Raleigh, Charlotte, Spartansburg, Greenp m.
Morning Train leaves Kcnnebunk for Portville, Atlanta, the Carolines and Georgia Points.
land at 7.25.
Waldo A. Pearce, Agent, No. 229 Washington
8S“Tho 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects Street, Boston, Mass.
with Sound Bine Steamers.
The 3.30 u. m,
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
train connects with All Rail Bines for New
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington
York and South and West.
street, Boston. Mass.
SUNDAY TRAINS! Leave Portland for
Through bills of lading given by the above numed
Boston at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portland at
agents.
6.00 p. m.
PaMage to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Parlor Car Tickets Sold at Depot Ticket
Berth and Meals, 1st Glass,
99. 2d Class, 97.
Office.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washor other information apply to
ington,
Trains on Boston A Maine road conneet with all
E. SAMPSON. Agent,
stoamers runing between Portland and
Central Wbar,. Boston.
no2dtf
Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machlas, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland A Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter tec minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. B. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at L'nien
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sunt.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland.
ool6

,jtf

Rumford Falls & Bucklield
For

-__

]?!????!nr?!?l?^|and

Portland,

0.30

a.

m.;

leave Canton 4.20
Bucklield. 6.15 ami

For Canton and Bucklield, leave
Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. m.
connections
for West Sumner, Dlxfleld.
Stage

The favorite Steamers Forest
City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. daily, (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at
night
HP Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various

WASHBURN,

I.

Portland Oct.

#NLY

18.1880.

Freight taken as usual.
JT. U. COYLBi Jr.,

,IE., President.
oc20tf

$5.00

uiuco iui Bttiu nit

*»'***

Byron, Rangley Lakes, Ac.

—

kind**, in the

ORIGINAL

BALDWIN,

IMrect Steamship Lint*.

J. W.

PETERS, Gen.

GEO. P. WESCOTT. Sur*

at

Ticket

Agent.

ocI6dtf

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.
and after Monday, Oct. 18,
1880, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.20 a. m., and
*-‘25 p. in arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.
On

ID.

Clinton, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and E,.
ping at 7.20 a. m. and 1.25 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
For

1.23 p. m.
For Rochester, Springyale, Alfred, Wat.
erboro and Saco Rirer.7.20 a. in., 1.25
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.45 p. ut. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.00
a. ni., and 3.65 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. in., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorham,
Cnmbcrlnnd
Westbrook und Woodford’s.
Mills,
at 7.20 a. m., 1.23, 0.20 and (.mixed) 0.45
p. ni.
The 1.25 p. in. ti ain from Portland conncctii at
Ayer June, with II oosne Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Cuion
Repel, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich
Liar, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
R. (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philudel.
Raltim ore, Washington,
and the
oath and with Boston & Alban; K. It. for
the Went.
Close connections made at Wewibrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. It., and
it GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
Df Grand Trunk R. U.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

Nnccurnppn,

Shin,

change Street.

W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
oclOdt
GEO. P. WESUOi I, Supt.
J.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Wharfage.
Long Wharf,
From

—

1

St.

t-roceries nnd Provisions.
E. C. HEKSEY A CO.. 93 A 95 Com’l st.
nnd
Produce,
Wholranlr.”
HODGDON A SOULE, 101 Commercial St
Ranfrs. Fine & Common
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free St
FT il.VANUKD IRON, Gutters A Cornices.
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 31 A 33 Union St
U
nnd Feed, Receivers A Dealers
KENSKLL, TABOR A CO., 11 Central Wharf

FLOPR,
I'KI'll
FTBNITIJRE

GRAIN
FI.OCR AND FEED,
WALDRON A TRUE, 4 A 5 Union Wharf
r
CTRAIN.
Flour and Provisions.
W. A C. It. Milliken, 107 A 109 Commercial St
GROCERIES!,
Flour and Provisions.
COCSENS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 Oom’
Spice Grinders A Coffee Roasters
1W1TCHELL, CHAMPLIN A CO., 175 Com’

FT ROTEKS.

U

GROCERS,
CTW

ROC EHS.
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN A

CO.. Central St.

GBOt'ERM
SAWYER, i’OSS A DEERING.lCentra Whrf
and Provisions.
GROCERIES
CONANT A RAND, 153 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
GROCERIES*.
FLETCHER A CO., 159 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
GROCERIES,
H. S. MELCHEK A CO., 147 Commercial St
Provisions and Flour.
W. P CHASE A CO, 167 Commercial St
GROCERS.
ridiOCEBIE* AND PROVISIONS.
A HAWKES. 149 Commercial
v KOCEHS nnd Oenlrrs in
Flour.
VX
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial St
miu Supplies Act*, Williams
KING A DEXTER, 2d9 MiddliHl
Belling.
Cnllery nnd Farm Tools
EMERY, WATERHOUSE A CO.. 159 MiddleSt
Cutlery and Farm Tools
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St
Agents for Oriental Powder Mill*.
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Freest. Bl k
Caps, Furs, Robes and tlloves.
BYRON GREENOUGH A CO.. 234 Middle St
Pressed Hay A Straw by the Car-

lx SHAW, SON

Hardware,
HARDWARE,
HARDWARE,
Hardware.
HATS,
HAV.
go. HlltAM PIERCE, Corn’l,

cor.

Park St

Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
IRON,
A. E. STEVENS A CO., 14l> A 160 Commercial
Steel, Carriage Hardware Ac.

IRON,
E. COKEY A CO.. 125 A 127 Commercial st

Cement,
l.aud Plastrr and
Hair. C. A. B. MORSE A CO., 5 Coui'l YVhf
LIRE,
Rich. Pine and Hard Wood’
LTRUER,
RUFUS DEKK1NG A CO., 292 Commercial St
of All Hinds, “Rnuufr’s.’
EDWIN CLEMENT ACO., 272 Commercial St
LTRUER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. H. A A. R. DOTEN. 250 to 294 Fore St
LI X2HER,
HER. Son. Pine Timber and Hoards
J. W. DEERING, 210 Commercial St.
LTR

Boston, 8 p.
“•
From pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.

I TRRER. ton. Pine Timber and Plnuk
-Li C. >V. RICHARDSON, BAM Whf., and Corn'l s
TRUER,

R f’r. oi nil kinds of Spruce
L GILBERT SOULE,
Agt.; Corn’l. foot of Park.
Spruce, Pine nnd Short.
lai.i'fllBritMtko* Insurance one-half the rate of
B1KNIE
at
LTRUER,
CO., 332 Commercial St
KUMEkY,
<as«BS*ES**^sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.B., and South
Doors, Rlinds, Windows Ac.
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
LT.RHEH,
i.EGROYV BROS., 24 Preble St
Passage Eight Dollars, Round Trip 313,
BBER. Rich. Pine A Hard Wood.
Meals and Room included.
YVIDBER A BACON, 220 Com'l St
LI
For Freight
Passage apply to
and Boiler tinker,.
B. H. SAMPSON. Agent,
d&31 >J
PORTLAND COMPAN Y, East End, Fore St
IO Long Wharf, 1!oxion
MACIIIMMIH
1.1,1.\ >; It V Straw ItooilM, Milk, A
JOHN E. PALMER, 243 Middles
Ml
nnd millinery Rood,.
MILUNEKV
RIUHER, MORRILL A McMANN, 92 Cro.B
Plunlrrunod Mhipprrw.
OVSTKRb.
TIMMONS A HAWES, 110 Commercial st
Str. Minnehaha
Oil,, VnrniMhcM A Supplic,
On and after ©«T. Jim,
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 70 Com V
PAINTM,
will leave the East side of CusPPMES, Oil, all kind,
tom House Wharf, for Peak*,
PAINTEKS’SI
J. B. FICKETT A CO., 1S7 Fore St
and Long;, Little and Great
Hanging,, Book, & Mtalionery
thebengue Inlands:
PAPER
LURING, SHORTA HARMON, 208 Middle St
6.45
for Peaks only.
1.15
materials.
12.30
Photographic
J. i>. DEXTER A CO., 480
Congress .-l.
etum immediately after each trip.
I, EM, Vmrtinr, Cider, Ketchup Ac
Rocl8
dtf
E. D. PETT'ENGI LL,
PICK
Mir., & A 10 Market xt
4*00DM.—Hall Rubber Co.
C. H. BOSWORTH,
RUIIBESt
Middle Sc Exchange sts
CLYDE’S
Importer* anil Denier*.
SALT.
BACON
&
THOMAS,
CO., SB Commercitil St
Philadelphia &, Mew ^AI.T.
Importer* A Drnlcr*.
^ EMERY & FL Ki 1SII, Head of Union Wharf.
England
BU4)K KRH, fttorc* A €kudil(rr.
STEAMSHIP LINES
SHIPJ. S. WINSLOW
Si CO., 3 & 4 Central Wof
FROM BOSTON
UROKKRN^ Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores.
RYAN
Si
KELSEY.
101 Cotniner< ialst
SHIP
with
Ol.D
COLONY
in connection
KAIL,

^4mSL-KiV

advance

and Grocerie..

ITLOUR
WILLIAMS. PULSIFEK & CO.. 59 CornT

Cal. A

,r3

Rollins & Adams*, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

Depots.

Agent.

dti

Mo

—

secureu m

I

rates.

—AND—

Norwich Line Steamers,
xvuuoiB

iow

P1IILADELP1I l A

Express Train leaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
connecting at New London same evening with the
fiist steamers of the Norwich Line,
arriving at
New York next morning at 6 o’clock.
Aivacto iuiu ouue

<•

aprh

T0

YORK,
AND

very

Boston

Portland & Worcester Line

MILL PROPERTY FOR SALE.

fcblb

H. P.

NEW

dtf

gle, Pulp and Keg Mills; seven
nice Dwellings, Cooper, BlaeksnVith and other shops, Store, &c.
Unequalled power, pure water,
demand for all tlic products of

Returning, will leave Macniasport.

tnc

Port-

The Mill Property of the late firm
of OotT & Plummer, known as
“Middle Dam”,ftoiiiam, Maine, is
ior saie.
saw, wnsr, stave, Shin-

j@£

Gen. Pass. Agent C. R. R. of N. J.

mh26dly

few^^SSilO-OS a- m.

93 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Bonds and Standard Mining Securities.

ROUTE.

Washington Street, Boston.

ON

01

25x25 feet, lienery, etc.

steam-

{, 8£<m5

J.

Hotel To Let and Furniture For
Sale.
account of ill health, I offer the Furniture
in the American House, situated Cor. of Middle and India Streets, Portland, Me., for sale and
house to let. The above House having recently been
thoroughly refitted and put in excellent order is now
one of the best Hotels in the
city for business men
and the traveling public generally, but as my health

perfect order, lot 100x150 feet, nicely fenced,
large number of trees and shrubs, house is heated
by furnace, up-stairs and down, excellent well of
water, and large cistern. One of the finest residences
n Deering.
Cost about $6,000 two years ago when
all material was cheap. Will be sold at a bargain,
Appy to
in

or

NETV ENGLAND AGENCY,

Portland. Dec. 1, 188

Middle Street.

horse

BROOK

New York and Philadelphia

on

Ex-

on

to
ticket* (at any
boat office in New England) ria

BOUND

TO LET.

of the best streets at

Woodford’s Corner,

sure

stations.
6.30 p. m.—From

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

The

Has returned from
again at the

on one

PASSAGE:

RATES OF

Cabin.$50.00 Gold
Cabin, return,.$00.00 Gold
For passage, &e.. apply to GEO. H. STARR, No.
30 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Otlices,
foot of India street.
feb7 d3mo

Middle St.

uov29 dOm

Be

..zoiu re Dr uar v

offered.

To Fet.
51 Exchange St., chambers
on

LINE~

Ontario. 13tli March
From Portland to Glasgow via Halifax:
Quebec,.25tb February

) Commissioners

fob25dtd

goods.

WENI1ALL, FAY & C0„ Selling Agents,
MIDDLESEX COMPANY,

opportunity is

20th and 30tli of each month

Toronto.lltli February

lots, all our
being a part
James Deering.

rr

dayMorning, at 4.30 o’clock, arriving in Portland same evening, connecting with Pullman night

two

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast
railroad
bay

below.

to Glasgow. The
ered, and have superior accommodation for cabin
and steerage passengers. Prepaid tickets are issued
at reduced rates to those desirous of bringing out
their friends.
Dates of sailing from Portland to Liverpool direct:

same

AI A* III AS.

On and after Friday, Dec. 17th,
the Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Deering, will leave Rail£mSBEShib; road Wharf, Portland, every
Friday evruiug, at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of Pullman express train from Boston, for
Rockland* Catiline. Deer Vale, Sedgwick,
Mo. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor, Mill bridge,
Jonexport, and Machinaport.
--awe***f

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
Liverpool, and once in six weeks
vessels are Clyde built, full pow-

small

and

Arrangement, ISSP.
TRIP PER WEEK

SPRING ARRANGEMENT

The steamers of this Line will

office.

a rare

Philadelphia

OF

—

Wiuter

Philadelphia & Beading 14. X£.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

run

J. D. & F. FESSENDEN,

A

hereby given that the Draw, in the
Grand Trunk Railway Bridge, leading to
NOTICE
Back
will be closed for

ICth,

—FOR

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Most Central Station in

l

A

Portland, Dec. 10.1880.

STATION IN NEW YORK AfcStfEi.

j&L.isrn>

I.entltcr A Fending..
BOOTS B. F.Shoe.,
WHITNEY Sc CO., 222 .Middle St.
Stationery and Room p*.'fr».
BAliJCY St NOYES, 88,70 St 72 Exchange St
BOOKS,
Stationery A Room Papet*.
LORING, SHORT & HARMON, 208 Middle 3
Portland, Bangor & Machias BOOKS.
Hlnnk Rook* and Slntionrry,
STEAMBOAT CO.
BOOKS,
DRESSER, McLELLAN & CO., 47 Exchange
Town Gmd> nnd S. s. Hnpplit*^
BOOKS.
HOYT, FOGG St DONHAM, 103 Middle at.
IT.
ROCKLAND,
DESERT, MIL*

-BETWEEN’-

New

WHOLESALE-

■

dtf

and

Australia.
splendid steamers sail from New

DOMINION

REAL ESTATE NOTICE.

PAINTERS,

Harbor Commissioners’ Notice.

new aa
on the

Zealand

New

oel8dtf

Bound Brook Route.

219

For particulars call on
IV. M.GAKDINEB,
Real Rotate Agent, Outennial Block, 03
rnarll dOw^
Rxchan^e Street.

Located

ADVERTISEMENTS

Islands,

Scarboro.

('aid ffiuwlei,

Je2dly

are

■ ■■■■■■ ■ «

mar7 eod3w*

HAVE

our

CALIFORNIA,

S.S. Colon....Mar. 21 | S. S. Acapulco. ..Mar. 30
S. S. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only
Apr. 10.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest infor
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents.
C. I.. BARTLETT & CO.,
115 Wtnte (Street, cor. Broad (St., Boston.
or to W. D. LITTLE A
CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
jo38dtf

FOR SAFE-REAF ESTATE.
in hand good, desirable properties—New
Houses and House Lots in the City, Houses
and Lots in Deering and vicinity, Farm Property in
the vicinity of Portland, in Deering, West!-rook.
Gorham, Falmouth, Yarmouth, Cape Elizabelh and

change

Place to get ROOFING done is
at AO Cross St.

NOTICE!

__

as

ventilated into chimcold water in three cham-

or

dt

carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco

bers, marble mantels, open grate &c., suite parlors, 14-0x32. Any responsible party can pay §500
cash and §30 per month, interest five per cent.
If
not sold in thirty days will lease for three or five
years. Address P. O. Box 1517.

W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,

FOR !88l.

STEAMERS.

ONE

Northwest, West and Southwest.

JAPAN, CHINA,
Maudwich

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t

Portland. Dec 13. 1880.
dec 13

—ASD—

'INGRESS KTKEET,

FOR

per cent. Store under U. S. Hotel for rent, also
small Tenements of four rooms on Federal Street
for rent. Rent six rooms up town. Rent six rooms
Alder Street.
Apply at PATTERSON’S Real Estate Office, No. 379 Congress Street. marlleod3w

Store No.
St. and

BERRY,

1JI Mai ket Square, Portland.
Price; reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

The

DEPOT ‘AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

FOE SALE.

Sur

S&3&AI

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

value in Portland. Now is the time to
loan on first-class mortgages at six-

rise in

a. in.

BKIDCiE

74 EXCHANGE STREET

OMo.

n

No. 37 Plum Street.

FRESCO

offices

ELS

Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
I'uunrd, Allan, Inman, White .Star and
Anchor Eiae* of European Steamer*
sailing weekly* from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address
T. P. JIcGOWAH, Bookseller,

of the farm of the late
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen

•IOST & MOKTOS,

buncles. Felons, Boils

passenger"

European Ticket Office.

good bargains on hands. Iteal estate is rapidly advancing in the principal cities of the East and must

MW&FAwlv4

Boston, Deo. 13, ’80.

ap6

and

<$>colc:; Job

M

STEAMERS.

ATWO-STOKY

tate,

Ulcers, Abscesses,
longstanding, Erysipelas
Piles, Salt Hheum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Chil
blains, Inflamed Joints, Frost Bites, etc. Mrs
Julye Myer’s Drawing & Healing Salve fails to cure

W. F.

ESTATE.

largo
the
WE property in Deering,

WILL CERTAINLY CURE

Mrs.

only

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Tlilv. nukee,
Cincinnati, Mt, Eonin, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver| Man Francisco,
and all points in the

AIh>, building lots on Munjoy Hill, Congress,
Deering, High, State, Mellon, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real es-

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and
every Affection of the Threat,
Lungs and Chest, including Consumption. Sold by all Druggists.

j§f

be obtained at
constitutional, and can not

HOUSE built in 1872,12 rooms,
gas and Sebago, arranged for two families,
cemented cellar, good drainage, location up town,
very sunny, will be sold on easy terras, viz: §500
cash, balance §30 a month.
Two-story House arranged for two families, in
the central part of the city, will be sold for §1,000;
§000 cash, balance mortgage.
A desirable up town lot, 44x00, at 35 cents per
foot.
A small Cottage, six rooms, Sebago, &c.,
within eight minutes walk of Market Square, that
is paying 10 per cent, on §1.440, will be sold for
§1000, §500 cash, balance on mortgage. Lots of

at

1

as

Real Estate Notice.

dlw

BUSINESS CARDS.

$1000 REWARD
Sores of

well

CHILDS, Troy,

offer for sale in

nov29

as

permanently

can

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

GOOD

\\TANTED,
▼ ▼
need

T,™

feb2

It

ARRIVALS.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30 a. m.
and 14.30 p. in.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m.,
3.15 p. in., 6.00 p. na.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 14.30 p.m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30 a. m.

&

REAL

_WANTS.

erence

®®«*
Roeherter, N. Y.
^ Toronto, Oat,

life. It
saved hun-Mii
dredS*

effectually
desperate.

Rev. T. Xs.

A Farmer and Wife

by drug-

To Auburn and Lewiston,
7.10 a. ui., 14.33
and 5.15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, f .30 p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 8.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 3.15 p. m.

any M

cure

•

drug-stores.

with many Private Dwellings aud Offices about the
actual Line communication.
Able Instructor* in Charge.
For terms apply to
F. A. JOHNSON, Propr.
marl2dtf
65 Exchange Street.

Send for
gists.
Circular.

‘.‘kvVo-l
hasIB

and

We especially desire to treat those who have tried other remedies without success. We would be glad to have any who can, call at
and see us personally. A full statement of method of home treatment and cost, with scores of testimonials from those
Troy
"-v^o have been cured will be sent on application.
Address
£

_

narcotics.

ply

how

The treatment is local

tobacco,

Hop Bitters I■

Specific

no matter

City, giving

RICh7

Co-partnership Nolice.

Child’s Catarrh
case

graphy.

drnnlrPTmi»i»«r
drunkenne 8 s
use of opium,’
or

urpr or
nr nerve*, rim,
liver

EayygjgillWO.
Upland,

Roberts,

LospU|

KA YOUNG Ladie3 and Gentlemen, to learn
e/Vr the Profession.
Extensive arrangements
are being made for a School which will oonnect

D. |. e.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

...

Wanted at tlie College of Tele-

dec25dlt tlaw4wW, Jan,Mar&Ap

have this day formed a f-o-parttif-s'.ip under
the firm name of HOLLINS & RUMERY to
carry on the Coffee and Spice business, at the
stand of Rollins & Whitten, 250 Fore Street,
F. C. ROLLINS,
S. D. RUMERY.

I

Harmon,

buy. Money to

Philadelphia.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Delphos

mhl2

19 an absolute
1111(1 irresista-

SfthAKtomarh Ml
boteel*. blood!in"

cp-kH

Michigan Ave., Chicago.111.: R. E.Granger, Chicago, 111.; Mrs. E. p. Hooker, Defiance. 0.; A. Schofield. Petrolia, Butler Co., l'a.; D. l’ostance,
College St., Cleveland, O.: Jns. A, Gallaber. Perry, Ralls Co., Mo.; Robert Evans, Erie. Pa.; Rev ii. Hilbish, North Lima, O.; Charles Thomas, Eli Cl
s Elm St. .Newark. N.J.; S H. Brodnax, Walnut Grove, Ga.; E. D. Lewis, Jasper, Steuben Co.,N.Y.; MissF.M. Mitchel, Pittston, Me.: Rev. C. W.Bey
Baltimore, Md.; Wesley Thomas. TVestover, Somerset Co., Md.; J. W. Riley, U. S. Ex press EC
Miss E. E. Shoemaker, Ashley, 0.: Rev. G. I.RS
Hurlburt. 210-216, S. Illinois*St.. Indianapolis. 11=31
Burche, Parkersburgb, W. Va.; C. T. Paul,

A

aM

peps/a, M'lq/Br

UUUsands

•

Wanted.
FIRST-CLASS Pastry Cook. None but firstclass need
apply. Address QUIMBY &
MURCH, De Witt House, Lewiston, Me.

Bltteis.

Hove you ill/»•

cases have applied to me for relief.
Many thouhave received my Specific and are cured. Wo dcemfjJ
fair that every one that wishes should have the

Catarrhal

Portland

leave

Trains

Ths Provincial & New England All Rail Line

g
ft

1^1

A
ened by tho strain of
avoid
your duties
stimulants and use

m

jjgr

eodeowly

fgj^Eiryouareaman^^Mlfyouarea^HMHi|]
man of letof business,weak^nEpi

rwTT.ns

wep§

dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. It assists diDr.
N. Y.

p

whether we are able to accomplish all that
* ^ portunityto ascertain
claim, and for this purpose we add a few of the many hundreds of ad- jj
dresses of those who have been successfully treated, almost any of gi
fg;-. .whom will doubtless respond to any inquiry by letter, if accompanied®
»r*jbv a stamp to pay postage. We have thousands of these certificates®
from all classes—physicians, clergymen, judges, merchants, bankers and©
<
*,
business men.
IB
Rev. E. S. Martin, Port Carbon, Fa.; A. M. Stewart. 170 Cambridge St., Last Cambridge, Mass.; TV. IT. Stevens, Shawneetown, Ta.; ?». T TVe’.ch.^Bl
Ottawa Co.. Kan.; TV I*.
Wilton Junction, Muscatine Co., Iowa; R. A. Gentry,
California, Mountain Co., Mo.; J. P.
7alEsj|

directly upon the Liver, and
cures Liver
Complaints, Jaun-

free.

t

CATARRH SUFFERERS:

agninr it only

acts

A famous New York physician observes:
‘‘You can doable your circulation by washing
the feet with cold water before going to bed at
night and after getting up in the morning.”
This is a highly important discovery for newspaper proprietors.—Philadelphia Item.

nil

Only Vegetable Compound that

be-

May the
ink-pits.

rf.v

A A aaa

liver
INVIGORATOR
sent

j§

TO

Dr.SANFORD’S

blood. A Book

^
ofg|

■in

dly

gestion, strengthens the system,
regulates the bowels, purifies the

^

lOATARRH

STREET,

NEW YORK.

wras

^sometimes

On imd after Dec. 19th, 1WSO,

For Auburn nml Lewixton, at 12.30 ami
5.05 p. ui. ami for l.ew'fston via Brunswick,
at 7.00 a. m. and 11.15 p. m.
For Bangor, Dexier, Waterville, Belfast
Ar 8kow began at 12.30,12.40. and 11.16p.m.
For Augusta, Hnllowell, tJnrdinrr^ am!
Brunswick at 7.00 a. w. 12.40, 5.16, and
11.15 p. m.
Trains Lean; Portland
For Kocklaml and all stations on Knox & Lini a. m. Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
coln R. 11., and for Farmington, via Brunswick
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport, Saat 7.00 a. in. and 12.40
in.
lem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleep- I For Bath at 7.00 a. m.. p.
and 12.40 and 6.15 p. m.
ing (Jar will be ready for occupancy in Portland
Monition! I>,
F?r Farmington, Phillips,
at
9
m.
and
at I
p.
(Week
days),
iuthrop, Beudfield, West Wutcrville,
11
and will be
attached
p. m. Sundays,
North Anwou atld Waterville via Lewiston
to this train. Passengers have a night’s
rest
at 12.30 p. m.
and arrive in Boston at (5.30 a.m. in season for
For Wntcrville via Augusta, 7.00 a. ill.
all morning traiDS South and West.
Tbe 11.15 p. in. train is '.he Night Express, with
N.45 a. in. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
Pullman sleeping car attached anil runs every
way stations, v itli parlor ear arriving at 1.13 p.ra.
night, Sundays included.
1.00 p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston ium
Close cennectiona are made at Bangui, for all
way stations, wiih parlor car, arriving at 6.30
stations on the Bucksport A Bangor, Bangor A Pisp.m. in season for Souud ami Ball connections
and E. A N. A. Hallways: the Maine Cencataquis
South and West.
tral U. R. forming with the E. A N. A. A St. John,
For Portland, leave Bostou,
nd Maine Railways,
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving
In Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. iu. train runs daily.
re-establishment
of
the
by
Through ticket** to all poiutn Noufh and now otters
the Night train between Bangor and St.
John,
Went at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Comweek
ami
one
each
two
trains
day,
mercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
way every
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron,
every Sunday (night.) between Boston, Porilnud
Agt.,
uud St. John, llnlifnx, and all parts of tbe
40 Exchange street.
.Tiai'iiimc i'iovidccn; trains leaving xoruanu ai
Pullman Ear Ticket-, for Mean* and
Tlie latter making con12.40 and 11.16 p. m.
Bertha Hold at Depot Ticket Office.
nections with trains for Kloultou. Wood* lock,
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
St.
Wt* Andrrwu.
Stephen, Fredei tcton,
General Passenger and Ticket A gout.
Fort Fairfield and C'aribou.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation
for
St. John and Ilali*
Limited Ticket*
Ccl8
dtf
fax on Male at reduced rate*.
Pa*Mcnger Train* arrive in Portland a*
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.40 a. m.
The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
and 12.50 p. m. The afternoon trains from Auafter Monday, Oct. 18th,
-r^—.On
gusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 5.46 p. m. The
passenger trains will leaTe TorNight Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m. From
‘UTI"
*
St. John and Halifax at L2.50 p. m. and 1.60
as follows:

AGO

Hjdeafness
^discharges,

llplo life’s Son k Co.,

POIDI OI

fore such heartless, devilisb-wise, and altogether snob-foolish comments could have been
written or so much as thought of by men who
have forgotten their mothers. It may be as
well not to undertake any further characteriza-

plfor

I

Railroad, MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

FALL and WINTER Nchedule.

Passenger

considered

was

Eastern

CIRCULAR

TRADE

RAILROADS.

COMMENCING ~OCT. 17th, 1880.

I had then suffered
an incurable disease.
attacked
a
first
by
eighteen years.
slight cold, followed with
and ringing in the ears, soreness of the throat, disgusting nasal
weak, inflamed eyes, hawking, rising of vile matter, black and
bloody mucus, coughing, with great soreness of the lungs. IS
The liver and stomach were polluted with the diseased matter running fromg
|g
lithe head.
Compelled to resign my pastorate, I compounded my
Now at the age
cured myself.
SPECIFIC, and
no
and
never have had
I
with
can
sHsixty-seven.
difficulty,
speak for hours
the whole thirteeen years the slightest return of the disease.
:f

^CATARRH

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &e, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.
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TOURISTS’ STEAMBOAT LINE

B

A. M.
44

i*. m.

cor.

ROAD.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
lime. Low
Be ini-Weekly
Line, Quick
Rates, Frequent Departure*.
received
and
forwarded
Freight
daily to FALL
RIVER, (here connecting with the Clyde Strainrrn, .ailing every WEDNDSDAY tm.l SATUR-

Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clj-de Steam Lines to t'hnrle*ton, g. V.j Washington, D. V., Georgetown, D, <!., Alexandria, Vs., and ail Rai
DAY to

and

Water Lines.

Tim,ugh Rates named and Bills of Lading Iven
point in New England to Rhiladelphi
For rate* of Freight, unci other information, apply to
I). D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Wnt. P. C lyde A Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
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Plated and Hritnunia R are.
►3 RUFU8 DUNllAM & SONS, Mfre, 2 IS Fore st

L^ILVKR

Water A

Ventilating Pine
DANIEL WINSLOW Sc SON, 7 Cross St
STEAAI,4*a*,
UTOItN, llange*. Mink* aaad 4'ia*tia>iE*.
►3 PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO., 244 lore
PCS A It A Viola**** Importer*.
GEO. S. HUNT & Co., Agta Eaglo Refinery
FIIAC'KEE Block*4Snlvnnixe«l HoatTriau
X
niing*. T. 1.A UG11 LIN & SON, Center St.
4'offee*, Spices and Grocers’ Suiulrt^
G. W. SI MON TON & CO.. Mfrs., 13 & 15
mii¥ WARK, .Hfg'N.nml Denier*.
X
TENNEY Sc LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
AKN, Bag* Ae«, Alfa**, and Dealer*
G. B. llrtuAD Sc CO., 152
Exchange St
A Tailor*’ Trimuiiu
OUADBOUKNA
DALL, iBtt,
,,
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